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Preface
This is an archive of posts from the blog Darwiniana, mostly from 2016, and focus particularly on issues
of marxism, radical activism, beside the ongoing question of evolutionary theories.

Introductory notes

The question of marxism and its theories haunts the current world of leftist activism at a time when the
issue of postcapitaism and the crisis of ecology demands a review of legacies past. We can provide a
critique of marxist theory and its historical materialism. We will focus on a critique of stages of
production theory as we stress the reality of free agents operating in history. We will introduce our
archive with some disconnected notes as a tactic to consider multiple issues in parallel prior to a
synthesis in book form.
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

An important question is the status of historical materialism and its related ‘stages of
production’ theory. Marxism belongs to the era of crude materialism and the birth of positivism
and espouses a strong view of the economic determination of history.
The theory proposes a progression of epochs from feudalism to capitalism to communism, but
this does not really correspond to the facts of world history or to the prospects for a transition
beyond capitalism.
It is more useful to consider the transition beyond capitalism as the action of free agents
attempting to found democracy in communism.
The eonic model can provide a more robust approach to historical analysis either as a bare
outline of history in terms of a non-random process, or as a full model with a set of hypotheses.
But this approach is not another theory but an empirically based chronicle in which the study of
embedded economies is a practical exercise in descriptive chronicles rather than a statement
about epochs of various economic orders.
The left needs a critique of Darwinism as a theory of natural selection.
Dialectical materialism is a flawed construct and needs a reevaluation.
Democracy must be realized via communism, and communism via democracy…the onset of
Stalinism represented the end of the communist experiment.
There is no absolute contradiction between markets and communism, as long as the markets
assume a Commons beyond the abolition of ‘private property’ (high level capital)
We have two manifestos available at Amazon and/or online as PDF: Toward a New Communist
Manifesto, Democratic Market Neo-communism

From: Toward a New Communist Manifesto.
At a time of social crisis, the classic Manifesto of Marx and Engels in the era of the 1848 revolutions
resonates with an eerie relevance for the age of neoliberalism and dangerous climate change. The clever
fiction of the end of history is exposed as an artifice of philosophic legerdemain, Hegel from the bottom
of the deck. The original tour de force would be a hard act to follow, but in reality our ‘new’ manifesto is
a studied echo of the old brought to its real future, via the prophetic desperation of two revolutionaries
before their time. The era of the 1848 upheavals, in the last tremors of the mighty French Revolution, has
been called a turning point in world history, but one which failed to turn. It is an ironic aspect of our
current era that this ‘revolution manqué’ is an apt metaphor for our own predicament. It threw down the
gage to the future of the whole of industreality. That remarkable period of revolt was a shot over the
bows of the capitalist revolution unfolding toward its long march to globalization, with the problematical

outcome of its success beset once again with the haunting realization the failure to turn is a world of
markets going mad. A rational limit or else overthrow of the new capitalist affair might have spared the
planetary community much suffering, but now the issue goes into the critical zone, as the crisis reaches a
point of no return. And that moment has a symbolic significance in terms of a larger view of world
history.

Archive:
R48G: toward a postmarxist neo-communist platform
November 22nd, 2017 ·
Our principle criticism of marxism is the core of historical materialism and its stages of production
theory. The view of history as a series of economic stages simply won’t work: the stages of feudalism,
capitalism, communism, as an epochal progression doesn’t correspond to the facts of the case.
First, economic systems may overwhelm history, but they don’t generate its evolution and they don’t
emerge as successive epochs: capitalism was gestating in the Neolithic and is already a factor in the
classical world, more or less. That’s the point: more or less, with a lot ‘more’ in the rise of the modern
transition. What is the modern transition? We have suggested a different view of world history based on
the eonic model and that suggests that Marx’s equation of modernity and capitalism is misleading. The
period from 1500 to 1800 shows massive innovations constituting virtually a new epoch in world history
and this is more than capitalism which, however, shows a stunning ‘more’ in the ‘more or less’ equation:
just at the climactic ending of the modern transition we see the industrial revolution and a consolidation
of a brand of capitalism that drove the early socialists taken up by Marx/Engels to their challenge. It is
really the Industrial Revolution that makes us think capitalism is born in modern times, but that is
misleading. The point here is that a revolutionary challenge related to socialism and the democratic
revolution should have been the case from the start, but we can see that the momentum of the new
brand of capitalism was too strong for the figures we see in the wake of the French Revolution, up to
1848. Marx/Engels in the early period seemed to be quite aware of this but then a strange conception of
epochal capitalism emerged in Marx’s increasingly confused theoretical framework. The issue is not to
let capitalism play itself out in its own ‘epoch’ but to see the challenge of modernity is to create
democracy and one that responds to the challenge of capitalism. Here the emergence of social
democratic phases seems to answer to that need, but we can see that they are not robust challenges to
the increasing distortion of modernity created by capitalism. In that sense Marx was correct: a fullblown communism must come into existence to challenge capitalism at its foundation. But we can see
from the case of the Bolshevik revolution that the left had the wrong conception of epochal communism
at the start and botched the opportunity. The point is to solve the economic problem and the
political/democratic problem in a single formulation, and that the Bolsheviks didn’t have. The confusion
over whether Russia was ready for communism was entirely beside the point. The mutual exclusion of
liberal and socialist systems was a mistake of theory and the result was the elimination of democracy
from the mix even as the economic question defaulted to the untried abstractions of state capitalism.

We have suggested a construct we call ‘democratic market neo-communism’ as a constructivist method
to harmonize a set of opposites that is free from the ‘epochs of economy’ we find in Marx’s ‘stages of
production’.
Misplaced emphasis on marxist scientism
November 20th, 2017 ·
http://www.thenorthstar.info/?p=13801
It is important to point out that Marxist economics is not, as mainstream propaganda continuously
tries to have us believe, about communism. Marxism is not a plan for communism.
Perhaps this is also the problem with marxism: its attempt to create a value free science and the
prejudice against any ethical interpretation created an insidious set of errors as pseudo-science. As it
approaches ‘science’ it becomes false because a true praxis must be able to speak in terms of values.
Marx is therefore not science, but a brilliant polemic (and a rough depiction of capitalism without
science). Marx’s diatribe on utopian versus scientific socialism misses the point that marxism isn’t
scientific and that values in historical action are crucial…
The task of the left is, contra Marx, to create a plan for communism and to do this as free agents in
history who see a value in communism beyond the reign of capitalism. Marx’s attempt to scotch such a
perspective seems in retrospect misplaced scientism.
Marxist theory is braindead and should be scrapped…using the eonic model or a simple outline in
place of theories…
November 19th, 2017 ·
The eonic model would make a superb basis for a new postmarxist historical framework, but it seems
unlikely anyone on the left would listen. The critique of darwinism is so heretical that everyone stops
listening immediately. And the strange character of the model created suggests some kind of crank
theory.
In fact, there is no theory at all because the evidence is so elusive and incomplete that one has a hard
time concluding anything. That why we talk about a ‘model’ (sometimes considered a ‘theory’, but here
an outline) But that’s the point: world history is an enigma that has eluded almost all schools of thought,
religious and scientific. We can suggest a way to use the model without using it: an empirically visible
progression of epochs over millennia. Visible transitions that resemble a punctuated equilibrium effect:
these shows a clustering of advance, innovation. An evident dynamic, but operating behind the scenes: a
resemblance to a noumenal aspect.
This makes the study of history very treacherous. All parties will create opposing ideological brands and
miss the key to a larger unity of secular, religious/spiritual, theistic/atheistic, materialist/idealist,
evolutionary, and economic histories. The whole subject can be cast as a version of Big History, but
maintain a dimension beyond such ‘flat histories’. The material aspect gets a spiritual angle, and the
spiritual gets a material angle. The term ‘spiritual’ can be scrapped altogether.

A postmarxist analysis could thrive in this context and deals with economic histories as empirical
chronicles from the Neolithic to the present. The issue of democracy is built in, very strangely. The
question of theory and ideology is intrinsic and the idea of freedom becomes a component of
dynamism, which both absorbs and refutes Hegelian history. The framework of Kant is a useful set of
questions beginning to get answered by archaeology….Economic determinism is out. Hegelian dialectic
is out. The Old Testament is out, but gets an elegant reckoning in another form, theistic historicism is
out (but ‘god’ can redefined in so many ways, this victory is pyrrhic) but gets a kind of Gaian remix.
Darwinism is out, but the idea of evolution comes into its own in a new form, etc,…
In any case, historical materialism, and religious historicism are caput. The idea of Big History is useful
enough but is still darwinian and misses a key aspect of the emergence of civilization, and so on.
The whole marxist theory package can be replace with a few simple ideas:

study history as a chronicle of three epochs, Egypt, Sumer to classical antiquity, the evidence of the Axial
Age and its succession, the rise of modernity as a new era underway. One can study this continuously,
extend it backwards and/or study its clear discontinuities about which we can set an hypothesis. If
discontinuity suggests a dynamic, we can adopt an hypothesis of teleological action. Such a dynamic
suggests a distinction of system action and free action and we get a windfall in this approach that goes
beyond the sterile approach for historical laws…
There is more, but the basic point is clear.
We have suggested that communism is really an aspect of the democratic revolution can become the
true meaning of the ‘end of history’ meme on that basis. The ‘end of history’ meme is caput! But we can
reset the issue as a version of the ‘evolution of freedom’, a demonstrable aspect of our ‘eonic data’….
How can the left create a new framework? a suggestion from the eonic model…
November 18th, 2017 ·
After a year plus of new material critiquing marxism we are left with the feeling of talking to a void.
The cadre of marxists is too rigid for any new conceptions and revolves in a series of clichés. We have
suggested in any case that much of marxism can reach the future if the overall framework drops its
theories and operates in a more flexible manner.
A new view of history is required, and we have suggested the eonic model in a minimalist form as a
means to dissolve theories like historical materialism. Leftists don’t seem to understand that a false
theory repeatedly debunked simply brings marxist momentum to a halt as the critics on the right
prevail…
There is a way to adapt the eonic model to the crypto-teleology of epochal communism as per the
marxist canon: the eonic sequence generates a potential and it is left to man as revolutionary to
produce the realization of democracy as communism. The ‘end of history’ is a potential and we see this
strangely at the level of political emergentist formations, e.g. democracy…and communism, still not
realized. Historical directionality brings man to threshold where he must complete the operation. That
potential lies in the concept of the ‘evolution of freedom’ which has visible aspects in emergence of

civilization. This formulation is better because it resolves the issue of teleology and yet leaves man to
‘make himself’ as an autonomous individual.
R48G: Russia was never suitable ground for a communist experiment, and its fallacious strain simply
leaves the question of socialism/communism open: never tried
November 17th, 2017 ·

http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/books/vanguard-of-the-revolution-review-james-mcadamsrise-and-fall-of-communism-20171109-gzia4z.html
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Two+Manifestos+version+2.pdf
Despite its great historical interest, the question of the Russian revolution should be declared irrelevant.
And the marxism that led up to it should be broken down and reanalyzed.
In many ways the question of communism has nothing to do with the case of the Bolsheviks: the
moment Stalin seized power the issue of communism was a dead letter. Communism can’t be a
dictatorship, so if a dictator seizes control then the experiment is over: never tried. To be sure, the
fallacies of the command economy could be argued as leading to dictatorship. But again, the marxist
background to ‘command economies’ is a set of its own fallacies. In general Russia was never suitable
ground for a communist experiment, and its fallacious strain simply leaves the question of
socialism/communism open. Marxism’s rigid division of epochs confused the whole discussion.
In many ways the first real opportunity for a postcapitalist transition is in our own time and we must not
let the history of fakes dominate our thinking.
There are many reasons why the time is ripe, the issue of climate catastrophe is central and capitalism’s
minions unable to respond. We have the hard evidence that capitalism can’t be the end of history
because it will destroy a planet. There are many other factors here with neo-liberal counter-revolution
having trashed the state, produced endless (often useless) innovation amidst immense waste, and
ironically begun to upstage the working class with an economics set to abolish workers. We can sense
despite this that capitalism has peaked. We have a situation that should completely disown the
Marxist/Leninist era and produce an analysis that is from scratch, no doubt quietly taking over a number
of themes from the marxist legacy. But let us consider that communism was not invented by Marx and
that we are under no obligation to honor his cult. Marx was critical of his radical contemporaries and
brought a level of acumen and intelligence to a field strewn with confusion. But at this point we can be
as critical of Marx as he was of, say, Proudhon. It is an idle question. The issue is not applied marxism
but a solution to the issue of postcapitalism. We can argue that while a postcapitalist future without
communism/socialism is quite thinkable the fact remains that communism foots the bill as a logical
deduction, but only if we can think clearly about the range of possibilities and the dangerous passage to
a new form of thought, one filled with treacherous fallacies. The fallacies are sufficient to make us
consider a failsafed approach: instead of applying untested abstractions we might test what we have
seen already. And the first deduction should be the foundational issue of democracy, the critique of
bourgeois democracy, and the logical equivalence of democratic rights with the necessary equality to

match, and it is precisely the issue of communism. The problem suffered by bolshevism was the
absolute antagonism to liberalism, and the attempt to create a new order from abstractions.
A better approach might be to consider that democracy, however compromised, has had successful
revolutions, and that a postcapitalist transition can refound democracy as a set of communist axioms,
which is not the same as a command economy. The issue of an economy is quite separate. Although the
day is coming when a fully planned economy is possible a more reasonable approach might lie in seeing
that the issue is communist axioms, not an economic dogma. A brand of market economy based on the
expropriation of capital is actually quite possible and the establishment of a Commons might be the way
to harmonize a hybrid system of markets and planning.
Crucial here is the reform of the fake democracy now current, a political form that is really a branch of
the capitalist faction, a situation well analyzed by Marx.
A true democratic government will have solved campaign finance madness, etc, and created a rational
foundation for a socialist future. We have created democracies before, we can do the question again,
this time with a sounder basis in equality based on communist principles of a Commons.
This approach need not even focus on the working class, which may be disappearing. It will do what
democracy does, and create equality, rights, and class equalization. The question can be entirely open
and the working class given a special emphasis. But in the end all classes will merge into a kind of
‘universal class’ which will even include the capitalists themselves, given the expropriation of capital.
This solution/resolution is simply a remorphing of the template of democratic revolution and we know it
is possible because its predecessors were possible. The issue of private property is not so difficult, we
should hope, for it is not an issue of state capitalism or a state monopoly of function. The issue is
constitutional.
All the endless debate over bolshevism needs to be scrapped as obsolete muttering. We have a new
chance and if we can do an end run around marxist/leninists and the capitalist one-percent we will be
able to pull it off. We can even hope for a relatively peaceful evolution to this although the outcome is
likely to stall in another social democratic compromise. But an evolutionary path should not be ruled
out…
The confused legacy of Capital
November 19th, 2017
https://mronline.org/2017/11/17/150-years-of-capital-with-no-end-in-sight/
These endless paeans to Marx are almost tiresome. We are told ad infinitum how brilliant Marx was but
the reality is that his theories don’t really work and
are a source of endless analysis that mostly goes down the drain. Capital was an unfinished book that
was a victim of a mysterious writer’s block on the part of Marx. Perhaps he sensed that his theoretical
framework was flawed and didn’t know how to deal with. The whole question of economic theory is a
botch in Marx and still another botch in the neo-classical economics that soon left Marx behind and
created a new approach to the issue of value. However lunatic the marginalist theory was the fact
remains that Marx’s labor theory of value is so confused or else confusing that it may as well be set

aside. The labor theory of value is an immense distraction and frankly it is almost impossible to extricate
oneself from the whole mess of pottage.
The key issue is better stated as an empirical observation instead of as theory: the wage of the worker is
a field of exploitation, no more, no less. The question of the labor theory of value (and the marginalist is
itself confused) has been a theory disaster on the left and it is totally unnecessary: set it all aside and
find a new, clearer, and empirical approach without pretenses to theory. I have studied the general
theory of relativity and the mathematics of tensors, a difficult subject. But the theories of value of Marx
(and the marginalists) are almost incomprehensible. The earlier classical economists make some sense,
their take is basically descriptive. But Marx’s attempts at theory just don’t make much sense.
Frankly Engels was a better writer and might have done better, although he too in his ‘Dialectics of
Nature’ contributed to the confusion. We don’t need these theories to move toward a postcapitalist
framework: we need to construct an economy and democratic politics on the basis of
socialism/communism and stop making a sacred canon out of the fragments in Capital. The book works
fine as an historical introit but the whole range of questions must be redone from scratch.
R48G: universal class versus (and/or) the working class…a Janus-faced unity/polarity of class
concepts…
November 11th, 2017
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Two+Manifestos+version+2.pdf
http://darwiniana.com/?s=universal+working+class
The focus on the working class has been the focus of the left since the era of 1848 and that is all well
and good. But a larger perspective is also useful in order to completely transcend the idea of class
altogether. Our idea of the ‘universal class’ is like automatic transmission: it changes gears seamlessly as
it becomes clear the universal class and the working-class concepts are close to being variants of each
other. But the idea of the universal class is a tool to study all class formations and to envision a
communist ‘universal class’ into which the working class can merge in a seamless equalization of social
entities.
The problem with the working-class concept is that it assumes class struggle is the motor of history, but
unfortunately that is not really true. And the working class betrayed socialism at the start of WWI while
in the Bolshevik revolution, despite a strong proletarian aspect, we see not a working-class triumph but
a crypto-vanguardist revolution, albeit on with communist axioms. Many marxists would strongly
disagree with that, please do so dialectically, but it is useful to table the idea to be clear that the
revolution toward communism doesn’t require working class mono-focus. Since the idea could cause
disunity we must say at once that multiple approaches need to work together and once having raised
the issue of the universal class we can certainly move along the lines of a working-class leftism, being
clear however that a communist outcome must have a project to deal with the complexity of class
entities in a mix that is hard to deal with. In the final analysis the issue is a majoritarian core of social
membership that may or may not be purely working class. In reality, the term working class is fixated on
industrial labor. But the concept should refer to a set complement of the bourgeoisie, and that includes
a huge number of sectors often ignored by class ideology. The working-class focus arose in the wake of
the failure of bourgeois revolutions to produce a true democracy. The early socialists, whose views were

taken up by Marx/Engels, corrected this with a focus on the working-class formations left out of the
bourgeois formula. What else is new? But our circumstance is slightly different. Look at Trump’s
followers. Not exactly a working-class triumph here, next to the debate admittedly as to whether
Trump’s core base was working class at all.
In any case our distinction is really a tool to re-study fundamentals and to ask who is going to lead a
revolution beyond capitalism. Both the American and the Russian revolutions show a core elite next to a
populist movement working in tandem. An elite is a dangerous thing but it is unavoidable, a point deftly
considered by Lenin (perhaps). A tricky combination of different class entities is just as viable as the
classic formulation.
In the end it is a strange subset of the larger universal class that tends to be activist and radical. Lenin
and the Bolsheviks weren’t really working class. I recall the OWS period: who led this movement? I
remember a union rep expressing contempt for the movement on the grounds the left should be
fighting for the wages of the ‘working class’…As if the unionized autoworkers of UAW had any real
revolutionary potential. We are evidently some kind of middle class riffraff failing to fight for the wages
of the factory workers, and panhandle the rest of the time.
In fact, the distinction is false: the OWS average membership was in reality one aspect of the overall
working class, by definition, factory job or not… Things fall apart, and the idea of the working class needs
to be understood all over again. The ‘distinction’ of universal and working class is a useful tool for this.
R48G: the marxist left in its current form can’t really communicate with a public…
October 1st, 2017
We have analyzed the frozen state of marxism many times here. The left in its current form can’t really
communicate with a public…
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Two+Manifestos+version+2.pdf
The tenets of Marx are so encased in a tight legacy that a serious platform for the left has slipped away
draining all the energy out of activist movements, whether evolutionary or revolutionary. Over and over
we have suggested the need for a new phase of research and the creation of a platform that can serve
the needs of a new evolutionary/revolutionary era. Everything anyone says has to be crosschecked for
conformity to the canon. To be fair, anyone who tries to step out of that canon ends up in a muddle of
social democratic compromised positions. What we mean here is a genuine neo-communist platform
based on something better than historical materialism and its limited range of social theorizing.
The eonic effect, post-theological design arguments, a mysterious evolutionary ‘machine’
September 30th, 2017 ·
In many ways World History and the Eonic Effect is a better approach to ID because religious ambiguity
stalks the ID group and a wall of silence surrounds ‘historical ID’ as theology reigns, contrary to the
generally positive commitment to science, on the surface at least. Behe’s take on biological machines is
a pretty drastic expose of natural selection. How could biologists have let this one get away?
The question of the eonic effect is finally a design context but one that is not about theology at all: the
eonic model shows elusive evidence of a complex meta-biological machine, one that we can barely

observe and whose properties remain astounding, something operating over tens of millennia on the
surface of a planet…
Embedded post:
archive: a question of ideology?…//Celebrating Michael Behe’s Intelligent Design Revolution
September 15th, 2017 ·
How did it happen that science/biology could not determine the failure of natural selection, and this for
so long…?
Fred Hoyle sounded a warning long ago. In fact, the design issue was clear enough from Michael
Denton’s classic, if not to Hoyle, or even the later Wallace…this raises the question of outright deception
for ideological reasons…
As we know, random changes and undirected natural processes routinely succeed in assembling
functional equipment for a range of uses. Do you need, say, a new outboard motor? Just dump some of
the necessary components in a field or something, give it a little time, and presto. Hook this baby up to
your favorite recreational watercraft, and away you go! Wait…it doesn’t work that way? Why didn’t you
tell us sooner? We were all set to go fishing this weekend.
Source: Celebrating Michael Behe’s Intelligent Design Revolution, Documentary Is Now Free Online! |
Evolution News
archive: R48G: the empty rhetoric of democracy without an equality of the commons
August 31st, 2017 ·
The idea of communism has been so discredited that we forget that in some form it is the only solution
to the problem of fairness, and thence of democracy: our current system promotes the theme of
democracy in order to covertly promote forms of inequality, and domination by the economics of
capital. This are fairly old ideas! But there cogency is becoming obvious all over again as we begin to
grasp in intuitively terms the way the demand for democracy has produced its opposite. The problem
arises with the equation of democracy with ‘electoral democracy’, an equation that was never
established until fairly late in the game.
Unless we can establish a commons as the basis for a fundamental equality of resources our talk of
democracy is mostly empty rhetoric…
———————archive: market (neo-)communism in the transition through the coming crisis…
April 2nd, 2016 ·
In the context of the climate crisis we are moving beyond populist politics on inequality: we will be lucky
if we can prevent the elites from simply deleting the working and other classes from any share of the pie
as they create elite survival pods.

In that context we must think in terms of the whole, i.e. some form of neo-communism, free of the
cliches and dead hand of the older brands.
We might do what we did with socialism: consider market socialism, here market communism, as a
gedanken experiment. A communist revolution might seem unrealistic, but if we approach the end point
in stages we can begin to consider at least something: market communism considers a system of a
planetary federation of communist republics, with control of all large-scale industry under governmental
and UN control, but leaving some or multiple aspects of industrial civilization strictly regulated,
delivered beyond private property to the Commons, but still functioning in a de facto semi-independent
manner. To this we have a strict new form of democracy where the control of process by capitalism is
made impossible. The latter if accomplished, could rapidly transform the paralysis of government we
see. There is a host of possible scenarios here, including full communism from the start in a situation of
such crisis that the forms of economy and government collapse.
But there are a number of way stations reachable via electoral processes, or revolutionary situations at
the margins. We should have a set of options in multiple varieties. What we must do is ask how a legacy
marxism could prove viable, or remain worthy of a second chance. Surely we must recast that classic for
a new situation, in a form that people will actually buy into. If we can get bolshevik lunacy out of our
minds and memories we will see that the original idea of communism was transparent, robust,
republican/democratic, and economically intelligent, with covert agency lunatics, secret polices, etc…We
can see how this could prove impossible to achieve: the boondocks of the American system under
constitutional license is armed to the teeth and in denial about anything but further environmental
exploitation, but the tipping point of shocked realization may actually exist: the competition of bad
alternatives will sooner or later take effect.

R48G: ‘it’s the market economy, stupid’: confronting planetary destruction by capitalist ‘deadly
weapon’….
August 14th, 2017 ·
http://darwiniana.com/?s=R48G+revolution
The question of revolution has been so distracted by its self-generated confusions that we are no longer
able to put activist questions in right perspective. But we can at least make the point that current
programs are not adequate to the situation in place and the crisis that is in progress. We can only
consider some of the issues, from our perspective here:
the prime candidate here should be in the marxist legacy, but that legacy is unable to meet the
challenge any more: we have suggested a new and more streamlined framework that can create a new
consensus around a hybrid of socialism and democracy, but cast in a new way that is free of the onerous
burden of marxist theory. We have suggested ditching historical materialism for a more flexible and
broader historical perspective.
The communist legacy has been ‘discredited’ but it shouldn’t be that way. Two linked stories today
(scroll down), on the bluefin tuna, and the destruction of Borneo, suggest, as do a thousand related
facts/stories, the need for both a national and transnational solution to the crisis of capitalism. The

question of capitalism has gone critical although by and large the Fukuyama ‘end of history’ propaganda
still reigns. The original vision of the second international and its immediate succession established more
or less clearly the basis for a global/local resolution of issues.
Now we are floundering in a field of mysterious incompetence ruled by anarchists, gandhians, one issue
activists, and the plaintive re-analysis of well-discussed issues.
The revolutionary option is virtually silent beyond the repetitive ‘Leninist’ encomnia that miss the point
that a new platform is needed.
We have gone back and forth between evolutionary/revolutionary pleadings but at this point we need
without being dogmatic to call out the center of gravity on the left as without at least a potential
revolutionary option. Perhaps it is as with the Sanders meme of ‘Our Revolution’ whose meaning is
really phony socialism as social democratic posturing. The latter could also be taken as a rebirth of
revolutionary thinking in a limited conception…

Again, all we can do is to point to a set of situations that counsel the logical inevitability of a
revolutionary solution. At the same we must note that every time this issue is addressed the dead hand
of marxist analysis takes over and we end up in marxist boilerplate.

Let us consider variant approaches: the american revolution as a model, unfortunately, of ‘bourgeois
revolution’, remorphed as a new hybrid that emphasizes the true form of a democratic revolution as
one that is socialist/communist, being careful to send marxists packing (even as we review their core
legacy) if they their funny monopoly here.

The key here is however to not compromise with basics: our ‘democratic market capitalism’ performs
this exercise by creating a basic democratic framework that can also embrace a version of
postcapitalism: the issue of markets, in the context of a Commons, i.e. a communist expropriation of
capital. The point is to start with a tactic to bring communism to liberalism (and liberalism to
communism) in a path that evades utopian abstractions and deals with remorphable solutions of known
historical constructs. That actually wouldn’t be so hard! The whole nightmare of Leninism/Stalinism is
confusing and distracting us. Time to press the reset button. And none too soon: between the expanding
capitalist totalitarian system emerging and the feckless idiocy of marxists the revolutionary option is
slipping away, which means the whole game is shot…

What five first steps (or ten…) could proceed along a revolutionary path?

we should invoke the option, first, the evolutionary path as a failsafe…
we need to create a virtual revolutionary option in waiting for the maturing opportunity, or the onset of
chaos…

creating streamlined postmarxist formulation of history, economics, and postcapitalism, one that can
appeal to multiple perspectives…
…
creating a revolutionary party
staging public demonstrations (without violence, but without a fetish of non-violence)
loud, legal, and open proclamations of a new revolutionary inevitability
moving from there to underground faction initiatives…
the and only then, or then and asap..
considering the options of various ‘guerrilla’ tactics…etc… (first step is sending black bloc idiots packing,
or else drafting them to three finger salute left discipline…)

Keep in mind that while the descendants of marxism failed, the american rebs succeeded: we need to
stop being talked out of doing what is needed by the army of stupidoes currently ruled the leftist roost…
archive: The Darwin Conspiracy…Darwin’s confusion on evolution…until he received a letter from
Wallace
August 13th, 2017
Review of Flannery’s book on Wallace:
Review of Wallace bio
Wallace is a much neglected figure in the history of evolutionary biology, and this book attempts to set
the record straight after many mendacious biographies in the mainstream of the paradigm have done
their best to downgrade the so-called co-discoverer of Darwin’s theory, so-called. Wallace’s later dissent
from natural selection obsessions as to the descent of man is greatly to his credit and shows that he had
a deeper understanding than Darwin who became fixated by the mythology of random evolution and
adaptationist scenarios.
But the truth is strange, stranger than Flannery can allow, for his otherwise charming book fails to
consider the strong evidence of plagiarism by Darwin of the real source of the theory in Wallace. This
evidence is summarized in The Darwin Conspiracy by Roy Davies. In a comment to a review of this book
at Amazon Flannery states his position here, for anyone who wishes to follow it. I am puzzled by his
hesitation here. Why? An entire generation of suspicious Darwin scholars has worked hard to uncover
the evidence of the complot and the near perfect crime of Darwin. To refuse to deal with it is still one
more blow to the reputation of Wallace, who is made out to be some kind of associate of the Discovery
Institute. C’mon.
The distortions never seem to end with Wallace. The case for this plagiarism is tricky and perhaps hard
to follow for many, but the evidence is clear that Darwin held very retarded, almost creationist, views
until very late, when in 1855 he began receiving letters from Wallace, climaxing in the famous Ternate

letter. One of the confusions is the way Darwin rewrote his earlier books to give a false impression, and
another is the way he used the term ‘natural selection’ very early, but with an entirely different
meaning, one very far from his later usage.
I am not sure why the Intelligent Design and Creationist critics of Darwin are reluctant to see this aspect
of the paradigm’s history. We need to face the fact that Wallace most probably created the Darwinism
we know, and that he is therefore responsible for its side effects and un-glorious history. That he, as the
more intelligent scientist, renounced his earlier views should be a caution to all scientists, but instead
we see that he is simply sidelined and ridiculed by those who are fixated by the limited theory that
Wallace created. We need to grasp the context here: everyone was totally confused by the evolution
phenomenon and stuck in a kind of Platonic metaphysics about speciation. Wallace’s acute
observational research broke the deadlock and came to the gist of the divergence theory. But this
breakthrough ended up becoming an obstacle to a still larger perspective.
In any case, Wallace deserves a break here, and while this work partially restores the man to some
accurate accounting, the problem of the horrific Darwin and his scientific crime needs to be brought into
all biographies of Wallace.

Amazon link: The Darwin Conspiracy: Origins of a Scientific Crime
archive: ‘nothing animates history….’? false…consider the ‘macro/eonic effect’…
August 10th, 2017 ·
‘Nothing animates history….’? False…consider the ‘macro/eonic effect’: some mysterious power is
driving the evolution of civilization…
January 1st, 2016 ·
4. There is no God. Nothing animates our history and organizes our lives apart from our own powers, yet,
paradoxically, humans have never controlled their own existence.
For all of history, we have been dominated and bewitched by powers emanating entirely from human
activity but that slipped our grasp. However, says the still-theological Marx, we were placed on earth to
overcome this condition: history drives steadily toward our recapture of these alienated powers. With
communism, the story goes, we will finally control the conditions of existence rather than be controlled
by them.
Breaking this story apart and judging its pieces separately, perhaps we arrive here: Marx’s diagnosis of a
world out of control is right, the progressive historiography is wrong, and the political ideal is
indispensable, especially at this perilous historical juncture. We cannot abandon the dream of radical
democracy and surrender instead to rule by markets, experts, or political maneuvering indifferent to the
common good. We cannot give up the Marxist ideal of collectively taking ourselves in hand, even if this
ambition must now be tempered by humility about our place on earth.
The marxist stance on history is false. History is filled with a mysterious agency or process driving the
development of civilization. The term ‘god’ should not be used. WHEE

Man makes himself, in the classic phrase, but only in relation to an evolutionary macro process. He is in
the process of graduating from this process to inherit his full autonomy….
If we study the modern transition we see that the revolutionary left emerged with the same macro
induction that once induced religion. The analog is telling.
archive: stages of history versus relative transformations and transitions
August 10th, 2017 ·
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marx’s_theory_of_history
The classic stages of history in marxism are
primitive communism
slave society
feudalism
capitalism
socialism
communism
But will this analysis really work?
slave society is to follow primitive communism, but slavery is not clearly a very early stage of society. It
is more like a pathology of civilizations and a primitive form of a later stage, capitalism, and the extreme
form of system with a pathological labor theory of value.
feudalism is hard to define but its ‘medieval’ source as a term was more a stage of the decline from the
state in the dark ages. It was a stage after the world of organized Rome…
capitalism isn’t really a stage because it is present from the dawn of the Neolithic or before (the
paleolithic trade in obsidian), shows up in essence in all forms of commercial interaction, and is clearly
present in periods that are well-documented, e.g. ancient Greece, where the forms of finance are
already coming to the fore. And this is merely a better documented case: the forms seen in early Greece
must have seen many permutations throughout antiquity.
Trade relations over large distances with bullock carts, for example….

The perspective of the ‘macro effect’ in WHEE works better because it is more fluid and refers to
transitions, not to stages. These transitions refer to something more like shoveling coal into a furnace
(cycles of a locomotive) appear to be an aspect of a dynamic of cyclical action. The cycles of the
locomotive have no correlation with the outer terrain through which it travels. Whatever the case, it is
actually more useful to clock stages in terms of transitions rather than social definitions.
The core of civilization begins in the Neolithic: family, tribe/aggregates, villages, town, cities, states…But
this is another stages list: transitions act on whatever they find in place and produce relative

transformations of what it finds to a greater complexification, e.g. with appearance of agriculture we
see villages, then towns, then cities states. These depictions are not intrinsic but descriptive and contain
the real advance factors: innovations in the realm of ideas, from technical inventions to religions in the
crucible developing culture…
The macro effect can only find three phases of transitions, but suspect six or seven starting in the
Neolithic.

We start in the phase of the first states: Egypt, Sumer, around 3000BCE, then the Axial phase, around
600BCE, then the modern period around 1800 AD. These dates cap a period of transition of several
centuries, and show a remarkable correlation of seminal innovations. The nice thing about relative
transformations is that we can begin anywhere, and can proceed even if we don’t have a complete early
history.
So instead of phases we have a purely abstract definitionless set of transitions which show definite
advances in civilization but not in the sequence of stages as above.
One problem with feudalism is that its medieval form shows decline from a higher phase or ‘stage’ in
the period of the great flowering of the Axial Age. It can thus hardly be a stage. Feudalism precedes
modern capitalism only via the empirical facts of the case of European history.

The modern transition seems to be the stage of capitalism coming to pass, but a closer look shows that
its development, although severely characteristic of the early modern, was peripheral to the much more
complicated broader innovations of general culture in science, philosophy, religion, art, literature, and
much else. We can’t ascribe these to economic determination or to a stage of history. They are relative
transformations of genres that existed all along.
We do seem to see ‘a’ birth of capitalism at the end of the modern transition around the time of the
industrial revolution, and this may be part of that transition, but it is not a new stage of history to be
called capitalist. Capitalism immediately in synchronous initiation spawns its counterpoint
socialism/communism as projects for a new future. Thus, modernity is not the stage of capitalism, and
socialism/communism as ideas appear at the same time as capitalism. Socialism/communism can’t really
be stages because they begin to influence capitalism immediately and we see socialist tendencies and a
Russian revolution in tandem with capitalism.
Still, the issue of communism makes its point: a terminal end state of communism in an era of
postcapitalism would constitute a pretty good version of some sort of stage, after never seeing any up
to that time, only transitions of relative transformations. But the achievement of communism might
itself be a start subject to new transformations…

We see that the outcome of modernity is a transformation of the early modern transition and capitalism
comes to the fore very late at the end of the modern transition. The sudden appearance of

socialism/communism thus are entirely appropriate terms for new ‘relative transformations to be
applied to modernity in context of (or kidnapped by) capitalism.
democracy, socialism, communism and ‘revolution’ itself are thus clear typical innovations of the early
modern. They may have existed before, and would thus be relative transformations.
(Roots of a tree show absolute beginnings: tree rings show (annual) relative beginnings or
transformations.)
archive: …moving beyond religion does not mean you have to negate the spiritual realm…
August 10th, 2017 ·
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/michael-w-austin/can-atheism-replace-relig_b_8556076.html: Can
Atheism Replace Religion?
This is the wrong question. Atheism can be a part of religion, as it is in Buddhism. and moving beyond
religion does not mean you have to negate the spiritual realm. The spiritual realm exists above and
beyond religion, and the two are not the same. The question then is what spiritual life will one have if
one leaves religion.
The new atheists do a disservice here: they expect those who reject god ideas, in reality the confusion
over god ideas, to reject any hypothesis of the spiritual.
The question is muddled by the false distinction of ‘spiritual’ and ‘material’. We can, in the mode of
Samkhya, declare all spirituality to be an aspect of the material, even if we don’t quite understand that,
but it is nonetheless useful sometimes to speak about the spiritual, and this in a way that might also
reject religion. Thousands of new agers rejected religion in order to study the realm of the spiritual. The
equation of atheism with the narrow views of people like Dawkins is pointless and no improvement.
The analysis here is cockeyed. But I think atheism seems to increase because theism has become
incoherent and is easily exposed as nonsense. Buddhism atheism isn’t increasing or decreasing. One
problem is that atheism is as incoherent as theism. A more intelligent version of theism would alter the
picture at once. The question is idiotic: the way things are marketed, promoted or induced via any
number of psychological tactics determines the question. Advertising would work either way. Theists in
religious groups can’t change their views: if the views of infantile believers are challenged, everything
falls together…
archive: two stages of revolution…
August 4th, 2017 ·
http://socialistappeal.org/history-theory/economics/1401-michael-albert-and-parecon.html
This is a useful take on marxism ‘old and new’
and also an introduction to our different formulation of the Universal Class (Last and First Men:
Introduction. p.47): the point here is that we are out of time trying to get theory straight and will create
working groups out of the average of individuals who show up for a movement. This movement will be
based not on the working class, necessarily, but on a set of principles in several varieties: democratic

communism, neo-communist democratic/republicanism, market communism, pure
communism/socialism, etc…
The Universal Class is a useful concept because it can change gears immediately to the older concept of
the working class, in the sense distinguished by marxists, e.g. the contrast to the bourgeoisie and the
definitional issue of the ownership of the means of production.
Whatever we do we don’t want to waste time arguing: the Universal Class can be taken flexibly in many
ways, among them the classic working class formulation.
The concept of the Universal Class thus overlaps with the working class, cut with all the other groups,
many of whom more often frequent leftist orgs than the working class. One problem here is the cultural
kwashiokor of the working class: they are deficient in cultural resources and often too poor to even
attend demonstrations, and prone to surrogate representation by classes that that fattened on social
exploitation. Most members of the working class are so ideologically conditioned they cannot any longer
respond to a class declaration from the left. The Universal Class can resolve at this in ‘splendid
unification’ as an new anonymous class of universal scope. We are out of time for a perfect solution and
need to mimic the bourgeois revolution which has several stages that can be remorphed to a communist
(or market communist) revolution:
1. after the American case: an anti-imperialist imperialist war turning into a political democratic
revolution
2. a constitutional phase creating a republic/democracy
this can be remorphed into:
an anti-imperialist revolt (here against American/global capitalism) turning into a democratic (i.e.
communist) revolution, i.e. a revolution for control
a constitutional constructivist phase defining the legal and economic boundaries of the new system,
with the induction of a new form of democracy into the result which will not have the same set of
economic freedoms as before.
The second stage was imperfectly realized in the Russian revolution which should therefore be sidelined
(but studied) as a model. Phase two in a communist system, less so in a market socialist system, is
obviously much more difficult to realize, so we should be clear at the beginning what are the types
realizable, practical, versus ideal, and one consequence here is the consideration of market communism
as a expropriation of the large-scale bourgeoisie, but without a full totalization of control over all
segments of the ‘petty bourgeoisie’. A global system of pure communism, if the Bolshevik is an example
(and in many ways it was not), was too much too soon, and also tried to control irrelevant aspects best
left alone. We could envision communism, pure or market, as the resolution of private property as the
means of production at the up-scale with possible cut off points on the lower scale, with agriculture,
petty bourgeois commerce, etc, beyond a cutoff point. That could make the early stages of communist
realization much simpler, and also seed the result with a renewed birth of democracy under communist
frameworks. This system would also be on its way to internationalization, etc…
The debate over market socialism was mostly hot air. It is true that market socialism appeared to be
dealing with the impossible, pace Mises, et al. But the reality is that capitalist economic theory is a

fraudulent pseudo-science, and the capitalism we see now is a calamity worse even than Stalinist
economy. At the least a minimal market communism can start the exploration to find a viable economy
without capitalist domination: the issue of private property would be solved at the high end as the
industrial capital of the bourgeoisie reverts to the commons with a cut-off point to be mediated with
legal bodies free from capital and also constitutionally independent of any communist ruling class.
Instead of one party state of the communist elect, there could be a system of property-less guardians of
the revolution, in several legal bodies in division of powers…etc…
We have had enough nonsense about the wonders of capitalism: a form of market communism leading
to some final communism as a democratic end state is turning into the only option…
archive: evolution revolution
August 4th, 2017 ·
Last and First Men evokes an evolutionary theme, and that is steep uphill at this point for both
scientists, secularists, and all the religious dissenters hovering over the subject…But the question is
really the best discipline, in the long run, to enforce the search for a true science. In the short run
everyone is getting ‘evolution’ wrong, and it is not as yet a true scientific subject.
That is the challenge in another form to the demand that marxism recast itself. The challenge is to
actually discover the problem with darwinism, and to ensure that no darwinian theory is applied to real
populations in the name of evolution.
At this point of crisis, we see that man is being put at the edge to survive, not in some dismal darwinian
scenario, but in the demand to surpass the limits of historical economics in a new form of society,
beyond the ‘adam’ in Adam Smith, and that is a dangerous moment because the real nature of
evolution, and human evolution is still the great unknown.
archive: last men at the onset of climate catastrophe…
July 28th, 2017 ·
The realization that the climate change movement is connected to broader issues from social justice to
race is a turning point for activists, and a warning to the far left to get its act together. Not even the
climate movement is ready for the realization that ‘postcapitalism’ is either on its way or the planet is
doomed. The basic movement for this situation emerged at the dawn of capitalism but was hijacked by
bolshevism which distorted the whole possibility. At this point we don’t know what a real solution would
look like. But we can take what we have, activist issue groups, take them as is, and yet create a viable
framework as an alternate carried by the middle. If we look at Marx/Engels we see that this was the
strategy they adopted after 1848, an electoral and a potential revolutionary path. And that generation
was clearly passing through the situation we are living now: radical anarchist movements colliding with
communist ones. It doesn’t look like it, but the anarchist wing is in control now, for better or for worse.
That is blocking the radical impulse, even as the legacy marxist groups are moribund, next to a working
class that is almost pathetic. We can learn from that period, but we must recreate the basics. A new
Universal Class (and in Last and First Men) can carry the future until the proletariat awakens and/or the
larger social universe of classes wakes up.

We have seen the whole game already and need to recreate a new mega-movement that can serve as a
failsafe. We can think of many objections to a truly radical, probably revolutionary movement, but we
can simply keep alive the revolutionary possibility for the sake of those whose future we may have
already destroyed. If that is the case the whole system is going to go into madness as the social forces
that have resisted even the minimum change confront the wrath of those who have lost a planet. At
that point even bolshevism will seem placid. We can forestall that horrific endgame, but only if we stop
the dawdling sentimentality of most current activism. The importance of this failsafe logic lies also in the
clear signals generated by the current regime, as in the US, that they will be the first revolutionaries:
democracy will be destroyed in a strategy to make what they clearly see as the inevitable revolution
turn in their favor, a fascist state capitalism. This is happening even now. Look at the situation in Paris,
demonstrations banned. This is no accident.
The radical possibility seems remote. But a year ago even Sanders seemed remote. We can see this as
distasteful, but men of the future, perhaps near future, will be enraged to a degree we now find
improbable…

We must have ready a failsafe neo-communism that anticipates all the ways such a path can derail into
some grotesque parody.
The issues are clear:
a global movement
a project of federated states, as socialist republics
movement as a group and/or in individual states
a project for social control of rogue capitalism and/or all large-scale capitalist projects
economic possibilities beyond pure capitalism and solar capitalism
a set of programs in the ready for social democratic, socialist, and communist outcomes
…there is much more, but the basics are in theory clear…
We have lost a whole generation to sentimental thinking right and left. Time was running out. Now time
has run out…
This project will show a recursion of all the old outcomes, so be it: social democracy trying various
compromises, the same with socialism, and the inability to get (neo-)communism right.
It is hard to figure this situation. But consider the obvious: the American system might just make it if
campaign laws can make democracy work as intended. So towards that phantom we compromise with
another generation of hope, and no more. But we can’t reject that outcome. But we can set a limit to
bullshit. Electoral reform, as far as we know, is never going to happen, short of the very revolution we
had hoped to evade, etc…

Much of the resistance now is by those who dismiss the future and wish only to live out their current
life, screw the future. That’s a major weakness in those who otherwise seem to have overwhelming
power.
We must face reality: the TPP is almost on the verge of becoming law. They will be able to file suit
against actions risking their future profits, e.g. climate change groups…
archive: what do we mean by revolution? American democracy is broken and can’t lead to change?
July 27th, 2017
http://therealnews.com/t2/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=31&Itemid=74&jumival=15
887
What do we mean by revolution? We confront the reality of the US government, in the context of a
global set of states: revolution means we indict that government over issues of neo-liberalism,
criminality as with 9/11, and now most critically failure to act on climate change. We indict that
government and proceed to overthrow it by whatever means we can. Electoral means are unrealistic at
this point. So, we are in the position of the early rebs confronting the British Empire, except that our
situation is more desperate.
A revolution is usually a military operation and involves a cadre of revolutionaries, etc…we are back in
the obvious after a good deal of ‘shades of definition’ of the term.
The term via the Sanders ‘revolution’ seems to refer to an economic populist movement dealing with,
e.g. wages, etc…
but this isn’t revolution in the real sense.
Since we are dealing with the core issue of capitalism, we are talking about a system of neo-communism
to attempt the overthrow of that system. We should have had this in motion a long time ago: we may be
too late.
I think a modified ‘communist’ revolution after the model of the American revolution remorphed
around a ‘neo-communist’ set of principles is the best option. But the legacy of marxism/bolshevism is
probably not going to work, even as the core of marxism will remain the starting point.
In any case, a revolution now means a transition to a postcapitalist system. We should be preparing for
that, realistic as a plan or not. We MUST have this plan in readiness. The moment of real revolution will
suddenly come and a viable movement will be ready to act. I think that marxist groups are too stalled to
perform this, so we can envisage a new movement using streamlined elements of marxism, which is like
a Model T Ford, updated without false compromises. Social democratic compromises are possible, but
they aren’t revolutionary.
Looking at the American election of the last year we see a spectacle of an entire year wasted and
resulting in nothing, with a danger of regression and virtually no discussion of real issues, or climate
change. It is incredible, but the democratic system is broken: an entire spectrum of candidates can’t
even discuss climate calamity on its way. The problem is capitalism, and the system must stage a
revolution beyond capitalism. It isn’t going to be able to pass laws in Congress to deal with this.

archive: who’s an authority on evolutionary theory?
July 24th, 2017
http://sandwalk.blogspot.ca/2015/06/whos-authority-on-evolutionary-theory.html
The plight of biology is a severe case of both unintelligent theory and downright deception.
The result is an entire generation confused on the subject of evolution.
I would not consider myself an authority on the subject, but by comparison with most institutional
scientists I may as well be.
Study of WHEE can help you to get pass darwinian confusions in short order, without giving you another
substitute belief system or ‘theory’. To be sure, WHEE is just on the verge of ‘theory’, but stops short
with a demonstration of an ‘evolutionary pattern’ of a special kind.
The first issue confusing people is the dogma of natural selection. Biologists are incapable of getting past
this. It is strange. Fred Hoyle a generation ago exposed the problem in one short paragraph on the
statistics of natural selection. But the point simply won’t sink in.
So, it is not all that surprising that outsiders can do better here. I think WHEE shows all the pieces
involved in a real theory of evolution, but applied to something closer to cultural evolution.
But the existence of a falsification of random evolution in world history can be of great help to try to see
where Darwinism is going wrong. WHEE is useful also for not obsessing over design arguments.
WHEE takes you through the way the non-random emerges, and then stops, without hyping final
answers…
archive: 9/11 and its revolutionary resolution
July 22nd, 2017 ·
There can be no serious left that does not see through the 9/11 deception. How did it happen that the
left became subject to the most blatant piece false-flag deception? The same process, I have to guess,
that confused leftist intellectuals like I. F. Stone and then Chomsky on the JFK assassination.
Confusion on 9/11 is prima facie evidence of an ideological fix, at some point. We may underestimate
the degree of social conditioning that is the case in American society. But…
The conspiracy of 9/11 is the case closed on the criminality at work in the US government and is the de
facto legitimation of a right to revolution to restore the basics of honest government. For a communist
left to assume this task, then, it must produce a model of communist democracy that can create a
transition to a populist neo-communism. The whole Leninist fixation is out the window and needs to be
replaced with the same ‘true grit’ of Lenin (?) with a solution to the democratic/rights-legal/transitional
communist system.
Look at the Russian revolution: a system of liberal democracy was the first outcome, and then a coup
d’etat. In that scenario, Lenin had a free hand, a golden opportunity to creatively find the balance of

communism and democracy, given a viable economic model of industrial control, if not centralization.
Instead the whole effort contracted to a totalitarian farce.
But the basic format here could have been the route to doing the job right….
archive: from Marx to marginalism and the cloud of mathematical ideology
July 21st, 2017 ·
Yesterday’s post on Marx’s theories is confusing to dedicated marxists, and I hope my thinking wasn’t
misunderstood. We can apply a dialectic and defend Marx’s theories and there are many works that do
this very well. We should therefore, of course, try to see the way those theories help us to expose
capitalist ideology, and ready a clear, concise, and useful depiction of those theories. There are a lot of
good renderings according this approach.
But this approach has lost its thrust. Nonetheless, I didn’t mean to take this aspect of Marx’s work out of
the discussion entirely. But having said that, and making a renewed place for Capital as a focus of study,
for those inclined to do this, I should transmit the advice of many that foundations of Marx’s theories
are problematical, and tend to produce confusion. It is important to refrain from proposing something
that people of tired of debating. A good example is the labor theory of value as a theory. Translate the
labor theory of value back into prose, and its point is immediately clear, however fuzzy at the
boundaries. There are a lot marxist attempts really found this theory. Who knows. The debate over this
started at once in the nineteenth century and has confused marxists ever since. After thirty years of
study, this gem of confused thinking (ultimately that of Adam Smith), is beyond repair. Why not forget
it? There is no real theory here. If there is then the cadre of marxists is at fault for not making it clear.
Unfair, they have tried a hundred times and still we are in the same place. I am not unmindful of
mathematics, and have studied a lot of it. Most math subjects, depending on the scale referred to, e.g.
‘calculus’, takes a student, say, around a year to master. Other things, different rates. But whatever the
time line, the subject by and large allows study to converge to a logical whole that we grasp, as we
derive the logical implications given by the powerful isomorphism of a math subject and a reality
subject, i.e. the subjects of physics, etc…I once picked up a book on Tensor Analysis with a short intro to
General Relativity. That’s supposed to be an impossibly hard subject. Not true. I’m no Hawking, and am
at about an average range of ability here, but with some prior study on the order of several years. With
a little vector analysis, the tensor stuff, then the physics angle (which is actually far more complicated)
suddenly makes sense. The only thing hard was writing out the humungous tensor objects. One baby
step into the GR zone. At first the math is hard, then it makes the overall field make sense. The result is
stunning, if only a glimpse of a much vaster subject. A strange and beautiful version of the Pythagorean
Theorem. The point is that physics subjects have a convergent quality of logical coherence. Your study,
slow or fast, will in the end converge to a clear understanding. The reason we so enjoy real science.
There’s the problem. Economics doesn’t really induce this sense of coherence. I am suspicious. What’s
going on here. I learned tensor analysis more easily than marginalist economics. So the issue is not Marx
versus the capitalist economics, but the similar failures on both sides. The easy way to rescue Marx here
is to state the thesis in plain language and skip the math. The strength of Marx is in his metatheoretical
insight.

Whatever the case, the rough overall implication of those theories of Marx is enough, and effort needs
to move briskly to the real issue: the problem of the new economics that came into existence just as
Marx was finishing his work. If there were problems with the Adam Smith legacy, which Marx mostly
inherits (getting blamed for Smith’s confusions), the sophistries of what came next have placed
economic ideology beyond the reach of almost everyone, including experts in the subject whose
expertise I suspect is a sound and fury of parrots. Thus, the strange thing that happened is in the zone of
marginalist economics, which brings a peculiar brand of calculus into the sphere of economics. Here
again I have failed to grasp the nature of this theory. I have never taken a course here and suspect that
pressure to pass exams and peer pressure is the only way ‘understanding’ might come. That or the
pedigree of parrot. I didn’t figure that out myself, but remained baffled until reading some debriefing
‘exposes’ of the whole subject and realized why I was confused. Are these critiques the real answer?
Hard to say. Why don’t so many experts suddenly snap out of this, and take a realistic stance here. Who
is deluded here? The economist or the critic? Answer: no easy way to tell, because economics is not a
science. It has no deep coherence. The math and the subject matter have no real isomorphic match. But
if the subject is not a real science then the experts are likely to be unable to subject their views to reality
checks. In fact, some very smart and clever people thought their way through the application of
differentials to utility concepts. The cleverness is considerable, and the match of the two subjects is just
enough to induce faith, if not understanding. Is this correct? It is not easy to tell. But I think the expose
has finally started to take, and a group of economists have exposed the outlines of these problem
theories.
So, the attempt of marxists to challenge this economics with that the theories of Marx don’t really
succeed. They have capitalist ideology by the jugular vein, but then lose their advantage with a rival
theory. But both are wrong, because Adam Smith was wrong, in some ways, from the start.
The issue here is that theories of economics are strangely deadly and delusive instruments that have
obscured the functioning of economics system in favor of t hose who point to these theories to justify
‘the way things are’. That the whole game is based on a fraudulent science that smart scientists can’t
expose is shocking.
If this is true then the math should be set aside, and the subject translated back into plain prose. And to
never allow this group of phony experts to control the economic lives of those they exploit. Bullshit,
buster, or revolution. Let’s get it straight: the uses of these theories connect with the demands, say, of
austerity. It is almost impossible to sort out truth from error in this mess, because its direct application
to exploitation is heavily concealed, and endures beyond the exposes.
Marx was really the first great expose of this type of effect, of mathematics, theory and ideology, which
he could see in the earliest phases of economic theory, Smith to Ricardo. That expose was not the
theory he later created, whose status is different.
Marginal economics is the perfect tool to dominate opinion. It is the only theory that can confuse people
of high IQ, giving them a tool to dominate policy discussions, leaving the less intelligent average
defenseless against bullshit.
archive: stream and sequence: dynamics, aesthetics, and the limited interpretations of modernity
July 21st, 2017 ·

This analysis of the future of civilization using the ‘stream/sequence’ model is not entirely intuitive, but
its basic insight is surprisingly robust, if only because it makes no predictions. Instead it exposes the way
thinking about the past can confuse us, in the process of trying to learn from the past. The ‘decline’
scenario, based mostly on the ‘decline of the Roman Empire’ is misleading, most of all because it
induces false comparisons, matched with a kind of inevitability. The point here is simply to see that the
future is open ended, but with limits.
World history contains a riddle, and our current forms of historical/evolutionary analysis are blind to it.
So, the argument was a bit of shock treatment. We are not even close to understanding
historical/evolutionary dynamics. The current trajectory is that of Darwinian scientism, with social
darwinist innuendoes, and the exclusive emphasis on ‘science’ and technology. However, the stream
and sequence model suggests that that won’t do it: the reality is far more complex, and not so far
decipherable with the methods of current science. In the rise of modernity there is a complex ‘dialectic’
or antithetical spectrum of opposites that are far beyond the simple perception of modernity as the
triumph of science as a new omniscient epistemology. That’s a statement about science as we know it:
the powerful methods of science might well sooner or later discover the domain we are pointing to.
Consider the simplistic view: modernity begins with the scientific revolution, in the seventeenth century,
reaches a first peak with Newtonian science, and then in the nineteenth century explodes in all fields
with a new foundation in darwinian biology, followed by the relativistic and quantum revolutions,
etc…The industrial revolution is transparent as a technological breakthrough. The rise of capitalism is by
and large associated with this, and the ‘science’ of mathematical economics moves to foundationalize
this. Technology is of course the central focus in all of this. Issues of philosophy and art are mostly
discarded as irrelevant. Religion is declared for total elimination, as the term ‘secularism’ is associated
with anti-religion, …Questions of soul are eliminated. Discussions of consciousness end in a mystery, as
the routine of mechanistic reductionism reigns over the analysis…
Consider a larger view: modernity begins in the sixteenth century in a balance of science emerging
(Copernicus, Vesalius, etc) and religion, the Reformation.
By the seventeenth century, Protestantism and the Scientific Revolution parry the birth of liberalism in
the antithetical dance of ‘causality’ and ‘freedom’ world views. The democratic revolutions emerge in
the rising progression of revolutions, climaxing in the American and French Revolutions…The
Reformation produces a host of religious experiments, with abolitionism coming near the end, along
with German Classical philosophy which transforms the field of religious philosophy. Evolution is
discovered and its first theorist Lamarck produces the first and last intelligible proto-theory, next to the
insights of figures such as Kant into the larger issues of reason, biological science and teleology. The
Enlightenment climaxes in a stunning complex of antitheticals, viz. the Romantic movement, and the
course of art history, including music, show direct correlation with the whole progression.
This is a very short pairing of accounts, but the basic point is clear: the right interpretation of modernity
is not at all easy, and the onset of scientism so soon in the wake of that transition, is a sign of a kind of
instant falling off of the real phenomenon. An elaborate misunderstanding takes effect almost
immediately and persists with increasing force as the standard view.

In general, the place of art, philosophy, and religion in the whole is muddled, while the issues of politics,
liberalism, and democracy proceed with their own momentum and no basis in science, which ends in a
struggle with such things as free will.

This limited view of modernity (both accounts are far too short, sorry) has an obvious Achilles Heel:
leaving aside the issues of religion as tending to confuse discussion, the emergence of art in timed
phases is dumbfounding, totally beyond anything whatsoever in the brain of science as current. But,
strangely, the figure Kant, not very clearly, sees a connection between aesthetics and ‘dynamics’,
teleology! It is hard to even grasp his point, let along develop it further. And we have no idea if it is
relevant to the larger issue: historical dynamics shows a clear ‘aesthetic’ hyperdimension of unknown
provenance, one that also defeats, probably, a design argument.
So, we see the basic point made in yesterday’s linked post: modernity will proceed to its ‘middle era’
under the domination of scientism and a simplistic view of its inherent character, to process a futuristic
civilization likely to fail. The effect of technology will keep this from being catastrophic, but the basic
limits will be real.
In fact, this could hardly happen: the forces of redefinition will constantly interrupt this onedimensionality, and the lessons of the Romantic movement will frequently bob to the surface in echoes
of the carefully balanced ‘real modernity’ whose interior essence is still a mystery.
It is not helpful to sermonize here, and current civilization has no choice over its own sudden
downshifting. We can change things, if we can, or just document our failures carefully.
World history presents us thus with a super-hard problem. Failure to solve it is not fatal, but…
The forms of the super-hard problem are multiple, and include those of religion in the Axial Age, but
those are subject to a quagmire of confusion. So, the aesthetic version is more useful:
Consider the progression of art in the Greek Archaic or ‘Axial’ interval shows clear de-randomization, i.e.
its appearance is not randomly distributed: it shows uncanny correlation with timed intervals.
You can’t evade the necessity of explaining such ‘dynamical’ issues if you wish to proceed in control of
your history. A similar analysis is evident in the modern transition. So as we distance ourselves from the
early modern we will probably see the downshifting loss of a key component we don’t understand or
control. This is the kind of issue involved in the model proposed in WHEE: the action of a system is
matched with the free action of individuals inside it. But some of the key components of ‘free action’,
freely created art, are not completely free, as yet. There is an important signal indicator here, like a
control light switching on. We can exist, with relative success, but the true control of the future is still far
from complete. The core of the problem is barely intelligible to us.
archive: xtianity, an exit strategy
The discussion of Xtianity in the linked post from yesterday had not a few readers.
People are puzzled by the issue of religion. The context of the ‘eonic effect’, while controversial, gives
one a sense of the transformation underway in the religions of the Axial Age. If a movement as
superficial as the New Atheism can make headway against Xtianity it is a sign that that religion is in

trouble, or maybe not, but simply in motion toward new future. I think that Xtianity suffers from being
obscure to its adherents: they are beset with mysteries they can’t resolve, and therefore are unable to
adapt intelligently to the circumstances of modernity. That was originally an aspect of the strength of
that religion: no one could tamper with it because the way it was put together was hard to grasp. The
negative result is that its adherents were always in a state of confusion. But now in modern times it
seems that the result of the Reformation was to lead via religious transformation to some form of
secularism. But now that secularism is being redefined as an atheist fundamentalism, and a complete
negation of all religion, with a narrow scientism that can barely handle science, let alone religion.
I think that one resort for Xtians is to devise a sort of exit strategy to a form of secularism that is robust,
philosophically grounded, and subject to canons of Reason. That was the Enlightenment project in
action, and we can see that figures such as Kant, Hegel, and even Schopenhauer were a mysterious coda
to the Reformation attempting to bridge religion within secularism as respectful of human autonomy,
proposing an ethics based on ‘reason’ rather than divine command, and so on.
One of the limitations of the western reformation was its focus on Xtianity, without grasping the place
of religious diversity in world history. But here it is interesting that at the height of the Enlightenment
figures such as Herder, and then a host of figures among them Schopenhauer proceeded to perform the
element of integration of the larger legacy bringing that to what we see now, the immense second act of
the Reformation called the ‘New Age Movement’. That confuses people because of the Eurocentric bias
(on the surface) of the modern transition. But a closer look shows the way a larger global legacy is being
subject to the late phase of the Reformation. The Euro-centered modern was always somewhat limited
thus, and we can see how the ‘Enlightenment’ as an age period puns with the Indic term at the core of
Buddhism and its related religious parallels.
That shows a fundamental lack in the early modern transition, but as we see it was corrected almost
immediately and at the same time as the peak Enlightenment gave way to the era of nineteenth
century’ ‘new age’ in motion. So Xtians must see this larger picture and begin to respond to it. Xtianity
can’t really survive in its present form as a faith-based and prayer-focused ‘bhakti cult’ (to use the Indian
phrase) based on Jesus. The significance of Sufism to Xtianity should be a vital consideration for any
debriefing of Xtianity, but that potential has never born fruit in anything much.
But Xtianity has an immense asset that no atheist cultism can really challenge: its remarkable history in
itself! With or without doctrines (too many of them later concoctions of Roman Synods) that history is
its own mysterious proof of religious fundamentals. We can see something stupendous in that history, in
the wake of the Axial Age as that period gives birth to occidental monotheism, Buddhism in India, and to
the secular fundamentals visible in the phase of Axial Age Greece. So Xtians can see that the legacy of
Revelation, misunderstood by them, can be clarified to a larger consideration of world history in motion,
which also shows secularism and religions of various kinds emerging in parallel. That hint should be a
step toward a new understanding that can find a place in the secular sphere without succumbing to its
degenerate forms, visible in scientism, and/or the ‘new atheism’. Again, we see that the design of
Xtianity will defeat most efforts to tinker with it. That creates a conservative force that is all or nothing:
since you can modify the religion, you may simply reject all of it.
In any case the simple format of traditional Xtianity is mostly a creation of the early Catholic church, and
has, as Luther pointed out, no absolute basis.

archive: free will and transcendental idealism
July 19th, 2017 ·
The work of Schopenhauer, cf. previous post, is also a good commentary on the free will question.
In general transcendental idealism of the Kantian variety suggests an outline of a solution. Much of what
is debated is, as Schopenhauer makes clear, under the assumption that a kind of monistic physics, that
is, just plain physics is the source of all possible explanation. But we could never be sure that is so, and
the evidence suggests that as we ascend from physics there are more and more problems without
physical derivations. On the question of free will, pace Schopenhauer, we are in the realm of two
systems levels at work. The phenomenal versus thing-in-itself level is not the source of free will. Free will
would perhaps decide on an option which then takes phenomenal form and becomes a causal stream.
The endless verbiage on the subject vanishes in one line, given this possibility.
Note that we cannot specify the thing-in-itself level of the will, which raises the question of the
noumenal/phenomenal that dogs Kantian thinking. But it seems the right approach in general. We do
not ‘know’ the will: it is inferred from the overall context of the phenomenal. The thing-in-itself is not
resolvable to ‘knowledge’.
The value of Schopenhauer is that we don’t derive ‘will’ (free or not, most discussion never considers
unfree will! The latter is not the same as saying ‘free will’ doesn’t exist) from physics: ‘will’ is an
independent category in nature. The idea of an ‘unfree’ will is common in many walks of life. We are
free/unfree to break laws, etc… Legally we assume a ‘will’ that can be in some contexts ‘unfree’ in some
sense.
Actually, as noted, beyond the resolution created in Kant/Schopenhauer, there is the simple possibility
that physics doesn’t describe reality at all well and that the brand of physics we now use, like the now
long gone Newtonian brand (still useful), has a gap in its explanations. There could be some larger
theory that takes into account the issue of freedom/causality as an intrinsic dyad.
If you study WHEE at history-and-evolution.com you will see Kant’s challenge, which intimates
something like this in the idea of the ‘causality of freedom’. The latter is an oddity arising in Kantian
thinking, and finds some meaning in the macro effect in WHEE.
archive: is the American state analogous to the end state of the Roman Empire???
July 19th, 2017 ·
http://www.commondreams.org/view/2013/10/14-0 The Folly of Empire by Chris Hedges
This is an eloquent diatribe but, as I have frequently pointed out for critics of ’empire’, it seems like a
misdiagnosis in action. The comparison with the last days of the Roman Empire exposes the problem.
The US is not an empire in that sense, still has its republican format, and does not even conquer or
colonize its victims. It was Marx who introduced us to the real answer in the insidious new invention of
history in the abstractions of capital and state power. The emergence of capitalism and its effect on the
state is the real issue. To compare anything to the last centuries of the Roman Empire is almost by
definition a false analogy. You can do better to look at the imperialism of Athens, and/or the much

earlier breakdown of the Roman Republic, not the Caesar version, but the first erosions of its
‘freedoms’, such as they were, already evident during the era of the Punic Wars.
The rise of the modern has produced a series of imperialisms, rather than empires, in the Roman sense,
some formal empires by terminological category but in reality imperialistic ventures based on capitalist
exploitation, and in many cases, of course, based on colonial occupations. But the American system is
the clearest case of an imperialistic system based on a home system that is republican still, in name only
perhaps, and by and large a non-colonial system of semi-fascist militarism and capitalist capital
abstraction.
The distinction is important because I doubt the US will fall apart like the Roman Empire at its end,
although the climate crisis may produce the near equivalent in terms of chaos.
The Roman Empire came at the end of an age, while the American imperialism comes a mere two
centuries after its founding at the dawn of a new age. If it is in so much trouble it is due to the effect of
laissez-faire capitalism becoming the de facto ‘Leviathan’ or sovereign, an incoherent premise with a
more than real formal muddle of governmental and economic powers. Comparison with Athens is more
apt, and unnerving: the development of Athenian imperialism was the result, as with America, of being
the victims of their own supercharged success as a democratic experiment going into a kind of takeoff
followed swiftly with two generations into the intoxication of imperial domination of its trading sphere.
Sounds eerily familiar to the American case. The distinction is useful because the diagnosis is different.
In fact the elements of the ‘diagnosis’ emerged in the wake of the French Revolution, and codified in
one way by Marx/Engels. Even if we reject their formulation their point is clear: a democratic system of
Lockean property rights became both the victim of its own success, home and abroad, and an increasing
usurpation of the republican axioms by economic elites. The Roman Empire was a genuinely totalitarian
system, while an American-style imperialism is a strangely schizophrenic double of imperialistic
overstretch, and exterior power, parallel to the globalization effect of economic powers, that render the
core system impotent on its own home base. So the issue isn’t so much the ‘American empire’ as the
impotence of the whole core at home.
Anyway, the Roman Empire after a millennium of the Roman legacy fell into a unique state of
decentralizing chaos, replaced by theocracy. The analogous point of the US system is closer to the
beginning corruption of government underway as early as the Punic Wars.
The point here is that the US can recover its vitality in a second if it can come to control the capitalist
fascism that has engulfed the powers of the state and bring an end to the imperialism of militarism and
parallel capital formations that make up its nullity of governance.
archive: first and last communism…
Last and First Men attempts to prompt the marxist left to a complete overhaul of its theory/practice.
The world crisis deserves a better version of marxism than marxism itself can provide. Only the
realization that ‘marxism’ is entangled with Stalinism and has few chances of a second chance without a
rethinking of its format, along with a repudiation of the failures of Bolshevism, will prompt marxists
deadbeats to move on. Time is short, so a ‘new communism’ needs to bootstrap from next to nothing to
a new movement, a new set of activists, a new critique of capitalism, a displacement of ‘marxism’ to an
appendix in a new canon of action. I think the current phase of ‘anarchism’, as with the OWS, is a

misguided one, yet appropriate perhaps as a way station to review the failures of the old left. The
question of marxism is confusing people. Study of Marx’s ponderous tomes should be banished to
academia, as protocols of critique and action are revamped completely. A lot of marxism can be recycled
fairly easily as a set of costume changes. That might make some cling to the older format. Resist the
temptation. If it quacks like Marx, it is an open target to every kind of rightist fanatic reaching for his
gun. Recreating a post-marxist version of a new communism 2.0 is not hard, and there is no excuse for
the sentimentalists of the Marx cult to dominate a field that is the heritage of the French Revolution and
its wake, not the group formed by the dogmatic confusions of the Marx cult.
Most of what is needed is already in existence under various formats, from Alternet to Counterpunch,
along with a considerable literature of critique with respect to economy. A movement post-OWS to
recrystallize the dynamic of a postcapitlist activism is relatively easy to formulate. If the old marxists
complain, send them packing.
I was reading the Marx section of Jacques Barzun’s book on Darwin, Marx, Wagner. Familiar to me for its
Darwin critique, I sat down finally and read its section on Marx, respectful yet critical. The problems with
Marxism get one of the clearest accounts in print. I was surprised at the way Barzun took the criticism of
the canon already in existence in the early 1900’s and clarified where marxists are going wrong, and why
no one will take them seriously anymore. That was 1941 from a bourgeois professor. Gosh. That was
seventy years ago. Marxists are stuck in endless sophistical rehashes/defenses of long exposed errors,
while their core critique is absolutely right-on. Why jeopardize that goldmine with a bunch of stale
baloney.
We don’t need to rehash the old shibboleths. Drop them and do something new.
It may be that Last and First Men doesn’t go far enough. It still cites too much Marx and Engels and
recycles some of their legacy, up to the last chapter, where they are no longer mentioned. But at least
the book might serve as a form of shock treatment. Face it, Marx was a second rate thinker, who got
stuck trying to finish Capital, because his theory foundations were wrong. Go back to the Manifesto
period (and the two classics in the 1848 wake) and Engels great classic and re-jumpstart from theory,
citing Marx/Engels in an introduction or appendix, and moving on with dispatch.
archive: communism and macroevolution
July 19th, 2017 ·
Last and First Men attempts to deal with the legacy of marxism by leaving its plain-vanilla practical
insights alone,and tackling instead the larger context of its theory of history, its theories of economics,
and its general Feuerbachian positivism matched with Darwinism. The classic Manifesto is relevant, but
as to Capital Vol’s I, etc, a (voluntary) bypass. One of the ideas of LFM is that of a super-Manifesto
beyond the classic of Marx/Engels: We need to study historical evolution all over again to see how
greater nature generates civilizations, economies, religions, and the way in which modernity is a part of
a larger process of directional emergence, or ‘evolution’, ‘evolution’, brand historical. This process is
‘meta-‘ all the way: it generates large contexts, and man completes them. We see why the constant
recurrences of modern revolution often fail. This larger picture cannot be resolved by economic
categories and shows the action of greater nature as a leading flank to ‘man makes himself, but…’. We
find ironically that the sudden eruption of modern revolution, starting in the sixteenth century, is a part

of this larger process, and indifferently the abstract source of the too frequent failures of the
revolutionaries in practice. We can see that this way of looking at history can resolve the paradox of
opposites emerging together. A stunning example of that is the confusing simultaneity of the liberal and
the communist ideas coming into the sphere of modernity with a concerted dialectical unity. The
problem is the failure to really ground the idea of communism. The attempts of Marx/Engels are classic,
but we may need to recast the basic ideas. And the larger picture of historical evolution can be a
reminder of the need for a complete matrix of culture as the realization of postliberalism, communism.
The way to solving the problem may be in making it harder: a larger context of cultural totalities. A study
of the ‘macro effect’ given in LFM is a reminder of the primitive character of human social construction.
All the basic innovations are generated in the macrosphere. The future, however, must show an
increasing grasp of the complexity of historical evolution, and something larger than solving the problem
of economy. The market economy in its extreme form is an historical anomaly. A more balanced
realization of social futurism must speak to a larger set of categories, including finally the domain of
evolution, a society or commune of last men on the way to true human speciation, the first men.
archive: intro to LFM
July 19th, 2017 ·
This was originally the Preface, now the Introduction (rapidly morphing beyond this version).
Proponents of (a new) communism are too often on the defensive in public discourse. The reasons are
not hard to find! The Second Internationale was stuck in the Marx/Engels format, which was a brilliant
stroke, but that formation was too theoretical and very soon and too easily challenged by the defenders
of capitalism. The legacy of Bolshevism gave the whole game a blackmark.
The subject became confused and one of many reasons is the fatal dose of ‘dialectic’ that was never
understood (by anyone).
And the economic issues were confusing all around. Marx had a fair handle on classical economics, but
the marginalist revolution took over just as he completed VOL 1 of Cptl and confusion became universal.
The mathematical gimmicks involved (and the deft swindle of applied calculus has confused everyone
for over a century) created an insuperable sophistry of seeming science that could silence critics on the
spot.

We can guess, for example, what happened to Mandela, out of jail, and jawboned by experts who surely
talked ‘econo-porn’ until he agreed to a neoliberal settlement.
In some ways, of course, the discourse on free markets makes sense–Marx/Engels suffered to some
degree the same bemused hypnosis about markets and globalization, making the gamble of letting
capitalism do its number and then phase itself out. But that point has come, and the colossus of global
capitalism is so totalized (a nice cousin to the term ‘totalitarian’), that the Faustian pact made at the
start is proving unworthy of whatever trust is placed in it. In fact, I am sure Marx/Engels always
suspected this and their strategy always had the revolutionary option, either seemingly given up or
submerged after 1848), up its sleeve. But now the question is stark: the power of the capitalist
juggernaut seems too powerful to confront, with precious time lost, and now is preparing a list of stabs

in the back: the much vaunted ‘middle class’ just might be eliminated from its promised resolution of
capitalist compromises with history: at the end of the sacrifice of nature and environment, and the
onset of climate change, the American prosperity bargain is being cheated out of its promised potential.
Two centuries of capitalism? A new class of the poor, a pointless round trip. The capitalist class in some
zones has been captured by a really dangerous set of almost occult forces, who plan nothing less than
the roll back of modernity, the destruction of democracy, the recreation of inequality and class society
of an almost medieval brand. Who has the power to withstand this? We see it happening before our
eyes.
In case one finds this outlandish, we should recall the way reactionary sufis sent operators into the
Russian revolution to prepare a counter-revolution. Such ‘spiritual’ figures as the shadowy Gurdjieff,
openly associated with the Whites in his escape from the victory of the Bolsheviks in the civil war,
seeded phony religious intellectuals like Ouspensky who was brazen enough to ‘in your face’ it with a
nauseating rehash of the Code of Manu, the grossest of the spiritual distortions of Aryan Hinduism
(never present in real Indic religion). It seems a long shot that rightist capitalists, still token insiders to
democratic modernity, could for long make an alliance with such dark reactionaries (it is mostly in the
unconscious and the victims oblivious), but the gamble seems to paying off in the age of neoliberalism.
In fact, the whole game has reached its peak, and at some point the tide will reverse and the left will
recover its bearings and expose the whole charade of phony religiosity matched with elitist capitalism.
There are obvious reasons: the essence of capitalist rationality even at its worst is still a modernist
concoction.
In the end the issue is economics, and now we can see that the mystique of markets is peaking and
showing its dangerous, if not lunatic side. So the question becomes urgent to restate the critique of
capitalism, along with an update of a ‘new communism’ that doesn’t fall into the blight of thinking that
turned Bolshevism into a strange superstition. In a way the new critique is a no-brainer: the whole of
mathematical economics is now exposed as an ideological gambit of atrocious pseudo-science. So the
charge of bad theory now rests with the capitalists. And the left should not propose a counter-theory
doomed to refutation. Instead, remain practical with a vision of communism as postcapitalism, seen
ironically now as inevitable, given the havoc being wrought by free markets.
The term ‘communism’, then, prefaced with the prefix ‘neo-‘ will no longer refer to the classic legacy of
the Second Internationale, and stand on its own as a redefinition, no doubt with many echoes of its
classic legacy.

The proposition seems less than utopian, and the charge, utopian, boomerangs on the free marketeers.
There are hundreds of solutions to the call of ‘postcapitalism’, the best being a newly defined ‘neocommunism’. This proposition has the ace in the hole now: all the gains of capitalist profit since the
Industrial Revolution were a plunder of the Commons. This saga of ‘primitive accumulation’ makes the
prospect of the capitalist endgamers making off with their loot increasingly quixotic, courtesy of
globalization: where will they hide? The task of expropriation becomes a feasible option, even given the
surveillance of all the Iphone calls of the expropriators.
archive: the overwhelming out-in-the-open vulnerability of economic ideology

July 18th, 2017 ·
Economics Unmasked: From Power and Greed to Compassion and the Common Good by Smith, Philip B.
Published by UIT Cambridge Ltd. 1st (first) edition (2011) Paperback
As noted here, marxists often adopt the wrong the strategy: we are constantly being told that Marx is
relevant, and then taken through the complexities of marxist theory, and expositions of Capital.
at is fine, up to a point. But the result ironically is that the public is confronted with marxist theories, and
hence all their flaws. Nineteenth century classical concepts used by Marx are sent into battle, as neoclassicals simply shrug their shoulders. All the defenders of capitalism have to do is pick holes in Marx.
Their own errors get off scot-free. This situation is repeated over and over again by leftists. The
discussion is always about the status of Marx’s theories. The status of Marx’s historical materialism, and
the labyrinth of his confused masterwork Capital, plus the concepts of classical economists, aren’t really
relevant at this point. A direct attack on marginalist economics would do far better. People with IQ’s of
140+ pressed into the defense of capitalism have a fatal flaw, out in the open. They can’t change their
story, because the fallacy is documented in endless public media. A little training in their bullshit
routines when they are challenged, could finish the preparation for slaying the theory dragon once and
for all. They are smart, facile, but don’t understand their weak point, or their own subject.

The correction is very simple: forget Marx’s theories, use Marx/Engels as historical leadup, citing their
superb general critiques of capitalism without theory, or put them aside for a moment: modern neoclassical economics should be the target. It is preposterous absurdity that is just beyond the reach of
non-specialists, and therefore a permanent snowjob. But it is a flawed set of confusions that are right
out in the open. The book cited, Economics Unmasked, is a good description, and simple English, of the
whole marginalist regime. There is not much to refute: the whole game is ridiculous seen in perspective,
not derisible mostly because trained specialists themselves are taken in, which is puzzling, but effective
propaganda. The flaws in this economics utopia of theory lie in their parody of mechanics (physics) and
the way they refer to an unreal world. The ‘utopian’ ‘Nowhere’ critique applies overwhelmingly to
capitalists and their pseudo-science of economics. Neo-classical economics does not refer to the real
world. Its assumptions are a joke. These theories have no basis in reality, but are effective because they
exploit the Newton mystique. The utility concepts inherited from Bentham era utilitarianism are used as
substitute plugins to the equations (e.g. the Lagrangian) of classical mechanics. The result doesn’t seem
off because no one has the training to see through the charade. The question remains, why are so many
intelligent economists unable to snap out of this? The answer is easy: smart people can be inducted into
the ranks of true believers by excelling at the technicalities of the math, thinking they are doing
economics in the form of mechanics. Distracted by their mathematical facility they are
operant/conditioned by A+ pats on the back all the way to professional lunacy, none the wiser.
This is an overwhelming vulnerability of the ideological exploitation of capitalism. And the evidence is
there in granite. Decades of documented citations of these errors/lies/ await the exposure by leftist
critics.
Instead of trying to master Marx’s discussions of labor theory, etc, inherited from classical economics,
critics should make current marginalism the target. Marxists always vainly attempt to decode Marx and

hence classical theory, and all its own errors, picked up by Marx in his descent of the Smithian legacy,
which neo-classical economists ditched with a laugh at almost the moment Marx produced his magnum
opus (which he couldn’t finish, because his master theory didn’t really work). That approach has
coached the world in Marx’s errors.
Like the Titanic, frozen in time in the moments before striking the iceberg, neo-classical economics
persists in a realm of higher idiocy because it is just beyond the public’s grasp. That is misleading, since
the fallacies don’t require any real insight to expose: they are complete jokes perpetrated on those with
stars in their eyes as they gaze on Newton, and the ludicrous application of his theories to economic
behavior.
The critique of capitalism is thus gifted with a direct and overwhelming expose of a fraud, one that is
used to exploit economic categories as lawful obligations of nature. The critics of capitalism thus have a
handle on the jugular in the challenge to capitalism.
archive: Darwinism, and the failure of science
http://history-and-evolution.com/whee4th/intro1_1_1.htm
I am often surprised at the tenacity of the Darwin paradigm.
It is greatly in the self-interest of scientists to expose this theory and move on. The longer it goes on the
greater the power they seed to religious critics who have a better critique than scientists do, creationists
apart. The weaving of Intelligent Design into the subject has, ironically, delayed their victory. It is a
puzzle that scientists should hand them this victory
WHEE contains probably the most penetrating critique of the theory, without the design fictions. This is
not because design has been refuted, only that it is too elusive as yet to explicate, and most probably
requires a naturalistic explanation, most probably
archive: the Diggers, as early communists
July 18th, 2017 · No Comments
This discussion of the ‘Diggers’ in the English Civil War is refreshing and it would be nice to consider that
this blog has influenced thinking in this direction, with its many references to revolution in the early
modern, to the ‘Commons’ and, finally, ‘communism’. It is possible to claim that Marx was trying to
restore to the French Revolution this dimension present in the early modern, and, in fact, present as
early as Munzer.
The question arises as to how to realize any of this, and it is too easy to refer to the ‘Commons’ without
implying something to replace capitalism. Hopefully this line of thinking will be able to reinvent a ‘new
communism’, at a time when leftist groups seem to be in confusion.
The Diggers didn’t were a group able to emerge because a powerful revolutionary tide brought them
into existence.
archive: the need for non-mathematical economics as the bottom line
July 18th, 2017 ·

The previous post has a passage I meant to discuss:
Therefore, the understanding of history begins from how production is carried out by the mass of
people, not the doings of kings, queens and generals.
This was the essence of Marx’s “materialism” developed in opposition to the dominant “idealist” view.
Idealism, the philosophical view that ideas are the main driving force in history, is the standpoint of
ruling classes and their associated intellectuals.
I think a basic fallacy lurks in this perspective. Why is this ‘materialist’ view superior to the ‘idealist’
view? To say the ruling classes are all idealists, while the proletariat is or should be ‘materialist’ is
nonsense, and a disservice to the proletariat. If anything, the material obsessions of the ruling classes
are what have caused the whole problem.
Marx lived in a brief interval of a rapidly moving philosophic scene that suddenly froze in the Age of
Positivism, and the coming of scientism, and Marx’s thinking reflects this transition, complete with its
vestigial Hegelian dialectics.
To force anti-idealism on the proletariat is one of the muddles of that period, and could simply be
shelved. Who cares at this point? To say that idealism is the idea that ideas drive history is so fallacious
on many points as to be entirely confusing. Economic contexts (I won’t say material forces) and
combinations of ideas both cause historical change. And idealism is a constant of human life, as is
materialism. And Kantian idealism is one of the greatest phases of human achievement, and quite
different from Hegel’s brand. An endless debate between the two, idealism and materialism, is a waste
of time. But a history of the age of Kant onward will put these issues in context, and hopefully the
flatfooted outcome of the positivist age will cease to be the reigning dogma. Somehow the idea that the
proletariat shouldn’t or doesn’t have ideas is insulting. The whole false dichotomy is a millstone around
the necks of marxists.

Another issue is that of mathematical economics, which came up yesterday. Marxists are relatively free
of these confusions, but tend to suffer from the comparative mystique of bourgeois economics. And
marginalism, based on ‘cute’ calculus methods applied to economics, swept the field, with a false rigor.
I am exploring this issue again, after a lapse, viz. books such as: How Economics Became a Mathematical
Science

I once embarked on marginalist economics math as a study, but lost interest, one reason being the
fraudulence of the subject, as pointed out many times by many critics. Is it really all a fraud? Perhaps
not, for the future. But the subject of mathematical economics, with important exceptions has encased
the whole subject in a mystification of false expertise: It echoes the glories of Newtonian dynamics, and
statics, but the comparisons fail. But a mirage of mathematics can stun amateurs in their tracks, and is a
first-class way to impose control on the unsuspecting.
I realized in early study that economics is not physics and cannot be resolved with the mathematical
methods used in physics. There is a famous book on this by Mirowski. The use of differential equations is

one thing as a research exploration, but as set of ideas understood by ‘experts’ who routinely confuse
the issues with claims of scientific rigor here is fraudulent, or confused, and is routinely causing bad
policy.
It is not knownothingism to suggest the whole field of mathematical economics be sidelined so that
practical intuitions about economies can take their place, and no doubt promptly get their ass kicked.
But the theorists have done no better.
The reason is not too hard to understand: the whole field, unlike the simpler physics, is wildly nonlinear, and never leads to any kind of clarity. You enter this jungle and never get further than a half mile.
People of high intelligence enter the field and outsmart themselves with fallacious reasoning.
We should be wary here: learning the hard way is inevitable. But in the nonce, non-mathematical
intuitions must reign. And considerations of human values. I think that all science is hard at the
beginning, and this situation is typical of that: we should applaud explorers, and yet not be so ‘snowed’
by the BS routine dressed in math that has gained a predominant place. And the climax of this controlled
madness is the now notorious neo-classical equilibrium theory which is, let’s say, a fraud in the place of
vaunted science. It is the ruling paradigm, and it is bullshit.
The solution is for a reasoned, non-mathematical intuition about real activities, in real time, and
decisions, experimental perhaps (like Popper’s injunctions for applied action in place of theory), by
people with practical talents, and probably not the wizard level of IQ that has tempted ‘smart’ people to
enter the quagmire of a non-linear labyrinth where theory is still a long way off, and the nostrums have
finally sunk whole economies at a single stroke.
There are exceptions to this, and I think empirical models, often cyclical, of economic systems (which
look like mathematical economics as theory, but aren’t) are far more valuable, and enforce the discipline
of being wary of false predictive methods made mathematical. Many will protest this, but all in all the
mathematical treatment of economies is not the bottom line. Most of the basics of economic activity is
non-theoretical in any case. There is no true reason why the questions of economies should have been
surrendered to mathematical sophistry. Very smart people are smart enough to apply mathematics to
the simple cases of physics. But the same is not true of economics.
archive: the question of religion, atheism, and Feuerbach
July 17th, 2017 ·
http://darwiniana.com/?s=munzerian+xtianity
Christianity is entering the phase of a plane crash, with Islam in the queue and Buddhism not far behind.
The secular era is inexorable but it is not as such anti-religion so much as inducing Reformations. But I
think Christianity is starting to disintegrate. At the same time Christians are not required by some
‘secular’ dogma to abandon religion or Christianity. Let me suggest an exit vehicle for a religion with
some remarkable properties and legacies often unappreciated by secular humanists:
atheism is a dialectical issue. The question of ‘god’ is metaphysical and has no resolution. Faith, or
atheism, are equally flawed. Agnosticism has its own problems but is the only tenet left for most. The
dialectic can lead to three phases of doubt, reconsideration and agnostic neutrality. No secular dogma
can enforce a solution to this dialectic. Using Darwinism to enforce atheism is a ridiculous fiasco.

It does not follow that we can accept traditional god legacies: pop theism which replaced the IHVH
(unspoken name of god) very anciently and turned monotheism into a form of idolatry. Here the
Feuerbachian ‘atheist’ will carry the day. Pop atheism is as bad as pop theism, but a few versions of
atheism will probably become dominant. But, to take an example, Bennett (a de facto atheist
undeclared) defined ‘god’ as the reconciling force in the cascade of cosmic triads (like the negation of
the negation, but quite different). Ingenious, perhaps more hogwash, but a reminder that we can’t
negate ‘god’ without defining him. There are too many different definitions.
We have suggested a series of leftist oriented churches (cf. Last and First Men, the ‘virtual church of the
Holy Brick, and hyparchic future churches, useful nonsense).
But we can recommend a new form of ‘atheist’ Christianity: renouncing idolatrous monotheism without
necessarily renouncing the ‘god’ concept, which might be renamed…
It would be easy to create a far superior form of that religion, but with an assumption about a probable
future: that the tradition will not hold. This new Christianity will be in transition to a new and superior
secularism based in science, in Feuerbach, but also in Kant, Hegel, Schopenhauer, and with a true
spiritual psychology and practice beyond the crude idiocy of Christian doctrine current. Biblical criticism
will deal with historical mythology in the Bible…
Why bother? The answer is that mediating religious questions has become inevitable given the collapse
of secularism into Iron Cage ideology. We can suggest not lingering in the past of religion, and yet
requiring of our future that it at least understand what happened with Christianity: we suggested a
minimal church of historical memory: an attempt to understand the dynamics of the Christian religion
which most strangely has a deep spiritual component unknown to us beyond its outer historical form as
a religious product of the Roman era…Understanding what happened with this religion is not so simple
and hasn’t been achieved by secular humanists. Christians are so confused they have missed the
spiritual domain completely and are herded along by a religion that treats them like sheep.
We may never know the occult riddle of the Christian beginning buried in disinfo, but the left needs a
better understanding of its own position and of the legacy of religion in world history. Then and only
then will the essential gist of the Feuerbachian age be realized. In any case Christian communists, like
the Quakers, who anticipated this ‘exit strategy for Christianity’ in their curious train wreck, and who
picked up the task of abolition, have to be welcomed on the left and their numbers would likely be
greater than that of the left itself. This can be welcomed but without any retrograde or reactionary
nonsense sure to attempt to come to the fore and vitiate the left. The left renounced religion for good
reason and should be tolerant and yet tolerate no nonsense from the trojan horse artists sure to use
religion to create reactionary strategies. The simple answer is for the left to do religion better than
religionists, with a certain reserve. And the move beyond archaic religion as such.
archive: the 9/11 conspiracy
July 16th, 2017 ·
We can’t really proceed with a progressivist movement that is in denial on the 9/11 evidence of
conspiracy. That’s one out of a slew of issues, and we can agree that it is hard to proceed here, but it is
not enough to indulge in the usual counterarguments. The way in which the left got entangled in denial
is somehow unclear, but we can see it already in place with Chomsky’s short book on 9/11.

The discussion is complicated here, but in the final analysis there is no serious refutation of the overall
complex of suspicious evidence, amounting to overwhelming suspicion. We can’t just play dumb and
‘work through channels’ in the usual sense. Clearly working in the system is going to simply disregard
this issue and compromise with what is obviously evidence of a criminal sector in the American
government that murdered thousands of American citizens and blamed it on Osama Bin Laden.
Confronting the American fascist monstrosity in the climate emergency
July 15
http://darwiniana.com/?s=red+forty-eight+group+fortyeight
http://darwiniana.com/?s=market+neo-communism+communism
The idea of a new political party is nice, cute, but one more just now is superfluous while what is needed
is a movement of movements to move as much as possible into the climate emergency situation. But I
think that the idea of a virtual neo-communist movement should proceed on the sidelines, ready to
move to the forefront, but short of that a constant expose of both established and pseudo-activist
movements. The public, once they grasp the situation, will begin to converge away from the current
false consensus. Consider 350.org: what else do we have. It is doing a lot a good. But we need to
continue from the sidelines to remind such groups they will fail and be ready when the real rage/despair
readies a new generation to revolt.
We confront a criminal mafia running the US, predating across a whole planet. There nexus is controlled
by a deep state, democracy is an illusion, imperialism is wreaking havoc, the war on terror is a false flag
construct, the political system has been essentially taken over by the right, the list is grotesque. We
must proceed beside emergency actions NOW to deal with emergency to see how their at best partial
success demands a larger comprehensive revolutionary solution.
archive: A strong socialist component to the current global regime of markets could have spared us
planetary destruction…
July 15th, 2017
http://swarajyamag.com/blogs/the-collapse-of-venezuela-under-socialism
The debates over the failures of socialism are less and less believable (Venezuela is not relevant: it is
victim more than anything else) because nothing can compete now with failure of capitalism in bringing
a planet to the brink of destruction. A strong socialist component to the current regime of markets could
have spared planetary destruction.
The transition to a form of (market) communism could allow the creation of some form of control of the
rogue capitalist indifference to its destructive power…
Those who say this won’t or can’t work should consider that the US created a simple version of a
planned economy in WWII and they did this because it would be more efficient.
archive: the question of revolution
July 15th, 2017 ·

As our discussion today makes clear marxism is stuck in another century. The gist of our manifesto is to
take the core paragraph of the original: the expropriation of the bourgeoisie, and set the rest to one
side. We don’t need a theory of historical materialism, dialectical materialism, such a strong prejudice
against idealism. We need simple praxis not trying to convert everyone to a new philosophy.
We need a core movement that has some marxist dna, but which operates with its own version of
communism, able to decipher the neo-classical economic illusion, ready to fight for control of the
industrial apparatus in motion, and ready to create a market communism, possibly on its way to full
communism. A market communism with a Commons, as opposed to state control by a one-party
bourgeoisie calling itself radical, with a cutoff point below which some forms of commerce, industry,
and agriculture operate independently would be nice. Issues of constitutional balance of powers, core
rights (without liberal economic rights of capital), newly defined democracy, national/transnational
action to create a global federation….
This movement needs to be fair, republican to carry a future partial democracy, ruthless, non-violent or
violent as needed, and with a strategy to limit its own one-party state malfunction. We know such a
revolution is possible because all of our modern states began with revolutions, and the core issue of
marxism was to create a form of communism in order to save the bourgeois revolution for ‘real
democracy’.
http://www.truthdig.com/report/item/reform_or_revolution_20160522: Hedges has some good ideas,
but we don’t have the luxury of Lenin versus Luxembourg. We need a revolutionary movement that can
bring the US dot.gov to its knees. The result will be (market) neo-communism on its way to a new form
of society, postliberal democracy, and an economy that can support a large population without growth.

This requires a criminal indictment of the gangster government that wrought 9/11
a position on nuclear questions (disarmament)
a willingness to try and control population
a no growth economy that is able to provide a basic income
an indifference level below which people can live in a hybrid non-totalitarian mode with respect to the
state
etc…
archive: moving to revolutionary action
July 13th, 2017 ·
We need more than a New Deal packaged with socialist innuendoes:
we probably won’t get even that. And yet the planet is on the brink. In fifty years over fifty percent of
the planet will be suffering massive heat waves, increasing sectors uninhabitable, starting in the middle
east, probably…. Our immediate descendants will look back and wonder at the way our complacent
iPhone-idiot culture diddled in the name of stupid entrepreneurs like Steve Jobs as Rome began to really
burn, with the zero chance an American president could deal with this situation, even assuming we can

elect one who can speak in public about climate change. We have Sanders now, but he is almost silent
about climate.
Sit back and consider the stupidity of current politics: American democracy is dead. We have precedent
from the founding fathers what to do.
This is the situation prophesied by the early communists, and the codification by Marx set the standard.
But that codification seems out of date now. Marx, despite denials by his fan club, could not truly
address the issue of ecology. And his economic theories are more chewed over doggie bones that
adequate formulations for the current crisis.
He was not clear about the type of new economy needed. But marxists, if they can break old habits can
form a core group: breaking old habits, adopting a viable new ideology, open to something better than
reductionist scientism, historical materialism: a new language to speak to the global culture with an
updated economic critique.
Marx is fine as background, unless he is too controversial for a culture so deadbeat as the current.
Current marxist groups are frauds: they can’t even discuss the issues at hand, repeating sterile jargon.
We need a crash program for a neo-communism. It can present Marx as the Old Testament prophet for
the New Testament of a program leading to postcapitaism. If it is not communist it is likely to be a fraud:
the social democracy racket recycled.
Endless diatribes about how socialism doesn’t work can be faced with a grim fiat: capitalism failed.
Tough shit for capitalism. Over and out.

Such a platform needs to be revolutionary
propose the abolition of private property at the threshold level of industrial capital
leave in place a semi-anarchic below-threshold indifference level of culture as is subject to strong
regulatory limits
but with possible ‘commune’ level socio-economic assemblies
possibly leaving some aspects of agriculture below the indifference level
operate with a separation of powers between economic and governmental powers
create a communist party with transient military/emergency powers and with elite member
renunciation: i.e. platonic guardian style property renunciation
abolition or full restructuring of covert agencies/restriction of totalitarian outcomes
a full bill of rights designed around limits to economic rights…
a robust populist foundation
….

this refers to guerilla war: perhaps from the global periphery to the core, or at the core to the
periphery…this begins with those who know they are dead….
etc…: we are failing to grasp the consequences of our still too comfortable existence, but the crunch is
coming, and the fascists are organizing, even as we speak…
archive: the US dot.gov is a criminal org
July 12th, 2017
And older post: Red Forty-eight group: revolution 101, gedanken experiments //West Wing and
economic planning
http://darwiniana.com/?s=last+and+first+men
White House West Wing - 1st Floor with Cabinet Room highlighted
The gist of Last and First Men can be taken as a gedanken experiment (please be wary here of active
intent, I need hard remind radicals) as a stage toward an active movement. People are too paralyzed
with inertia to do anything else, for a start. The odds seem overwhelming against any kind of
revolutionary movement. We can’t even figure out which movements (especially in the war on terror)
aren’t really seeded by covert agencies. But this situation leaves the groundwork needed to the future,
when it will be too late.
I have made the case that marxism is slightly dated, and the way its core can be salvaged very easily.
People will simply not deal with marxism until its core is translated into a new canon.
What we need to do in this early phase is to create a viable perspective on communism, marxism,
scientism, religion and secularism, the nature of modernity, and much else. A prime task is to put
marginalist economics under the microscope and produce some versions that people can study with or
without mathematics: the nature of the capitalist con game is unknown even to most marxists because
they are in the nineteenth century.
The approach of LFM is a bit odd for many but it shows how one can deal with evolutionary theories,
historical dynamics and ‘end of history’ issues, the nature of revolution in the early modern, and the way
in which a challenge to capitalism was embedded in modernity even before the industrial revolution.
This approach has all the advantages of a high-powered theory, but without the fragile theory.
The dynamics of the ‘macro’ effect in world history shows how the modern transition creates a clear slot
for a revolutionary movement without the details being given in advance. And then as a parting shot the
modern transition concludes with a dual capitalist/communist dual exit game. We need to see that
capitalism has no teleological future. It will go on and on and destroy the planet without blinking and
finally degenerate into the absurdities we see in the previous post with the privatization of prisons. We
are in danger of dangerous delay and the result will be a heartbreaking moment of absolute
authoritarian power given to the Ayn Rand mindset. At that point an elite class far more frightening than
anything in the medieval lords and ladies world will have almost total control, and gosh knows that the
neuroscience revolution will cook up. Downton Abbey apotheosis, upstairs/downstairs made real. Yeah,
you thought those movies were nothing but PBS entertainment.

One good gedanken experiment is whether the dynamics of computer tech acceleration, Moore’s Lae
will allow the equivalent of old-style economic planning in a space the size of the West Wing. Very soon
this will be more than mere speculation after the fashion of Toward a New Socialism, with its discussion
of this question in terms of 1970’s computers. The mainframes of that era can now put their software
on laptops. This is a symbolic question, to be sure, but the point is dawning that capitalism has to be
dealt with: our choices are dwindling.
archive: marxism can’t handle teleology: why not the macro model of WHEE?
July 12th, 2017 ·
http://history-and-evolution.com/whee4th/chap6_5_1.htm
The marxist canon is in many ways confused, but the ‘end of history’ memes are also in a hopeless state.
A careful study of WHEE can help to see where the confusion arises, and to provide a model of a
teleological system. Conventional scholarship can’t deal with this, so the confusion continues.
Conventional scholarship can’t interpret Hegel properly, and so it goes.
I think that marxism is one of the earliest casualties of the Iron Cage and needs to be recast. Why not
the macro model of WHEE?
The US has lost the moral argument for capitalism …//Climate change’s brutal toll on Africa
July 10th, 2017 ·
The US has lost the moral argument for capitalism given its scofflaw indifference to its own, and global,
industrial climate causation: if we can’t restrain capitalist depradation of planetary resources we have
both the right and the duty to intervene to create a new system. The powers that be are…powerful, but
in a way they are powerless because they have chosen blind folly…
It is a bitter irony that the countries that have done the least to cause climate change are going to
suffer the most. Countries that have minuscule carbon footprints are going to be the first to suffer the
consequences of flooding, drought and displacement.
Source: Climate change’s brutal toll on Africa

archive: can American democracy actually come into existence?
http://darwiniana.com/?s=revolution
http://darwiniana.com/?s=R48G
The shock of the coming of Trump has ‘left the left’ newly determined, yet paralyzed, as if numb with
shock. But the sense of the times is gestating the possibility of a revolutionary response, and it is
appropriate to keep repeating the point. We keep harping on this question if only because it is the one
contribution someone in my position can provide: I am a bit old to lead a revolution but at this point it is
the thought that counts. In fact, it is possible that a revolution is unlikely, impossible, undefined,
corrupted by Bolshevik legacies, or else leftists are afraid of open declarations. We can certainly explore

all such objections, but it is strangely apt to consider all the signs warning that conventional politics is
stuck in a problematical deadlock, even as a constellation of crises points to a coming loss of democracy,
climate calamity, and further global imperialism from a rogue state. The last straw, if not climate
denialism, is the shocked realization our ‘beloved republic’ allows its covert agencies to control and
profit from the drug trade.
We should have known (and the evidence has been there for some time) that a government entangled
in a mysterious false flag op (strangely ignored on the left) called the 9/11 conspiracy wasn’t trustworthy
on any level. But it is hard to amp up ordinary indignation to the level of seeing a drug mafia in the
outcome of the labors of the Founding Fathers. We become nearly paranoid: is our prolonged stay in
Afghanistan related to the ongoing drug boondoggle? Does Obama, for example, even know what is
going on?
The issue of climate calamity is a tie-breaker: barring some form of geo-engineering or some technology
for extracting carbon from the atmosphere, we are dead. That makes an ecological revolution sound like
a duty in an emergency. But the problem is the lack of a coordinated ideology that can guide such a
process. The strange silence of the marxist left, beyond the usual analyses and abstractions on the
subject of revolution, tells us to quietly take up its core ideas and recast them in an activated version.
In any case, short of the idea of committing to revolutionary will o’ wisp, we must ask the purely
abstract question (which should be ‘what is to be done’, but that activates Leninist clichés): what overall
plan of action, beside single-issue activism, is needed in the situation we find ourselves in? The answer
should allow the revolutionary conclusion if only because a revolution implies defining a whole system
instead of the approach of piecemeal tinkering.

This is no ordinary screw up. The actuality induces shock, and that’s quite before the happenstance of
Trump. The American system has never been properly founded: it was a botch from the start, and the
Civil War was almost inevitable from the premises. A similar analysis still confronts the nature of this
‘republic’ two centuries plus after its start, it is about what the early socialists discovered, capital is king:
a correction, refounding, real beginning, is needed so that American democracy can actually come into
existence.
archive: the macro effect, and why biologists can’t figure out evolution
July 10th, 2017 ·
Biologists are operating in the foothills of evolution and the result is not a theory at all. If we examine
the eonic or macro effect we see roughly what evolution is about, albeit in a slightly different context
than what is so far familiar to scientists. The process of evolution is far beyond current forms of science.
Looking at the macro effect we must be able to deal with concepts of machines that operate with a
purpose, act over tens of millennia, can operate over distributed regions, are able to scan those regions,
can operate intermittently, remembering and returning to the last point of focus, can operate in a
potential that can direct but not necessarily fully determine outcomes. This process has to be able to
operate at a global scale.

That’s a tall order for current science. But if you follow the eonic effect in WHEE (history-andevolution.com) you may begin to get a sense of it.
archive: toward a new leftist history, and a new model of postcapitalism
July 10th, 2017 ·
The companion volume to Toward a New Communist Manifesto (which I might make into an appendix
of that work) is an attempt to ground a postmarxist legacy in a new view of history and evolution.
Historical materialism is one of the obstacles to the possibility of a new leftist communism/socialism
because it proposes a theory of history that is not adequate and too focused on the economic. This is a
long shot at first: such a perspective seems out of the mainstream, let alone compatible with legacy
marxism. But I think its basic point can assist in reconciling the multiple opposites that confound all
narrow theoretical models.
The macro model so-called is extremely flexible, can be taken as an ongoing project, can be taken
without theory using a rough outline highlighting a basic dynamic, and the result forces a new variant of
postmarxism to integrate understandings of all possible civilizations/religions/cultures, the whole
spectrum of philosophic positions, and with a basic axiomatic about free agency rather than economic
necessity or causality. The road to postcapitalism is thus not the progression from one epoch to another
one that is beyond capitalism, but a constitutional/revolutionary transition taken as a Kantian realization
on the path toward a perfect civil constitution, to use the phrase from his classic essay on history. This is
actually a far better foundation for an historical analysis than the brittle post-Hegelian scientism that
Marx/Engels became stuck with.
One of the beauties of the macro effect which the model highlights is the way it views an ’emergent
nexus’ like marxism as historical output of that model, yet open to mediation by a larger construct of
successor free agents. That is a useful way to have your cake and eat it too. In any case, we don’t need a
completed view of historical dynamics. The macro effect is structured by its inherent logic so that we
exit its action as free agents, not as historically determinate machines. We see that
capitalism/communism emerge in tandem as correlated opposites in the rich potential of the modern
transition. And then the dynamic stops and we as free agents armed with two potentials, capitalism, and
?_communism as postcapitalism, must mediate a future as our own free agency. That is at first less
effective than saying the epoch of communism must follow from its past, but in the end it is far more
effective and exits the useless ‘end of history’ nonsense once and for all but taking the ‘teleology of
freedom’ in a much different way.
This approach can conjoin two or more protocols, from the mediation of the basic marxist legacy and
the ‘from scratch’ creation of a new complex of perspectives. After the experience of bolshevism
something like that was inevitable. The left is dawdling in anarchist revulsion against communism. We
need to move on and yet to rediscover a neo-communist potential. There is still a lot of work to do
there, as our previous citation today, Four Futures, a new book from Jacobin, makes clear.
We have proposed as noted here many times a hybrid democratic/socialist system that is what we
called ‘market neo-communism’: a constitutional foundation for a (one nation) system that has
effectively carried out the process of the expropriation of the bourgeoisie. The realm of capital in one
nation will be an aspect of the Commons, and this will be regulated/guarded by a separation of powers

from any one-two-many-party revolutionary politics (one party and many party systems have both
failed, what is the answer?). One solution is a strong one-party (replacing parties with a formal dialectic)
political republican control system with strong, yet limited authority in a presidency, its task to guard the
basic communist system, a congressional multi party democratic system, a set of legal courts to guard
the constitution with related legal bodies/courts to mediate economic particulars. The system would
allow direct corporate constructs under governmental control and self-generated corporate entities run
by semi-autonomous entrepreneurs who could license certain potentials from the Commons. In addition
there would be a semi-anarchist mirror image in a threshold cutoff below which a considerable degree
of autonomy would be allowed for small scale economic, industrial, agricultural and diverse cultural
formations. Shopkeepers to flea markets can hardly be outlawed in real macro-communism. This could
also be a ‘reserve dna’ sector with a museum like preservation different historical potentials. The overall
system would be a classless society based on the Universal Class, but the overall system might in the
reserve sector spawn differential class formations of very low difference levels, and subject to periodic
re-revolutionary equalizations.
The overall system must be able to function in a one-state version even as it moves aggressively to
create a larger international community. But this system would have to be able to deal with a possible
external capitalist remainder, outsourced legacies, and be able to resist predation by external
remainders of capitalism. Not hard to do. The external system couldn’t import a bag of peanuts without
strong control. But many such issues would require analysis. Clearly motion toward a global federation
of communist states is indicated.
I see no reason why an electoral transition to something like this could not be possible, but the reality of
revolution must be clearly tabled to be clear that we are talking about something more than ‘keep
trying’ activism that at best results in social democratic/new dealist compromises. The system indicated
here is not a compromise but a deliberate effort to balance opposites.
archive: secular humanism and its discontents
July 9th, 2017 ·
Secular humanism in its current brands in the US, associated with the New Atheists, is a strangely
crippled and almost cultic formation, one that reacts against theology only to enter a confused version
of atheism.
I am not a theist in any conventional sense but I do think that there is ‘spiritual’ domain (which is part of
the purely material domain in a complex relationship). It is hard to evade this conclusion for the simple
reason that ‘reality’ is a mix of facts and values and the latter show how a non-material set of
abstractions embed within or else are a superset of the ‘material’ aspect. That leaves us equivocating
the various forms of materialism and idealism, the brand of Kant/Schopenhauer being one of the most
cogent.
Whatever the case the humanist perspective is far too limited as a humanism to really serve those
leaving religion, and they are leaving.
The humanist viewpoint is also muddled by the views of the Darwinists and the hopeless muddle of
Richard Dawkins. The question of scientism has come to haunt the ‘secular humanists’ and the

phenomenon is very similar to what happened to early marxism in the nineteenth century as the antiHegelian movement intersected with the onset of positivism.
The question of god is indeed a chronic confusion and the basic first steps of modern atheism rightly
challenge the curious ideology/idolatry of a ‘personal god’. But the larger question of god by another
name no doubt is no so easy to solve. But let us grant the rightness, or at least the appropriateness, of
an atheist stance. That stance is not in conflict with religion, as the evidence of Buddhism might suggest.
The question of ‘god’ is really a Kantian quagmire and once ‘atheism’ has freed one from atrocious ‘god
thinking’ the fact remains that most ‘atheisms’ are as incoherent as their rival ‘theisms’. Be that as it
may the question of ‘god’ suddenly becomes irrelevant: a more pressing need is for a robust humanism
that has a more intelligent take on science, evolution, psychology and the so-called spiritual questions of
mind, soul, will, etc…The latter are as well taken as material as spiritual and the aspiration to a true
humanism that can be the secular equivalent of religion done better remains.
The question of religion is hopelessly confused by most secular humanists. We can’t just blanket the
whole subject as evil, even as we begin to see the dark side of many aspects of religion. The impulse of
humanists is the abandonment of the Reformation for a modernity without religion of any kind. That is
an option to be sure, and the religions of antiquity are derelicts in many ways. But we need at least to
see their historical significance and effect in something better than the crude scientism of atheist
fanatics like Dawkins.
archive: red forty-eight group texts, resources…
July 9th, 2017 ·
Books: (all pdf’s available as Kindle books/Amazon)
Last and First Men
Out of Revolution
The Crisis of Modernity
Point of No Return
Toward a New Communist Manifesto
Democratic Market Neo-Communism
Posts/essays:
http://darwiniana.com/?s=red+forty-eight+group+fortyeight+R48G: The Red Forty-eight Group
http://darwiniana.com/?s=market+neo-communism+communism: Market Neo-Communism
This is a good day to summarize some of the resources here and to review some of the issues dealing
with the proposal for a new kind of left.
The basic idea is a question: how make use of a classic marxist legacy if the public by and large rejects
that.

We have provided an equivalent in a very generalized form, one that defines its own terms, starts from
its own axioms, and yet creates a kind of superset of marxism that can always refer to that legacy.
Some of the generalized ideas are:
stand beyond materialism and idealism. The debate between the two is a permanent stalemate and
taking sides requires eliminating almost half of a huge subject!
generalize the base/superstructure discourse to a fuzzy version that isn’t a deterministic/teleological
(??) theory. All we need is the fuzzy statement that the base and superstructure show a correlated set of
ideological/class elements. The point here is to keep the discourse empirical/theory free
renounce leninism (what to say of stalinism) and yet study its history: a new communism must blend a
democratic revolution and a communist/socialist revolution: we can’t have a two stage revolution.
Democracy must come into existence with the foundation of communism. That does not mean that a
transient stage guarding a revolution can’t exert strong authority. NEVER use the term ‘dictatorship of
the proletariat’, but get the point: a transition to a democratic phase can exert strong control until a
new system is stable and viable.
Our formulation will assume a kind of popular mandate and the issue of stalinist repression will never
arise…
renounce marxism in the sense of not getting into the theological defense of Marx and his theories. It is
a purely historical saga, inspiring but not directly binding
move via an electoral path that is open to revolutionary contingency
there is a lot more in the various links and resources…
The basic idea of democratic market neo-communism is to create a balanced set of potentials and
opposites in a fresh combination that doesn’t have to answer to dogmas of the past. In the final analysis
the potential for postcapitalism is ironically far greater in an advanced (and in the US deteriorating)
capitalist economy in a so-called democracy. The example of Russian bolshevism is thus out the window.
We start from scratch…
All this can be taken as a theoretical exercise that can challenge the vagueness of too much activist
thinking. But its time is coming, in fact is here, and it must be tuned to the possibility of a real
revolution.
archive: the deep state succeeded in completely fooling the left on 9/11
July 9th, 2017 ·
https://newsone.com/742485/the-11-most-compelling-911-conspiracy-theories/
It is very difficult to deal with the 9/11 evidence. But it is impossible to dismiss it, and not hard to see
that at a minimum there was some conspiracy in the sense of a false flag op. We are hardpressed to
resolve the actual details but the whole game is an alarming indictment of a ‘deep state’ next to the
visible state…

And we need to be vigilant in the era of Trump: the deep state succeeded in completely fooling the left
on 9/11, and they must be laughing still, and getting ready to do it again…
archive: the shift a post-labor, post-growth economics
http://portside.org/2016-12-20/building-mass-socialist-party
We have suggested a different approach, but we must be able to both assist and envelope in parallel the
legacy ideas of socialism. Building socialism is hard enough, moving beyond capitalism altogether via
some form of communism seems impossible but the times are converging on both the need and the
inevitability of revolutionary change and we need to be ready for that.
At this point invoking the ‘working class’ fails to see (in the US) the way the working class has been the
victim of psychological engineering from the right. We can’t expect to champion the working class as
such because, as the recent election shows, it will move in a different direction. We have suggested
thinking in terms of the ‘universal class’, as discussed in our ‘Manifesto’. If we appeal to all sectors of all
classes able to respond to a message of socialism/communism we will get a lot more ‘working class’
response than conventional labor preachers can manage. That’s because the complexity of the subsets
of the universal class is very great and a virtually untapped source. From the perspective of the universal
class we can and must attempt to work with the subset of the universal class we call the ‘working class’
and to be ready with a very robust populist economic mix. And this could be a good basis for a new kind
of union movement.
This approach is superior because it both focuses on the working class and yet stands back to embrace
the immense field of subclasses never addressed by the left. One thinks of the hopeless confusion of the
Bolsheviks dealing with the Russian peasantry, a subclass never considered in the original marxist canon
which went into a funk with the anomaly of Russia.
We need in this fashion a direct descendant of marxism that is completely revamped and which will stop
betting, and losing, on the working class whose real center of gravity is long gone to exterior
globalization zones. Our universal class immediately moves to a consideration of this larger global set of
classes and defaults to the standard working-class perspective in the case of the many ‘working classes’
that are directly tied from overseas zones to the ‘American’ economy, at this point a finesse of capital
increasingly transnational.
This approach adopts what is the inevitable and in fact standard procedure for parties of any kind:
appeals to the general population on the grounds for association. And that is a disparate mix from the
universal class. And the best way to find the right members is to appeal directly on the grounds of
radical activism as a form of allegiance and cooperation. The old-fashioned working class cannot be
assumed to respond in this way... The traditional approach assumes a particular class should be
dominant, the working class, and then attempts to appeal to that class to realize radical objectives. It
worked up to a point during the era of industrial labor, and in the period when real starvation
threatened crowds flooding into the streets, but now the obvious question arises, why deal in a reverse
class bias? Why not appeal to all classes in the movement toward a common universal class.

The whole question of labor is entering a field of instability: we confront climate change, which forces us
to look beyond growth economies, to automation, which invokes the need for a new kind of safety net,
and to reality that the old working class along with the old factory economy is passing away. We may as
well move from the focus on the working class to the larger question of the kind of postcapitalist society
that can mediate the interactions of all subclasses of the universal class, and deal with the nature of
society as such. We can’t really create a new society that deals only with a ‘working class’. It must
address a far more complex question. This approach must by definition do everything working class
socialism did for the working class and then some. And it would be no contradiction for the various
sectors of the working class to independently align with our larger class to realize its own objectives. But
the larger question of the nature of a social contract, national and transnational can’t be resolved by the
old-fashioned emphasis on the ‘labor guy and the factory’.
archive: our ‘virtual’/’as if’ revolution continues
July 9th, 2017 ·
We are confronted with a situation that clearly indicates a right to revolt and yet we are too
disorganized for any such action.
The puzzling inertia of the marxists at the key moment is an oddity that probably is easy to understand
and an injunction we must start from scratch, and be quick about it. We have tried to focus on the
period of the original Communist Manifesto and thence on a format of democracy market neocommunism: a synthesis of opposites that fulfills the original impulse but frees itself from dogmatic
legacies.
We have been handed a strange circumstance where a move to the right is generated a renewal of the
left and we need a broad range of potential actions, not forgetting the revolutionary as one option. Do
we have any other options? Surely, we do but the reality of the situation confronts us with a remarkable
set of suggestions for genuine regime change. But the passage to that is treacherous, as we know.
However, it seems we must chance the passage: we are backs to the wall on climate change…and that
alone is grounds for intervention…
archive: the US is a rogue state
July 9th, 2017 ·
Capitalism is a rogue economic system in part responsible for the corruption of the American state. It is
legitimate therefore to as agents of its replacement not only for national but international issues of
justice…
The ideology of the dynamic of free markets is a bogus theoretical produced by economic lickspittles to
produce a false legitimation of a dishonest system. Americulture is a pig fest of degenerate capitalist
free riders who have plundered the whole planet for an extravagant and stupid lifestyle now so
mesmerizing these idiots are destroying a planet. Both interior and exterior revolution is needed.
archive: America mired in stupidity and political crime could achieve greatness by leading the way to
postcapitalism
July 8th, 2017 ·

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public/XML_DARW_GC_Axial?preview=Toward+a+New+Communist+
Manifesto_6_5_2016.pdf
At time when someone like Sanders creates a huge movement of enthusiastic followers,
with a plan flawed, and soon doomed, the way to do it right lacks any response from the deadbeat
(marxist) left. Our ‘manifesto generator’ is an attempt to loosen the screws on a now dated mindset of
the marxist brand. Taking the core of the Old Communist Manifesto as the expropriation of the
bourgeoisie a new set of programmatic constructs can match the situation we find ourselves in and
forestall the dead hand of the tired Stalinist dump into which the second Internationale fell into.
The American system in the midst of its usual ‘success’ is increasingly pathetic in its government, its
people, and its politics. Americans think very highly of themselves but they are hiding stupidity behind
economic power, and that power is turning into a distortion of social sanity.
Americans should risk all and seek redemption by creating a path toward a postcapitalist system
responding to the climate calamity on its way.
archive: the ecology debate and marxism
July 8th, 2017
http://www.columbia.edu/~lnp3/mydocs/ecology/foster-o’connor.htm
The debate over Marx and ecology is exactly the kind of confusion that I took as grounds to simply ditch
marxism and start over. In fact, this particular debate is of interest in any case and is worth following.
But I note a whole series of problems: everything suggests taking Schmidt’s The Concept of Nature in
Marx as roughly right. The Marx cult is trying to show that Marx was never wrong. Not that the authors
of the Dialectic of Enlightenment got it right. Still, it is ingenious and interesting to try and find an
ecological Marx. But all of this is an attempt to save Saint Marx and show he was infallible. Let’s move
on.
But in general, the discussion is a morass. It is not suitable for public attempts to arrive at a neocommunism. The latter belongs to humanity, not marxists, and if marxists are as confused as we see
here, we should demand something new. But the early manuscripts and the early work of Engels are a
good cutoff point and legacy usable for foundational inspiration.
The Dialectic of Enlightenment is a classic, but overrated. Our model of history exposes the problem at
once: the issue is the modern transition, not the Enlightenment in isolation. That larger perspective
shows at once that the Enlightenment has a dialectical counterpoint in the Romantic movement, and
this is a terrific resource for postmarxism for an ecological neo-communism. It would need more than
that but the point is that the authors of The Dialectic of the Enlightenment muddled modernity with the
Enlightenment.
Let me insert my critique of dialectics. This discussion shows the harm done to the communist project by
marxists with their obsession over dialectic. Enough already. You can’t do science with dialectic. And it is
a fetish of a lot of smart people who breeze through an imaginary jargon-filled discourse that looks
profound but isn’t really communication.

You can’t do science with dialectics. More, you can’t transcend positivism with dialectics. The Lewontin
group with their dialectical biology haven’t advanced the subject one bit. And marxists are stills stuck on
Darwinism…
archive: a strong socialist component…
July 8th, 2017 ·
http://swarajyamag.com/blogs/the-collapse-of-venezuela-under-socialism
The debates over the failures of socialism are less and less believable (Venezuela is not relevant: it is
victim more than anything else) because nothing can compete now with failure of capitalism in bringing
a planet to the brink of destruction. A strong socialist component to the current regime of markets could
have spared planetary destruction.
The transition to a form of (market) communism could allow the creation of some form of control of the
rogue capitalist indifference to its destructive power…
Those who say this won’t or can’t work should consider that the US created a simple version of a
planned economy in WWII and they did this because it would be more efficient.
archive: selfish gene, altruism and ideology
July 8th, 2017 ·
It is almost unbelievable we are still stuck in the Dawkins fantasy world of darwinian fundamentalism
with its phony extension into the selfish gene terrain. The wrong thinking there was pointed out almost
immediately but Dawkins, in part because of the economic ideological finesse debunking altruism, has
gotten away with this nonsense to this day.
The theory of Darwin doesn’t work, and that ends the matter.
archive: the model in WHEE vs historical materialism
July 6th, 2017 ·
One of the reasons to suggest the macro model of WHEE to replace historical materialism is that it
1. transcends the economic where HM emphasizes it
that allows a larger view of culture and shows a model where the economic is in principle a
subcomponent
the dynamics of civilizations and economies are different
2. it does not select a subset philosophy to explain the whole (although the idea of a model is a partial
exception)
instead it embraces all known historical philosophies, and religions and knowledge forms, and not only
that, their evolutions over time
3. it embraces the framework of science but stands outside by not applying naive causal explanations

4. yields a structure that shows the action of facts and values together
5. provides an example of how a large-scale system evolves (development over time)
6. corrects misperceptions about random evolution
7. has a definite lineage in Lamarck’s lesser theory (not his theory of adaptation) and the Kantian
teleomechanists, the first theoretical biologists
in this context
8. gives a clear rationale for the massive appearance of revolution in world history during the early
modern
9. bypasses the confusing ‘end of history’ discourse
10. reconciles dynamism and free agency
etc…
archive: mode of production theory
July 6th, 2017 ·
Criticizing historical materialism, or mode of production theory, can be counterproductive and I
suggested a way to see how a mode of production discourse could be embedded in the macro model.
Although I am reluctant to create hybrids with such things, there is something to the idea. The reason is
that the macro model is not a universal determinism but shows a discrete operation applied to a
continuous one and as the discrete process finishes over a given interval the system can be subject to
any number of different determinations, and the economic is certainly one candidate. We can see the
mysterious logic of the macro system that seems to spawn a transition to capitalism and a set of
challengers, in parallel. Is this chance? Hardly. From the start the logic of capitalism invokes its antithesis
in the coming of postcapitalism, either communism by definition or some more or less the equivalent. In
this perspective the logic of mode of production sequences or directionality has a valid logic of its own,
even if we don’t ascribe the total direction of history to economic processes. In a considerable irony, the
logic of capitalism has made the constant suggestion of postcapitalism by multiple independent authors,
at the point of climate change, almost a chorus of dissent issuing in the transition from the old mode of
production.
So, we can adapt a partial version of historical materialism to the macro model under the rubric of the
so-called ‘econostream’.
The critique of utopianism by Engels especially in his classic Socialism, Utopian or Scientific, is also
problematical: his point is too important to fritter away with the usual moral arguments, but the fact
remains that history does in fact process moral values, as the macro effect clearly demonstrates, in fact,
a triad of causal, moral and aesthetic factors. Whatever we think about utopian thinking, the fact
remains that we are not forbidden by assumptions about causal history from applying values, or from
saying that revolutions can’t apply a set of values to social transformations. Valuation applied to history
is not ‘utopian’.

In general, the dangers of utopianism have been addressed here by placing beside the model of a
communist revolution the example of the American revolution, as a democratic/bourgeois revolution
that is ambiguous and certainly a carrier of the capitalist process. But the inherent skeleton of the
American case allows us to remorph its sequencing into an equivalent communist version: the result
shows logically that we have not indulged in the utopian because we see an example in history.
The analogy is elemental, and elementary: we see a two-phase process of revolution, and antiimperialist revolt, that leads to a phase free from the control of the ‘ancien regime’, followed by a
second phase of constitutional foundationalism. The American case is ambiguous because it is a top
down and bottom up process with an elite creating a republic and a populist strain that inspires an
experiment in democracy.
Any (communist) revolution will follow this format (as did the Russian, with a catch), and it is not
utopian. The question of a communist democracy nonetheless raises questions that are far more
complex than the simpler case of the American revolution, quite obviously.
So, we see that a communist revolution would follow a classic format, and that it is not utopian for such
a revolution to consider the place of values in a world of fact.
Another interpretation of the macro model suggests that the ‘macrosequence’ has come to an end and
has been replaced with free agency. That is a boon, and a danger: nothing like the stunning large-scale
actions seen in that sequence is possible as yet for man. But the birth of modern revolutionism is a start.
That is, the conscious intentional social transformation process passes from historical systematics to
human agency. At the end of the macrosequence then the whole game is open to free agency and a
crisis immediately arises the best example of which is capitalism itself which subjects the whole system
to economic factors, a disastrous outcome in the long run. It is thus entirely appropriate that with the
birth of capitalism postcapitalist revolutionaries should appear to chase the economic juggernaut to its
endgame. Given the climate fiasco we see now that is none too soon.
archive: was capitalism a mistake?
July 5th, 2017 ·
The question will induce howls of protest in some quarters but if a process generates a runaway train
and threatens to destroy a planet even as it induces delusion in the social sphere then the answer to the
question is fairly clear…. Let’s repeat the point: a process that threatens to destroy a planet as its
executives are deluded is a mistake.
Where did we go wrong? Marx/Engels understood this point but retreated to calling capitalism a stage
of history. But was it? Capitalism arose as a set of technical and financial innovations that fueled
processes of economic growth but which were seen immediately to be problematic. How could this have
been the onset of a new stage in history? All the basics of capitalism had existed for centuries, machine
production, proletariat issues, factories, financial investment processes, the only difference was the
scale and the onset of the industrial revolution. The ideology that can came into existence at that point
was an egregious distortion of the realities of world history, as Marx and Engels well understood. But
instead of giving license to capitalism as a stage of world history it would have been better to have
denied it any status at all save as a set of technical and economic innovations, and ones that needed
integration into a larger system of social culture. Thinking of capitalism as some inevitable stage of

history was nonsense: a rational system should have been the first prerequisite. Instead a false process
was unleashed that has proceeded beyond control to the stage of ecological insanity, a sign the original
conception was bogus or flawed.
archive: R48G: marxist contraction and the need for a broader framework…
July 3rd, 2017 ·
The modern left is really a continuation of the Reformation and it might help to create a post-religion on
the left as a way to attract a new audience and following. It is an absurd idea, for many, but it could be
done in a reasonable and sane fashion as a generalized philosophical matrix based on an intelligent
dialectic in the context of modernity.
a recent post…
R48G: the marxist analysis of religion is notably inadequate and has done a disservice to the left that has
subjected it to discredit
June 21st, 2017 ·
The idea of a leftist ‘cult’ of planetary Gaia is amusingly apt.
In practice the idea would surely decay into a religious monstrosity but, as with our ‘virtual church of the
Holy Brick. In the final analysis the left is going to inherit the secular initiative to both ‘debrief’ and
replace religion and that has to be something better than the materialist reductionism of the positivist
era of Feuerbach and the post-Hegelian period. Marxists have failed to see that the issue was addressed
before Marx, but in a broad dialectical spectrum by Kant/Hegel/Schopenhauer. And we can see how a
figure like J.G. Bennett, amidst the failure of his particular attempted update to religion via a sufistic
rationalism, ended up inexorably in this field of the ‘big three’. If there is one thing men are going to
screw up it is the field of religion and the only safe approach is to distance oneself from the whole
subject with a reserve that can remain a descriptive field rather than a new hype trying to deal with the
sacred (guffaw). But the fact remains that there is a simple solution to these mysteries: a genuinely
dialectical reflection on the whole spectrum rather than creating a new system of faith.
Whatever the case the marxist analysis of religion is notably inadequate and has done a disservice to the
left that has subjected it to discredit.
archive: Wallace and The Darwin conspiracy…
July 3rd, 2017 ·
http://darwiniana.com/?s=wallace+darwin+conspiracy
archive: stream and sequence: the evolution of civilization and religion
July 3rd, 2017 ·
http://darwiniana.com/?s=stream+and+sequence
We have used the stream and sequence concepts to illustrate some issues in the ‘evolution’ of religion.

Those terms are a little puzzling. That’s because we are so close to a much larger phenomenon that we
don’t see the ‘sequence’, save in one of its steps. As we move from antiquity to the present we start to
see the larger sequence, if indeed it is real. Once we see the pattern in proximate antiquity it is easy to
spot its extensions, but we can’t really be sure. We MUST have data at the level of centuries or less, and
that’s only possible in the last two phases, with an ‘almost’ for the dead ringer we spot just before -3000
BCE in Sumer and Egypt. From there it is also easy to spot the two points before, in the Neolithic, but we
don’t really have the data to prove the point. If we try to describe this it tends to draw a blank: it doesn’t
quite make sense, at first. We can give it a try.
The basic scenario for evolving civilization seems to be the beginnings of hunter gatherers settling down
more or less in fixed spots, and we see this in stages up to 8000BCE (very roughly) and most of all in the
Middle East and the territory around the site of Jericho, i.e. the Mediterranean Middle East. This zone
makes the breakthrough to a first agricultural proto-civilization in that area, then curls around the Fertile
Crescent into Anatolia, Northern Sumer and Eastern Iran, with a second ‘sequence’ point to the north of
Sumer as the beginnings of irrigated agriculture emerge in tandem with the first ‘religions’ and near
state formation. That would be about 8000BCE to about 5500BCE to the centuries before 3000BCE. This
is driven development, but only in the ‘sequence’ phases, the ‘stream just does the best it can with the
input. Agriculture was probably invented several times, but directed evolution of civilization (with
agriculture) seems to start only in the Middle East, at the start. The case of the New World is confusing
because we don’t know to what extend diffusion is present.
Then we see the take off in southern Sumer in the period up to 3000BCE. Then we see the first of the
‘sidewinders’ appear in Dynastic Egypt, heavily influenced by Sumer, or its lead up, but quickly an
independent stream of civilization. We suspect that a series of ‘almost’ sidewinders are gestating in
Eurasia, India, and China. These will not burst forward until later. We then see the onset of ‘stream
starts’ in India and China in the centuries after 300oBCE. These areas have long since become
agricultural by diffusion. Then in the Axial period we see the suddenly flowering of five plus stream areas
in the sequence, in parallel, with five plus sidewinders.
Enough for the moment. We can see how a brief explanation gets confusing. If we make guesses that
‘sequence’ points occur around 800BCE in the early Neolithic near the Mediterranean, and around
5500BCE north of Sumer, everything makes sense, however odd, but we just don’t have the full data set.
The argument needs to be built up over a period of time and study. You can’t complain it’s too complex.
Neuroscience is ten or more times more complex, and we don’t complain there. It is the bad habit of
Darwinism that makes us addicted to oversimplification.
The point we are making is that if you don’t have enough data you will default to stupid Darwinian
explanations, not realizing you are dead wrong.
The evolution of civilization (and most probably therefore of man himself as homo sapiens) is a
complicated dance of stream and sequence points using a minimax pattern to make directional
development balance over a large region.

This new scenario needs another generation plus of archaeology. Then we can probably close the gaps.

We can see how it is almost impossible to grasp how civilization ‘evolves’ without the ‘stream and
sequence’ model. And the full data is still lacking.
This is a reminder to be wary of evolutionary generalizations: look at the Axial Age, immense changes
happen across a global set of locations in under three centuries. We should be from now on wary of
thinking we know how things evolve if we don’t have close range data.

The perception of a sequence is confusing for another reason. It is not continuous in time, OK, but also
in space: it is like a path across a stream using stepping stones, arranged in a diagonal going
downstream. Development in world history is concentrated in such a sequence: it moves between short
intervals in different streams in subsequent eras, e.g. archaic Greece and the rise of the modern. This
process is complicated by one more subtlety: splitting into parallel streams or ‘sidewinders’. This throws
us for a loop until we sense that a unilinear sequence can only cover a small amount of ground. If a
directional process is ‘global development/integration’, it cannot do that with a unilinear concentration
of resources. It must sort of ‘minimax’ it with another discontinuity, sideways, or in parallel
‘sidewinders’. Suddenly we understand the Axial Age: at one phase a process splits in multiple parallels.
This is strange, at first, but logical, consider the sudden appearance in parallel just before 3000BCE of
advanced civilization in Sumer and Egypt. If two processes in parallel but at different stages/rates of
development suddenly undergo a transformation at the same time then we have evidence of the kind of
process we posit in our stream and sequence processes. Very strange.
One confusion is the rapid spread of the Neolithic by diffusion, and the layers of the Neolithic then
overlaid with diffusion imitations of the first ‘higher civilization’ in Sumer/Egypt. ‘Higher civilization’ is
misleading. A huge amount of early ‘civilization’ must occur in the Neolithic using oral traditions and
memory. We said that we suspected Indian religion is very ancient: we suspect an early manifestation in
the Neolithic, then perhaps another jumpstart around 3000BCE. If so then our model shows
‘sidewinders’ appearing very early but not easily detected now. In general, the era around 5500BCE is
the suspicious starting point for what we call religion. And there might well have been a parallel in India
at that time.
We have used this argument for the only visible examples that we have, with the cases of Egypt/Sumer
on the borderline. At that point we can’t easily distinguish the birth of new religions, and this was before
the onset of the first ‘universal religions’ or monotheism, so the religious issues are embedded in the
larger culture of politics and economy. The real issue overall is not religion, but the larger emergence of
civilization. At that point the stream and sequence argument is equally useful for the study of larger
culture, and there the prime exhibit in antiquity is the era of Greece in the Axial period. There is a lot of
material in WHEE at history-and-evolution.com on this larger picture. But the point here is the lesson
that Darwinian processes just don’t explain civilizational evolution. Further, we suspect that what we
have seen so far is the ‘real’ process behind the ‘evolution of religion’. The endless junk Darwinism used
to explain religion is blinding us to the reality which is entirely different. And from there we suspect that
our stream and sequence argument is the key to all earlier human evolution. Look at the ten thousand
years since the Neolithic: human culture has ‘evolved’ at break neck speed, because it has a hidden
driver, our ‘stream and sequence’ analysis uncovering the evidence there. It seems quite unlikely that an
explicit and visible driver at such a later stage could coexist with random evolution at an earlier stage.

And the evidence in the eyes of many has been for just his kind of rapid emergence in sprints of rapid
development. But we don’t really know yet. It is hard to close the case for the same identical reason we
find later: evidence at the level of centuries, or less, is crucial. But with earlier evolution we are dealing
at best with intervals of ten thousand years (and mostly hundreds of thousands to millions) with the
sudden suspicion we have missed the real keys.
This kind of argument needs to remind us of the dangers of applied Darwinism. It is hard to think of a
more confused and stupid theory than darwinian natural selection. This theory is dangerous in the
hands of the economic social darwinist elites and confused scientists: these people are secretly lusting
for the opportunity, egged on by Nietzsche who preached behind a disguise the higher morality of mass
murder, of using genocide as a eugenic ‘induced evolution’ of man. This kind of project actually
happened in the context of the Holocaust, whatever its other causes, and we can see the real dangers of
darwinian lunatics.
Once we see the real almost incomprehensible complexity of the emergence of civilization we won’t
take the darwinian oversimplification seriously. And we will see that the emergence of religion isn’t
explained by evolutionary psychology or its genetics, but is something entirely different.
archive: end of history or end of eonic sequence? man’s true freedom can’t emerge under domination
by the market…
July 2nd, 2017 ·
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=The+Crisis+of+Modernity_ver4.pdf
This version of the eonic model stages a far better version of both an Hegelian freedom metaphysics and
the demonstration of emergent democracy: the model actually produces what Hegel guessed about and
Fukuyama actually eliminated: the so-called discrete freedom sequence and the way that historical
emergence prompts man toward increased political freedom, which might well suggest ‘democracy’. But
the catch here is that macro history can prompt man to freedom but man must make himself and must
take the steps toward freedom further to the completion of the task. Big History simply induces a
dialectical potential: man must make himself by solving the problem of freedom. Clearly gyration
between liberal democracy, capitalism and some form of postcapitalism is the likely near-term outcome.
The whole point, cogently noted by the early socialists, was that the field of liberalism was flawed by the
domination of capital and that ‘true democracy’ must be redefined. And the obvious point missed by
fukuyama is seen in the contrast between the birth of democracy in the English civil war and its erosion
in the restoration and its cynical ‘liberal’ settlement.
In the eonic model we reach, not the ‘end of history’ but the probable end of the ‘eonic sequence’: the
point at which man must take control of his own history. That cannot be the same as subjecting man
irrevocably to forces of the market, something we can now begin to see is going to be a disastrous
outcome. Man’s true freedom can’t emerge under domination by the market…
archive: virtual revolution…
July 2nd, 2017 ·
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Two+Manifestos+version+2.pdf

http://darwiniana.com/?s=revolution+R48G
We would have to be very careful about mixing revolutionary and religious ideas and one use of our idea
of virtual revolution is to consider two aspects to the question, in effect generating two components of
our ‘virtual’ group, the R48 formation. In fact, this happened with the Bolshevik/Menshevik split and we
can also see the historical example of Islam as a case or ‘revolutionary religion’ open to violent military
conversions, judge that as we may. The inner tension inside Islam testifies to the issue and we should be
wary of facile combinations of ideas. That said, the original program of the marxists via proletarian
revolution opened itself to this problematic.
The answer is not some facile form of non-violence as a philosophy. But it is not an easy question, to ask
how to generate cultural change while also attempting to stage some kind of religious reformation.
The question can be answered easily in theory, but in practice there is going to be confusion. In the end
the whole question of political ethics comes to the fore and this cautions and complicates revolutionary
aspiration. One has to wonder if the strange de-ethicized marxism wasn’t a strange tactic to render
revolutionaries de-sensitized to ethical questions on the way to a ruthless praxis. If so, the strategy
failed and we are stuck at best with the ‘nice guy’ revolutionism of the Kantian ethical socialists. Part of
the crisis of capitalism and pseudo-democracy of the American type is the de facto erection of the
psychopath to the political norm. Something has to change there and it won’t be amenable to a Leninist
solution…
In the nonce a virtual revolution can gestate the future as a potential to influence action, whatever the
likelihood of ‘real’ revolution. The history of Christianity wasn’t so far off from that: a sideshow slowing
becoming its own revolution (with not very elegant Constantinian results). The modern secular sphere
can do a lot better with that, but while there is no inherent objection of a revolutionary religion (witness
the Islamic case) the modern future must do something far more complex and not inflict violent
episodes on a general public. Let us not that Munzer and Luther did just that, so we are actually open to
doing the job right here, not with a gandian fundamentalism, but a careful political/ethical and other
consideration of the nature of change.
Again, these issues are not insoluble, but they do require a recompute of legacy revolutionism. Just as
well. The past informs us but is water over the dam. The Kantian ‘republic of ends’ invokes a categorical
imperative: what is the status of revolutionism in that canon?

The issues might seem idle: confronting the overwhelming power of, say, the American state as a
criminal mafia, we have another translation of ‘virtual revolution’ in the classic history of catacombs of
dissenting Christian ‘virtual revolutionaries’.
archive: Lamarck, the teleomechanists
July 2nd, 2017 ·
http://www.npr.org/2016/08/27/491492977/in-tom-wolfes-kingdom-speech-is-the-one-weird-trick

Wolfe has raised an obvious point: we have no really convincing picture of the ‘evolution’ of speech, let
alone man as a whole. But that problem goes back all the way, and we have no good evolutionary
account of the emergence of life, the Cambrian, etc…
The problem lies not in the term ‘evolution’ but in the equation of that with random evolution, natural
selection. I think the biological community should rescue the situation from disaster and toss in the
towel on Darwinism. Wolfe has no coherent alternative that I can see but his point is well taken: if you
play by the rules then you can’t just throw around the term evolution if it doesn’t explain anything.
I think that the mainline Darwinism that came into existence with Wallace/Darwin (I think Wallace was
the real source, as Wolfe intimates) has confused everyone and is in reality an interloper: it was long
preceded by a soon displace post-Kantian biology that grappled with the real problems, the
teleomechanists who attempted to create a methodology for evolutionary biology that wasn’t
reductionist. And it was preceded by the work of the real first evolutionary theorist here: Lamarck, who
considered a double aspect to evolution, a high-level evolution of forms complexifying, and a lower level
of environmental adaptation. Given the evidence of deep time this is the most obvious solution to the
overall problem. But Darwinism and organizational science somehow got convinced that one level
evolutionism was the only way to do science. It is thus sadly frustrating that the right approach in two
cases was displaced by the later dogmas of Darwin, mostly from Wallace, who promptly disavowed his
own transitional discovery. His stance was a useful way station because it helped biologists to visualize
‘divergence’ with a place holder ‘mechanism’, in this case natural selection. Once divergence was
grasped it was entirely apt to try and replace the ‘mechanism’ with something less simplistic than
natural selection.
I think biologists, and the Dawkins group, ought to see the handwriting on the wall, and I would
recommend a look at the data/model of WHEE (history and evolution.com) to get a feeling for the kind
of two level system that Lamarck intuitively saw from the start. World history is not the same as
evolution in deep time, quite obviously, but there must be invariant aspects to the kind of two level
system we see in world history. The latter can be especially tricky because it adopts a special version for
the model in question attempting to analyze the ‘evolution of freedom’. But the latter must have been
an aspect of human evolution, and we are suspicious this later historical instance is really a later version
of what was true of man from the start: his organismic and cultural evolution as one entity from the
start.
I think that this approach can bypass the red herring of design arguments used to produce theological
conclusions, and ground the discussion in a look at the overall dynamic of evolution without getting
mired in speculations over ‘mechanism’.
http://history-and-evolution.com/whee4th/chap3_5.htm
archive: …an evolutionary path to some version of democratic market neo-communism?
July 2nd, 2017 ·
I am recycling some older posts…We can restage our ‘dialectic’ of evolutionary/revolutionary options: I
think that as we propose the revolutionary option it becomes clearer what we need to do. If we propose
a clear program it will begin to manifest along conventional political lines, and we can even aspire to
constitutional convention changes. The idea of a ‘virtual revolution’ can help those who disagree with

revolutionary tactics to at least consider what is needed and that this is a comprehensive spectrum on
economics, politics/reform, covert agencies, the deep state, 9/11, imperialism, the milit-complex, …. We
need to do all these things together…

The system we live in now is deteriorating rapidly and now confronts the catastrophe of climate
change…is a revolutionary path the only chance left?
from last month:
An evolutionary path to some version of democratic market neo-communism?
After all the labors of two centuries on the left a coherent platform still doesn’t exist
Democratic Market Neo-communism
http://darwiniana.com/?s=our+revolution
http://www.alternet.org/books/why-bernie-sanders-came-short-and-how-lesson-can-fuel-futureprogressive-victories
The strategy of Bernie Sanders has spawned an ambiguous jargon about ‘revolution’ and even socialism.
This may be a clever indirection that escapes me, and it might help to suffer the ambiguity in a fellow
traveler’s mode. But in the end, we might learn from Sanders that he could use the term socialism and
get a response from a huge sector of frustrated people who have seen through the charade of current
politics.
But why not take up a real socialism, a real project for a new politics and economy taken as both an
electoral option, but with a revolutionary potential in the background. The platform of Sanders evoked a
strong response: would that persist in a rendering of real socialism? If not, we have betrayed the
terminology and taken away the option of those who are the real socialists. That changes the discussion
in an ugly way and becomes a cooptation of the real thing.
We may just as well misjudge the situation by demanding a coherent platform where a contingent of the
desperate are figuring an angle that is clever if not consistent.
It is interesting that while Marx is considered the revolutionary par excellence he and Engels, after 1848
entered a mode of conventional politics. And likewise, we can adopt an evolutionary path, but that
requires an actual socialist or communist orientation. I fear we are being sidelined then by the Sanders
type of language and after an immense come on we are left without the ability to use the term
‘revolution’. I predicted than last spring in a cautiously interested take on Sanders.
I don’t think the damage done is all that great: all we have to do is point out the issue and at this point
anyone who can do anything needs support. But in the end a Sanders victory would not have produced
any socialism. Still, I think the time is coming when a Sanders type of campaign will replicate the mirror
image of Trump in the revulsion at what has come about: a committed socialist platform might be online
in a government that has control of Congress and Senate: what would be possible then?

A lot of confusion would arise at that point: we would end trying to recreate the New Deal in the midst
of a now corrupt system that is run from a deep state, is imperialistic, with the drug rackets and covert
agencies in the background. How would our Sanders deal with that, or with the specter of Israel?
We of course lost such a moment with Obama in 2008, but of course he was no socialist.

We need a prefab model dealing with all such issues given a rendering in a complete package and we
confront the reality that our political system is not likely to escape the clutches of the vultures of
capitalism, the covert agencies, its legacy of imperialism and the persistent murder of many lefts.
As the saying goes, don’t let me stop you. But a real socialism in a Sanders-style movement is what
those who responded to his message were really hoping for. We don’t know what betrayal of
circumstance would have, might have, overtaken a Sanders moment.
archive: R48G: evolutionary/revolutionary…
July 1st, 2017 ·
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Two+Manifestos+version+2.pdf
As usual we apply a counterargument to our ‘revolutionary promo’ with an evolutionary theme.
This can lead to any number of outcomes, but the value lies in the reminder that while ‘revolution’
might seem unrealistic, the net equivalent is needed because the issue fragmentation of too much
activism is self-undermining.
If conservatives are close to being able to rewrite the constitution it is certainly time for a new socialist
left to consider the same…from the left. Short of that a third party based on a profoundly radical leftism
must attempt to break the party monopoly now in place. There are all sorts of communists/socialists
already doing this, where are they going wrong?
In fact, our manifestos and postmarxist analysis shows why the conventional marxist/socialist left can’t
win the trust of the mainstream anymore. We have proposed a total rewrite of the whole game, one
that can disengage from the ruined reputations of communists still trying to explain why Lenin got it
right. The question of Lenin is clear enough: if society collapses a radical Leninist complot might will
restage itself. But it would be a complete waste to repeat the old Lenin. So, what do we do? We need to
recompute the issue of communism, and we have done that in a broad spectrum of potentials, basically
our Democratic Market Neo-communism.
This framework can be adapted to a proposal for a third-party movement on the left and it is engaged
on its own terms: we don’t have to defend marxism, Leninism, phony communisms: the blend is a
robust synthesis of opposites: a Commons, the (legal or other) expropriation of capital in the large, a
planned sector, a market sector (with resources licensed from the Commons), and a third indifferent
sector at a lower threshold that can be relatively autonomous with a dash of anarchism.
This framework is not sui generis and doesn’t have to answer to the marxist/Leninist canon. It is time for
marxists to transform themselves into a new movement or study resource, and to drop the term

‘marxism’, stop trying to resurrect Capital from the dead, and to get smart about neoliberal economics
and the new solutions to the calculation debate.

If ‘revolution’ is the device to think holistically about reformism, reformism might be the device to think
practically about revolution, but the path to constitutional change is seemingly a long shot. Really, the
right is doing just this?
Our framework could formulate as a third-party platform, and its consideration of the universal class is
completely tuned to a working-class focus, save only that all classes in the final analysis are moving into
a single integrated ‘universal formation’.

In fact, the working-class analysis was never quite correct, the reason for its many failures. To be blunt it
leads to the mass murder of hordes of capitalists. We can’t murder capitalists: they will join the
universal class in some form. A communist movement must be about everyone but invoke the working
class to prevent the crypto-usurpation of change by the bourgeoisie. Fine, but in the end, there is a
different but related approach: any and all elements that can form a vanguard (as Lenin knew that was
inevitable, finally) consisting of the joiners from all class formation who will operate according to
principles of equality as socialism/communism. The emphasis on the working class tends to attempt to
appeal to groups that have demands and the result ends up in a stalemate of trying to raise wages for a
grumpy set of ‘workers’ who aren’t revolutionary. Why not invoke the universal class and make the way
to deal with the working class partly top down with a set of communist/socialist principles for
politics/economy and culture? This has in any case to preempt the formation of a new elite (and the
working-class approaches failed badly here in the Bolshevik case) but in the end the working class is not
a gang of saints but a near synonym for the ‘majority’ center of gravity, and that now includes a mix of
class formations with a hybrid of middle and working classes.

We are hard-pressed to deal with climate change and that would require a more general vehicle than
the focal ‘working class’ fixation. The Universal Class at the focus of a neo-communism must in any case
produce a very robust platform of economic populism and economic rights so there is in fact no
contradiction. In fact, this approach could far better serve the working class and would at the same time
force the issue of all class formations entering into harmony.
archive: models as tools…
July 1st, 2017 ·
Our model starts our slowly and then converges on a series of ‘non-coincidences’ that greatly increases
the odds that model is on to something.
A good example is the way our model explains why so much great literature appears in the transition
zones of the early modern, with spectacular effect, and then suddenly wanes in the wake of the
transitional interval. This puts everyone in a strange position. After a while Shakespeare as a worldhistorical poet of the globalizing ‘pidgin English’ begins to pall and people begin to look at their own

traditions. But we can also get wise to what is going on and see that the effect is to create a world
culture to which all belong. And in any case the process of modernity globalization, despite the cavil of
the reactionary gurus and postmodernists has been a spectacular success and has created already a
global oikoumene of shared modernism. So, we might be wary of kicking a gift horse in the mouth even
as we move to critique the outcome of this prodigious show of the eonic effect. The same confusion
arose in antiquity with the Israelites who unfortunately thought themselves bound in a special
relationship with god, to the unending confusion of later religion. The Israelites were certainly in the
right place at the right time and spawned (along with the Persians, we forget) the lineage of
monotheism. But we must in the modern case move to prevent any suggestion of Eurocentric
superiority, the result would destroy the whole era. Let us note the parallel and eerily synchronous
Buddhism appearing in almost direct concert with Israelite monotheism, soon to spawn Mahayana and
Christianity.
We can see the need for something like the eonic model as a successor to historical materialism and this
can be adopted in a streamlined form as a model, that is as a tool. The issue is not a new belief system
but a tool that is useful and can be adopted on provision. It points to a complicated reality but even on
the surface it produces a handy way to resolve the confusions of historical development.
We can adopt a simple version of the eonic model, as a tool for historical inspection and a set of
suspicions about the emergence of civilization:
civilization emerges in a complex set of transitions in a macrosequence
these transitions initiate new epochs and monopolize almost all ultra-complex core cultural innovations
at their starting points
technology Innovation) and economic development are not the same and show continuous histories…
Eras after the divide realize the implications of the transitional periods but may suffer decline in their
‘middle’ period (medieval?)
the Axial Age was a clear exemplar of the macro sequence which shows potential sequential and parallel
aspects
this parallel/sequential aspect can be seen as a minimax of some kind to maximize teleological
directionality and lateral integration as one process.
Modernity resumes the sequential logic after the lateral synchrony of the Axial Age, the reason is
transparent: the end state of globalization needs unique focus…
The transitions never repeat themselves and always restart at a frontier area, the so-called frontier or
acorn effect: e.g. Israel at the frontiers of ancient Egypt, Persia at the frontier of ‘Sumer’, Greece at the
frontier of the Middle East. India and China in this period are obvious related cases of frontier effects.
Note thus that the modern transition occurs in one of the last areas of the Eurasian sphere…

This model can be used as a tool and then replaced with a simple chronology of epochs, and we see two
such very clearly (probably seven in all starting 8000BCE 0r even 10000), from 3000 to 600, then 600 to
1800, followed by a new epoch, the modern after 1500/1800 (our marker points are relative to 300-year

transitions) showing the start of a new epoch in this series. We can see that we are already using this
model! An example is our instinctive sense of the ‘middle ages’, clearly a sense of the middle section of
the epoch emerging from the Axial Age (better called the Axial interval).

This model we should note is a generalization of the Israelite sense of the Axial period and thought it
evidence of ‘god’ in history. This effect is NOT the result of theistic action, which would be cosmic (or to
an atheist nonexistent), however and the point is obvious from the way it generates religion, secularism,
in one and the same pattern. But this data does leave the question of ‘where the blazes’ does all this
come from? We should adopt a provisional agnostic stance here, the value of our model which merely
shows what is going on, not how. We have attempted a number of discussions of this in WHEE and
Enigma of the Axial Age, but in the final analysis we don’t understand our own process of evolution, in
deep time and in history, but we do receive many indications of how to proceed and here is the crucial
point: we don’t have to produce a theory of this to proceed: the macro action as we perceive it is always
in the past in a transient interval and we are left with a series of ‘to do’ potentials that we must realize
as our own free action. We thus don’t actually require the model but we would do well to at least hold it
in reserve as tool. We will otherwise make all sorts of mistakes, e.g. history is random and shows not
teleological. Using this model as a tool we get a strong red-light warning that that is false.
This model is tailor made for postmarxist historiography but conventional science, historiography,
evolutionism, and marxism will do everything they can to suppress this model. But perhaps not for long.
As the reign of Darwinism and scientism collapse people will begin to ask where they went wrong.
R48G: the eonic model and Judeo-Christianity, historical materialism, end of history discourse, and
communism/democracy
June 29th, 2017 ·
We can see from our pattern that the ancient Israelites detected the ‘axial interval’ in their
time/geographical zone and that in two cases we see world religions emerging thus. But the
interpretation of this by Christians and Jews as divine revelation was a primitive precursor of the eonic
effect and there is little we can do here as these religions suffer a kind of expose. It does not make sense
to say that ‘god’ acted the history of Israel and gave Jews a special place in history. They did have a
special place in any case for the simple reason our ‘eonic progression’ focused on their culture as a root
generator, analogous to that of archaic Greece, indict and Chinese axial periods, etc… That myth of Israel
has now become a dangerous monstrosity of modern politics and requires challenge. The eonic effect
suggests a much better interpretation.
In fact, Jews and Christians are causing an immense amount of suffering in the middle east armed with
the ‘fake eonic myth’ that is embedded in their historical mythologies. These religions need an exit
strategy and we can note that the legacy of the reformation suggests what that can be. But the
reformation was left behind as the modern system proceeded to its ‘secular’ era and new versions of
these religion are needed in that context (they don’t have to be totally scrapped because they aren’t
‘secular’, but…). A new reformation is easily managed but will Christians listen?
It would be easy to create ‘eonic versions’ of both historical materialism and liberal ideology (the ‘end of
history’ muddle): we note that ‘democracy’ appears as jumpstarted twice inside our eonic pattern and

communism emerges as the completion of liberal evolution as ‘real democracy’. Exceedingly simple. The
resemblance of this the ‘middle epoch’ action of Christianity is clear and often noted…But there is no
theological version of the eonic effect. The whole thing is derived in one paragraph using our model,
without false claims of proof, reductionist scientism or mystical ideology.
The term ‘end of history’ is totally botched. But we note the pun on ‘end’ and ‘ends’ or ‘aims’. Hegel
never used the term, but many thought so and in any the case the confusion arises because he did
consider that somehow ‘freedom’ emerging over history, he was right, As to his Geist, well…that’s a
complex study and sidelined here. It won’t work in our model which is allergic to ghosts…. (Hegel will
have to speak for himself beyond the strident attacks on him in early marxism) There does seem to be
an ‘end of history’ in the emergence of freedom and democracy: our pattern suggests directionality. Our
text Enigma of the Axial Age reluctantly takes up the ‘design’ aspect of the whole range of issues here…
But we can adapt a ‘weird’ version of ‘historical materialism’ or ‘stages of production theory to our eonic
pattern: we can simply study the issues of class, class struggle, economic stages empirically in each of
the epochs of our pattern. We see that capitalism is developing continuously but strongly amplified in
the modern epoch. It is immediately challenged by the idea of communism (recycled from the ancient
Greek utopians) in an elegant duality or dialectic. The question of ‘revolution’ emerges very clearly as an
explicit process in the early modern (part of our pattern of transitions). The question of democracy and
communism thus interact in relation t
R48G: the eonic model as a set of questions…!
June 29th, 2017 ·
The eonic model is useful because it cogently isolates a non-random pattern in world history but leaves
it as is, open to interpretation and practical use as an outline based empirically. The more elaborate
model can be left as set of questions and a warning that no one gets history straight…these questions
can themselves take the place of the complicated model:
what is the non-random pattern in world history?
what is a non-random pattern?
does it show evidence of a dynamic?
what is the significance of the ‘transitions’ that create the pattern?
does the pattern suggest a series of epochs or world eras?
are these intervals equal in length, what is the frequency?
if the pattern is only visible since the invention of writing what hypothesis can we make about earlier
periods?
Do the transitions in the pattern suggest ‘discontinuity’?
what is the resemblance of this pattern to ‘punctuated equilibrium’?
what was the ‘axial age’ and what is its place in the non-random pattern?

what does the term ‘evolution’ mean and does it apply to this pattern?
is the term ‘evolution’ a synonym for ‘development’?
what does the pattern suggest about non-random patterns in deep time?
does the pattern show meta-genetic ‘evolution’?
what is the relation of history and evolution?
can we deduce the pattern from the logic of history emerging from evolution?
is the pattern deterministic or does free agency enter as a variable?
how does free agency or ‘free action’ interact with system action?
does free agency alternate with system action?
can we deduce the pattern from a root idea of the ‘evolution of freedom’?
can the idea of ‘self-consciousness’ be used to describe the changing character of free agency under
system action?
how does the pattern relate to the histories of economy and technology?
are economy and technology continuously creative where the pattern is creatively discontinuous?
If the pattern shows discontinuities what happens at their endpoints?
does the nature of free agency change at the end of the discontinuities?
what does the pattern suggest about ‘medieval periods’?
if the pattern acts when unobserved what will happen as the pattern is discovered and observed?

that’s enough: as is evident the questions themselves can take the place of a speculative theory: but we
should formalize any number of interpretations and weigh the evidence
most of all these questions force us to study world history and the bibliography here is quite
considerable!
You can stand back from eonic model, but it enforces examination of the whole of world history //3.5 A
New Model of History: Eonic Evolution
We have tried to create a super simple version of the ‘eonic effect’ and its model, but it is worth
considering the larger model: the three sections 3.5, 3.51, 3.52, from WHEE give an overall sense of that
model and its mysterious complexity, yet transparent outer effect.
This model explains why so many have thought history has a spiritual aspect lost in ‘materialist’
explanations. It is true, although we have long since moved beyond such terms as ‘spiritual’ in a
universal materialism closer to Kant than Marx (with echoes of J.G. Bennett), but able to recast the core
them of marxism in a new form.

This model is able to easily deal with issues of religion and equally their critique in a way that makes
secular humanists look clubfooted…
You can even critique this model but you are left with a device that forces you to examine the whole of
world history in detail, mission accomplished.
Source: 3.5 A New Model of History: Eonic Evolution
archive: Red Forty-eight Group: ‘Our Revolution’, democratic market neo-communism, and the rapid
appearance of totalitarian capitalism
June 26th, 2017 ·
http://darwiniana.com/?s=red+forty-eight+group+fortyeight
It is time to consolidate our framework discussed under the key words Red Forty-eight Group (which
refers to the birth of postcapitalist revolutionary movements in the wake of the 1848 revolutions. Our
project, Toward a New Communist Manifesto, was a start, but the task is enormous.
The general point is that we are at risk of being completely out played by the forces of capitalist
civilization. Their power is immense and growing. But they have shown their weak spot: the legacy of
capitalist rationalization has foundered in a remarkable display of stupidity: the rationality turned out to
be an ideological hypnosis so severe the perpetrators can’t figure out that climate change is even a
problem. The automated dynamic of free markets has by its own logic undermined the sanity of
conventional economic thinking. Our response to that must be more than new-dealist progressivism,
although we should applaud and support the spectrum of such efforts. We must confront the logic of
those still in the era of the French Revolution whose inner logic foretold the larger revolution to come
that would deal with class, capitalism, and globalization. We must study the Russian instance but we can
both study and set aside that episode: we are now in the full autumn of capitalism, where Russia was in
its early spring, and we can proceed with a greater efficacy to challenge the capitalist monstrosity. It
won’t be easy, but the system, especially but not exclusively given the climate crisis, will amplify our
efforts if they are rightly directed to a true revolutionary change. That can come via an evolutionary
path, but we must change the whole dynamics with a new economic system, a new politics, a new
constitutional democratic communism, and a new world view or set of such that can realize the post
religious legacies of the Axial Age: the simplest candidate is modernity itself, with the classic secular
humanism of the age of Feuerbach being shown to be too limited for the task, although its basic thrust is
more than open to a suitable upgrade.
The climate crisis is proving to be so severe that global civilization is going to destabilize. The left needs
to be ready. Marxism is a starting point, but in some ways a liability. The key moment of transformation
will come suddenly and the left needs to be ready.
archive: historical materialism and the eonic effect
June 26th, 2017 ·
Our critiques of marxism from yesterday invoke a reiteration of our take on the eonic effect. If we
critique historical materialism it seems equally controversial to promote the so-called ‘eonic model’. But
there is a difference: historical materialism is not believable anymore despite the obsessive clinging of

marxists to its tenets. The issue of the eonic effect is completely different: it is not a theory about
history,
if only because the data for that is incomplete, but a set of observations about the clustering of fast and
slow advances visible in world history. We can gladly challenge a critic to refute any theory about this
but the situation remains the same: the evidence is there for a non-random pattern that suggests a
dynamic, some kind of directionality, etc…
Only a stance of willful ignorance can really defeat this strategy. Unfortunately, the general current of
historical dogmatism is indeed obstinately and willfully blind to the evidence out in the open of
something stunningly strange about world history. It would be nice if we could use the term ‘punctuated
equilibrium’ here, but the term has already been subjected to sophistical bad theory.
But that very statement is a hint about what we are dealing with, no more than a hint.
We can simply do an end run here, first, as noted, by inviting refutation, with a chuckle, and next by
using the model here (not the same as a theory) as an outline of history in a series of epochs, whatever
that means, and dealing consistently in an empirical approach with that outline itself as a stand in for a
dynamical argument. It is a foolproof strategy in a way. Here the issue of economic systems can be put
into perspective by considering the element of free agency as fundamental. Our model enforces this
because the interaction of some kind of epochal transition process clearly shows the ‘punk eek’ effect of
a system in discontinuous action lapsing back into the action of such free agents. We can see that the
evidence of a dynamic is only secondarily about economic systems. And that could liberate a
postmarxist left to a better consideration of culture and politics. The attempt to fixate world history in
the scheme of economic fundamentalism backfired for the left and created if anything a more severe
fixation on capitalism.

As an example of what we mean consider the evidence of discontinuous action in the Greek archaic. No
matter how hard you try, conventional historians will prove willfully blind to the Axial Age. But we can
point empirically to the inexplicable massive clustering of rapid innovation in the ‘axial’ interval of
ancient Greece, noting in the process its spooky correlation in synchrony with events in ancient
Israel/Canaan, India, China, etc…You can refute the eonic model all you please but you can’t do away
with such evidence, whatever it means.
And we can see empirically that the world system in the wake of the massive advances of a new epoch
enters into decline and medievalization. We can then point to the sudden rise of modernity as a similar
transformation initiating a new era, precisely what everyone is actually doing without knowing why.
We need to see that capitalism is not driving either ancient or modern history. It may come to dominate
the situation but if so we must move to relieve its distortions. We are free agents able to fix this
situation and are not required to submit to the playing out of an economic situation in the name of
archive: capitalism is not a stage of (economic) history: marxist production theory is misleading and
making the problem worse
June 25th, 2017

http://history-and-evolution.com/whee4th/chap6_3_2.htm“>a href=”http://history-andevolution.com/whee4th/chap6_3_2.htm”>http://history-and-evolution.com/whee4th/chap6_3_2.htm
The whole emphasis of marxism is confused: the way that capitalism was turned into a stage of history
as a stage of production ended up giving it a status it didn’t deserve and is one aspect of its persistence
in the sense of Marx’s concealed bourgeois tendencies assuming this stage of production must exhaust
its potential before moving beyond itself, a disastrous gift to the fanatics of capitalist futurism. The
potential of this set of fake systems could never be exhausted and the truer circumstance is that this
fake stage of history will terminate a planet.
The emergence of ‘capitalism’ is relative: in a fairly general definition, it goes back to the Neolithic or
beyond and is present in all phases of civilization. The equivocation here over capitalism as a modern
phenomenon is simply another case of its ‘relative’ transformations, and the onset of the industrial
revolution along with the ideology of such as Adam Smith and the invention of new kinds of financial
instruments created the illusion that a new capitalist era had somehow replaced feudalism as a new
stage of history.
The study of the eonic effect demonstrates a more complicated picture in which economic systems in
various stages and formats are embedded in a larger social context.
Marx and Engels understood all this until they misunderstood it with the creation of ‘historical
materialism’. A more realistic picture is that capitalism is a set of innovations inside a larger system and
that its nefarious character, the object of immediate protest, created the need for an new kind of social
system that could control its rogue character. Capitalism was always a rogue process and there was
never any reason that the whole of humanity was to be subjected to market forces in the name of the
laws of history was a gross fallacy and a decided fumble by Marx/Engels.
Marx/Engels were however pretty clear in the 1848 period of the dangers of the situation and the need
to act at once to move to a new type of system.
archive: The eonic effect: an absolutely minimalist approach…a warning
June 25th, 2017 ·
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public/XML_DARW_GC_Axial?preview=WHEE_5thed_pdf.pdf
The study of history can be greatly clarified by the study of the so-called ‘eonic effect’ but the treatment
tends to be too complex for many, to start. More than that this approach violates the canons of
historiographical dogma that enforces a very peculiar perception of history. Here the reign of Darwinism
has completely corrupted all attempts to correct limited perceptions. And the charge of ‘speculative’
history also enforces a kind of dusty flat history that cannot allow any consideration of historical
dynamism. And the marxist canon is very dogmatic on the issues of historical materialism.
The question of the eonic effect is beyond the pale and is suppressed from any consideration or
discussion. It is also a highly complex perspective that given its sins against Darwinism seems to be a
speculative piece. So, we might suggest a different approach: the simple and minimalist use of systems
analysis to find a model that might fit better than the usual ‘flat history’ muddle.

How do we do that? Simple: does world history show evidence of a non-random pattern? This can be
decisive. If you see a rustling in the bushes in the distance, that is non-random, it could be wind, or some
active entity. But it draws our attention as derandomizing. The prime assumption of the era of Darwin is
the randomness of history, the lack of any structure, meaning, dynamic, or long-range directionality.
Such a perspective is almost absolute in its dogmatic force. But at the core of the enlightenment we
should note the great philosopher Kant asked a question, or a set of questions about these issues, and
essentially asked if history shows a non-random pattern. Causal processes can generate non-random
processes, to be sure (e.g. waves on the ocean) so we must evaluate different forms of this. But,
basically, a non-random pattern in our sense is any evidence of a dynamic, direction, meaningful macro
effects on any level. Kant is useful because he derives issues of ‘freedom’ in the context of his era of
Newtonian science.
Once we ask this question, with Kant as a discipline in the background, the answer arrives fairly quickly.
To answer we can use simple inspection or we can apply a simple systems analysis, e.g. is there any kind
of ‘frequency pattern’, or more simply any kind of ‘non-random’ pattern? As to inspection we see that
modern historiography has stumbled on a stunning pattern of synchronous action in the evidence of the
Axial Age. It is interesting that Kant said that his question was premature and that the answer to it
would have to come in the future. Sure enough the nineteenth century with its explosion of research
began to show the effect called the Axial Age, one of the smoking guns indeed. As to the frequency
approach the evidence of the Axial Age itself suggests it is a phase in something larger. But the systems
analysis approach starts with frequency intervals: one, two, …ten, twenty, fifty…centuries, etc…The
ancients did this for us and were obsessed with historical cycles and ended up in a muddle over cycles of
the Great Year, which doesn’t work but its wavelength of ca. 22 centuries is suggestive but it misses the
real pattern. To be fair the ancients could apply at most two points on a line and were confined thus to a
one cycle system, hopeless, with the cosmological speculation in fact irrelevant, but they suspected
remarkably a cyclical system on the order of two millennia. We have more data now, and can produce at
least three points on a line, with two intervals and the onset of a third, not hopeless, if still limited... But
if we lay out a grid and test variants of this from about 18 to 26 centuries we discover at once, and given
our greater modern data, that 24 centuries stumbles at once on a limited but remarkable frequency
pattern and, more, this immediately includes the extra side evidence of the Axial Age: so our answer is
tentatively answered: history shows a very suggestive non-random pattern, and this induces collapse in
the stock of those claiming such things don’t exist. Thus, there is an unmistakable non-random pattern
stretching from ca. 3000 to 600 BCE, to around 1800 AD, with leadup periods just before these dates.
Three beats is not much, enough to be confident something non-random is at play, but not enough to
fully close on some kind of theory. We can do better than this, but the minimalist approach can be
helpful in dealing with skeptics, not really skeptical and dogmatic about random history/evolution.
This is unnerving: almost all views of history are wrong, and ditto for the claims that ‘evolution’ is purely
random: non-random patterns aren’t supposed to exist. That’s a darwinian dogma and in fact since we
have discovered a non-random pattern, so the assumption is probably false.
We can leave it there, as a warning: conventional historiography probably gets history wrong, as do
darwinian assumptions, the enforcers of randomness.

This minimalist approach can leave it at that: we have a first intimation of the solution to Kant’ question
and a warning that conventional analysis has gotten the whole question wrong. We can’t be sure but we
must frankly suspect that the assumptions of random historical emergence are wrong.

We can perform also a kind maximal approach attempting to create a definite model but for the
moment we can simply warn skeptics in the field of history and evolution that history shows nonrandom pattering, and that flat history approaches are probably wrong.
archive: revolutions per second…
June 24th, 2017 ·
http://darwiniana.com/?s=revolution
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Toward+a+New+Communist+Manifesto_jlandon_kin
dle_10_11_16_PDF_ver2.pdf
As with the French and Russian revolutions the onset will be unexpected but we need to be ready with
the right framework when the moment comes. The current left is spasmodic and too focused on the
marxist legacy. That legacy is fine the way it is and yet it is necessary to ‘leap out of one’s skin’ and break
old habits in the process recasting the whole question afresh.
Leftists should note the point: a repeat of marxism/Leninism will not be acceptable to a new generation
and in any case the question of ecological economics needs to be made central. It is not enough to argue
that marxism was actually ecological socialism from the start. It wasn’t really. At a time of impending
climate catastrophe, the options begin to narrow and we won’t have time to recast the whole marxist
legacy so we should do a remake in very rough terms and in a form, that is at once faithful to postcapitalist premises and yet free from the mechanization of thought that haunts all fixed legacies.
We have made a slight change to that legacy with a focus on the universal class instead of the working
class, and the moment of Trump suggests that is right. It makes no difference, save to our perception of
a holistic perspective: the working-class emphasis is essential in the proposition of the universal class.
But we see that appealing to the working class can backfire and the idea in the US at least is no longer
the same handle it was in the earlier era of industrialism.

We must in any case think in terms of that class as a basic focus: it wasn’t our intention to do otherwise,
save to note that the problem is not solely one of the working class, but the whole system of classes and
social sectors. We must have a solution to the whole question of society, economy, and politics, in
advance: no more ‘on the fly’ constructions, an invitation to Stalinist ad hockery.
It is not a funny question: the left will disintegrate at the crucial moment of revolutionary open window,
if that occurs, because it will be dominated by die-hard dogmatists who will suddenly repent of their
repentance of Stalinism. It is in that sense that we ‘disown’ the marxist legacy: the idea of postcapitalist
communism was born before Marx/Engels and was codified by them. Once we disown them we can in
fact turn around and make us of their basic research.

The idea is to create a discontinuity in a process of mechanization to allow behavioral habit to reach a
new state of creativity. One thinks of the Sufi stop exercise, a much-hyped esoteric idea, but the point is
simple: breaking old habits…
archive: the left as a refuge for Christian refugees in search of an exit strategy from a dying religion
June 24th, 2017 ·
We can understand the history of Christianity if we see that the same process arose with the modern
left with mirror image materialist views to the ‘spiritual’ narrative of the ancient exemplar. Many might
not credit our interpretation, which we can hardly count as fully established, but the basic point is clear
enough to a long view. The left should be wary of falling in the kind of trap that befuddled Jews and
Christians.
In any case, the left needs to be ready with a new formula for civilization in the postcapitalist age, in the
process providing a refuge and exit strategy for the once and future revolutionary Christians, now
besotted with what’s left of a brainwashing instrument…
Leftists need to study the issue of religion to produce a general secular perspective that can serve the
needs of a religion of stragglers…
archive: toward a new reformation: the exit path from axial era Christianity: toward a revolutionary
‘Munzerian’ Christian communism
June 24th, 2017 ·
In Last and First Men we discuss the fact that historical materialists confront a world system still with
billions of monotheists far outnumbering their ranks. The left however produced in many ways one of
the concluding episodes of the Reformation in the post-Kantian/post-Hegelian Feuerbach. This was
however an excessively narrow view with, nonetheless, an important challenge to theistic
authoritarianism. The outcome of the Reformation produced a strong revolutionary version of
Christianity from the proto-communism of the period of Munzer to the revolutionary seed democracy of
the Puritans, to the abolitionism of the Quakers. In many ways the form of modern revolution and
democracy emerged from radical Christian perspectives in the reformation. Then the system rapidly
moved beyond the religious mode in the French Revolution as the Reformation found a concluding
phase in the realm of Kant, Hegel and Schopenhauer, with Spinoza echoed from the start and a
Feuerbachian re-foundation in the wake of this set of transformations. The persistence of reformation
churches (and Catholicism is really the outcome of its own reformation, a far cry from the traditional
church of the era of Luther).
The implications are clear: Christianity got one tank of gas for a brief renewal in the early modern and
then began to move again toward a post-religious secularism. That latter however was confused by its
secular humanist and atheist emphasis to become a reductionist view based on scientism and
positivism. The system had challenged metaphysics with Kant, reinvented god with Hegel, and produced
a master outlook in the deep insights post-theistic Schopenhauer. Throwing this away for the marxist
reductionist positivism seems now like a strategic error. The solution is simple: adopt the whole
spectrum in a dialectical feast of reason. This factor of scientism actually fueled a reactionary religious

reaction set on a postmodern/antimodern restoration of religious traditionalism. The complexity of
modernity is such that its own exemplars cannot understand it.
But the tide of modernity is inexorable. The left is pressured to compromise on the issue of religion and
in fact it should do so: it can welcome religious viewpoints to a nonetheless Feuerbachian challenge to
authoritarian godism by simple tolerance and a new project of religion with outcomes more in tune with
the future. The legacy of Christian theology is so flawed this would not be hard to do. A simple solution
is that of tolerance, and yet to project a project of study, critique, Kantian debriefing, and twin aspects
of the study of man’s consciousness and the cosmic questions of source universes and their antinomial
aspects. A Kantian challenge to metaphysics can help to move beyond the misleading and collapsing
‘faith’ religions to a new consideration of ‘faith’ in a new and more robust mode. These three are not a
new religious dogma but, as Hegel noted, a signpost as religious dogma graduates to the modern of
philosophy.
In Last and First Men, we discussed the ‘virtual church of the Holy Brick’, an ironic or humorous version
of a set of religious constructs in motion. We can adopt such a perspective to create a radical postChristian version of the reformation that is a far better produce than the traditional impoverished
Christian theology whose reign is coming to its ‘running on empty’ point. This can create a flexible set of
transitional churches under the flag of radical social action. Whatever traditional legacies the individual
brings to radicalizing left deserve close tolerance and an equal challenge to the study of new forms of
post-belief.
In a strange sense Kant, Hegel and Schopenhauer are the conclusion to the reformation, next to the
radicalism of the Puritans and the abolitionism of the Quakers. This can, next to Munzerian Christianity,
provide a path beyond the rapid conservatizing of the mainstream protestant movements with their
Calvinist capitalism and antimodern mindsets.
The theology of Christianity is actually a hopeless hodgepodge. Done right it could be vehicle into the
future of religion in a secular context.
Some issues: the question of god is not an issue of faith but of antinomial metaphysics. That same is true
of questions of soul and free will.
We can easily envisage an ‘atheist’ Christianity (the quotation marks are important!) that challenges the
primitive pop theism that came to replace the original visions of an unknown IHVH of the Hebrew
prophets. The whole idolatry of theistic superstition was never a successful religious mode at all and can
be transcended in a new perspective of the issues of cosmic source, now informed mostly by science,
however limited the latter’s reductionist canon.
Despite its historical limitations the legacy of Christianity is easy to upgrade to a radical social vision, and
the left while remaining more or less neutral could assist in the generation of a new reformation, one
that might also move to inform the transition of Islam to a modernist version…
archive: socialist redemption of the American military Frankenstein?
June 24th, 2017
We dropped a comment in our manifesto about a transmogrification or rogue version of a national
system of post-capitalism proposed for the US:

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Point_of_No_Return_landon_kindle2.pdf: Two
Manifestos…
A system as large as the US with its complex internationalist imperialistic effects would be forced in a
revolution to confront a complex externality and this would precipitate imperialism all over again (it
actually happened in the Napoleonic phase of the French Revolution), but at least this time in a
movement to create a stable non-exploitative system of internationalism, trade and balanced economic
mutuality. And a system as powerful as the US could induce a born-again military and its complex to
fulfill a truer destiny of the American system by assigning its power to the benevolent task of
postcapitalist climate ecology, enforced by a strong national/international power.
We should offer this idea as a gedanken experiment for military thinkers in the American system, on the
path to the ‘salvation’ of the American military Frankenstein. A democratic market neo-communism
would be the perfect vehicle for that ‘military redemption’ but, please, not the Napoleonic version.
archive: The eonic effect, its model and deductions…
June 24th, 2017 ·
The idea of an historical dynamic, what to say of a critique of Darwinism, is very controversial with
historians, but I think you should defy conventional thinking here and consider the macro model. And
there are several forms of ‘deduction’ that can strongly suggest this approach.
The first is the evolution to history deduction: history must emerge from evolution, but it can’t emerge
all at once but must show a transition between the two. But the same is true of each such transition and
the result is a series of such transitions. Presto world history shows that effect. Another deduction is
based on the idea of free agency: a system evolving freedom can’t overdetermine agency since it would
block all freedom, but that system can’t underdetermine free agency because it would not evolve
freedom. Presto the evidence of history in our model clearly shows an alternation of different degrees
of freedom of ‘free agency’. A third deduction is a kind of ‘Kantian antinomy’ of teleological judgment:
world history shows/does not show a teleological effect. The result might/must correspond to the
antinomy and show both possibilities: presto, once again our data shows the effect: an intermittent
model shows a balance of directionality and free agency….
Standard thinking simply assumes history can show no structure or dynamic. But the question can go
either way: even a short survey or world history can show how the dilemma avalanches toward
directionality. Our deduction says this will be an intermittent effect. Presto, the evidence is there…
Consider, why do we speak of the ‘middle ages’, or ‘modernity’ or, etc…We already sense the ‘eonic’ or
intermittent effect in our general view of history…
The model and its match to the evidence can and should be open to challenge, but the match to many
secondary properties (and the three above are only a few) greatly increase the odds that the model and
its dynamic are onto something…
The term ‘deduction’ is like the Kantian usage (maybe), not a logical proof but close to that as a
justification for a certain line of reasoning… (in Kant the term ‘deduction’ is a legal term or metaphor).
archive: legacy formulas…

June 23rd, 2017 ·
Will the old formula still work? //Resistance Rising: Socialist Strategy in the Age of Political Revolution –
Democratic Socialists of America
January 25th, 2017 ·
This is an interesting and useful take (below) on socialism but I think that it too old-fashioned to be the
best approach, and has one bare reference to climate change. But it is very much about our own
approach with its collation of issues of racism, feminism, LGBT, etc… We have suggested that the left
needs a larger framework than that of the ‘working class’ and its concerns: we need a comprehensive
new social contract, politics and economic system with a core of ecological cultural economics…

Has anyone noticed: the right has coopted the American working class and destroyed the union
movement. And the latter may or may not stage a comeback but in the nonce we must try a new
approach. We have suggested thinking in terms of the universal class and the blueprint for a new form
of society and economics.
Look at Marx and Engels, two members of the bourgeoisie and de facto members of the universal class.
The universal class in general staged the working-class formula, for very good reasons for its time. It can
still do so now but our larger formula suggests a larger group (that will certainly be able to ally with
groups like the DSA) must adopt a universal set of strategies and platforms. These different approaches
are not mutually exclusive, but at this point the working-class focus is a misplaced legacy obsession. That
said, we have to deliver as far as the ‘working class’ is concerned: we must propose something better
than even mainstream socialists can propose. And I welcome at any point a working-class upsurge. But it
just happened and it joined with Trump, evidently. The left has tried and tried to radicalize the working
class: that worked in the nineteenth and early twentieth century but now these demographics have
shifted.
And we have a larger problem to solve: not just American workers, but global working classes. Are we to
think only in terms of American workers? Are the latter to ditch their overseas comrades?
How do we decide who gets jobs, what jobs, or any jobs at the onset of automation? We must think not
only about the working class but the issue of a no growth economy, a plan to deal with climate
catastrophe, and much else…We can get sidetracked very easily here. Does the American working class
give a shit about climate change? If it did it would go on strike to close down Detroit auto factories.
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Democratic_Market_Neo_Communism_ver_5.pdf
The fundamental social relationship in capitalism is between the worker and the capitalist (employee
and employer), and the exploitation of workers by capitalists is the primary source of profitability within
the capitalist system. This relationship gives an organized working class tremendous potential power,
and it makes the self-organization of working people an essential weapon in anticapitalist struggle.
Further, labor organizing gives DSA members a chance not only to work toward a revived workers’
movement but also to build DSA. U.S. history has shown that the best recruits for socialism are
experienced and radicalized workers, and, similarly, that the best workplace organizers are socialists. For
these reasons we must place the trade union movement and newer, less traditional forms of worker

self-organization (e.g. workers’ centers) front and center in our priorities. This work is especially
necessary today, when worker organization is at a historic low after decades of relentless corporate
attacks.
Source: Resistance Rising: Socialist Strategy in the Age of Political Revolution – Democratic Socialists of
America
archive: a new leftist history
June 22nd, 2017 ·
The companion volume to Toward a New Communist Manifesto (which I might make into an appendix
of that work) is an attempt to ground a postmarxist legacy in a new view of history and evolution.
Historical materialism is one of the obstacles to the possibility of a new leftist communism/socialism
because it proposes a theory of history that is not adequate and too focused on the economic. This is a
long shot at first: such a perspective seems out of the mainstream, let alone compatible with legacy
marxism. But I think its basic point can assist in reconciling the multiple opposites that confound all
narrow theoretical models.
The macro model so-called is extremely flexible, can be taken as an ongoing project, can be taken
without theory using a rough outline highlighting a basic dynamic, and the result forces a new variant of
postmarxism to integrate understandings of all possible civilizations/religions/cultures, the whole
spectrum of philosophic positions, and with a basic axiomatic about free agency rather than economic
necessity or causality. The road to postcapitalism is thus not the progression from one epoch to another
one that is beyond capitalism, but a constitutional/revolutionary transition taken as a Kantian realization
on the path toward a perfect civil constitution, to use the phrase from his classic essay on history. This is
actually a far better foundation for an historical analysis than the brittle post-Hegelian scientism that
Marx/Engels became stuck with.
One of the beauties of the macro effect which the model highlights is the way it views an ’emergent
nexus’ like marxism as historical output of that model, yet open to mediation by a larger construct of
successor free agents. That is a useful way to have your cake and eat it too. In any case, we don’t need a
completed view of historical dynamics. The macro effect is structured by its inherent logic so that we
exit its action as free agents, not as historically determinate machines. We see that
capitalism/communism emerge in tandem as correlated opposites in the rich potential of the modern
transition. And then the dynamic stops and we as free agents armed with two potentials, capitalism, and
?_communism as postcapitalism, must mediate a future as our own free agency. That is at first less
effective than saying the epoch of communism must follow from its past, but in the end, it is far more
effective and exits the useless ‘end of history’ nonsense once and for all but taking the ‘teleology of
freedom’ in a much different way.
This approach can conjoin two or more protocols, from the mediation of the basic marxist legacy and
the ‘from scratch’ creation of a new complex of perspectives. After the experience of bolshevism
something like that was inevitable. The left is dawdling in anarchist revulsion against communism. We
need to move on and yet to rediscover a neo-communist potential. There is still a lot of work to do
there, as our previous citation today, Four Futures, a new book from Jacobin, makes clear.

We have proposed as noted here many times a hybrid democratic/socialist system that is what we
called ‘market neo-communism’: a constitutional foundation for a (one nation) system that has
effectively carried out the process of the expropriation of the bourgeoisie. The realm of capital in one
nation will be an aspect of the Commons, and this will be regulated/guarded by a separation of powers
from any one-two-many-party revolutionary politics (one party and many party systems have both
failed, what is the answer?). One solution is a strong one-party (replacing parties with a formal dialectic)
political republican control system with strong, yet limited authority in a presidency, its task to guard the
basic communist system, a congressional multi party democratic system, a set of legal courts to guard
the constitution with related legal bodies/courts to mediate economic particulars. The system would
allow direct corporate constructs under governmental control and self-generated corporate entities run
by semi-autonomous entrepreneurs who could license certain potentials from the Commons. In
addition, there would be a semi-anarchist mirror image in a threshold cutoff below which a considerable
degree of autonomy would be allowed for small scale economic, industrial, agricultural and diverse
cultural formations. Shopkeepers to flea markets can hardly be outlawed in real macro-communism.
This could also be a ‘reserve dna’ sector with a museum like preservation different historical potentials.
The overall system would be a classless society based on the Universal Class, but the overall system
might in the reserve sector spawn differential class formations of very low difference levels, and subject
to periodic re-revolutionary equalizations.
The overall system must be able to function in a one-state version even as it moves aggressively to
create a larger international community. But this system would have to be able to deal with a possible
external capitalist remainder, outsourced legacies, and be able to resist predation by external
remainders of capitalism. Not hard to do. The external system couldn’t import a bag of peanuts without
strong control. But many such issues would require analysis. Clearly motion toward a global federation
of communist states is indicated.
I see no reason why an electoral transition to something like this could not be possible, but the reality of
revolution must be clearly tabled to be clear that we are talking about something more than ‘keep
trying’ activism that at best results in social democratic/new dealist compromises. The system indicated
here is not a compromise but a deliberate effort to balance opposites.
archive: theories of evolution
June 22nd, 2017 ·
The eonic effect, ‘form factors’ and Bennett’s three dimensions of time.
http://www.csmonitor.com/The-Culture/Verbal-Energy/2016/0929/A-visit-to-Tom-Wolfe-s-Kingdom-ofSpeech
In a way, Wolfe distorts the issue of language evolution with his own suggestion, even as he rightly
challenges the Darwin paradigm here. The question of Chomsky, to me, is on the sidelines. It is not a full
theory of language, let alone its evolution, but Chomsky, without saying so very clearly, is a nondarwinist. Evidently the academic environment makes it hard to speak out. Bravo for blogs like this! The
idea of recursion in Chomsky should be challenged, but it remains somehow a very relevant theory. I
think in a general way he is right about a language module, but we have extended that to language as a

subprocess in the ‘evolution’ of mind with correlates in consciousness, ethical reasoning,
creativity/aesthetic sense, and much else.
Does language evolution explode the theory of evolution? If you equate ‘evolution’ with natural
selection, then it does. Aren’t there other meanings of the term ‘evolution’? There are, and we have
proposed a slew of different approaches. That, and a reference to J.G. Bennett’s approach which is so
far ahead (which doesn’t make it right) of current thinking that it makes natural selection theory seem
ridiculous. Let’s illustrate the point in terms of the ‘eonic model’ discussed here many times, keeping
mind that I never create hybrids of my model with speculative outside theories. But we can restate
Bennett’s point very simply.
In terms of the eonic model we see a process that is directional, which immediately blows the issue out
of standard science. How do we discuss a directional (hence teleological) process? Over and over in the
eonic model we see a phenomenological dynamic that our model zeroes in on, but what it can’t do is
really observe, let alone explain, the process behind that remarkable version stated in terms of a finite
transition model of discrete transitions. We used Schopenhauer to deal with this: the phenomenology of
evolution veils a ‘thing-in-itself’ aspect: teleology seems to be a noumenal aspect of the outer
phenomenology of evolution. That’s elegant, but a conjecture beyond the eonic model. But the specific
aspects of the phenomenon of transitions induces a sense of shock: what we don’t see is an enigma: it
looks like a design argument, and yet it looks mechanical at the same time (teleology would induce that
feeling). But we are talking about high level culture under transformation. The ‘what does this and how’
remains a mystery. We can see that there is a hidden form factor and this invokes a demand from
physics itself to help out here. Physicists have already proposed a suggestion, fine tuning arguments,
which they wish to undo and make disappear. But they are on the record here, whatever the future of
research. Let’s state the point very simply: something we can’t see in the physics is generating a future
set of developments, in life, then in the emergence of mind, of man, and then of his civilizations. Getting
specific is hard.
Lo and behold, a close look at Bennett gives a few hints. Note that a teleological process is meta-causal.
Uh Oh, problem Bennett in his vast system proposes the ‘simple’ way out, a new geometry of time, in a
six-dimensional model, three d space and three d time: time, eternity, hyparxis. Now we have it: the
pattern/potential of ‘evolution’ is carried in the dimension of eternity and interacts via hyparchic time
with an evolutionary process that realizes a latent future. That’s bit wild, but it does produce a model of
how a directional process in history can operate. It raises its own questions, to say the least, but it tells
us how far off natural selection theory is.
That still doesn’t tell us how language evolved, but it is related to the more general question of the
evolution of mind, and this is part of the more general teleological development of the evolution of life.
I neither endorse or full reject Bennett’s type of analysis, content to point out that a ‘paper napkin in a
coffee shop’ model is in existence to resolve the hopeless difficulties of Darwinism, and has a suggestive
relative in history.
archive: Trump’s criminal climate policy
June 21st, 2017

Confronting the reality of what is underway and the potential calamity in the making we tend ‘lost
consciousness’ about the reality as the other aspect of that reality (our ability since we will not live to
see the full disaster to shift the disaster onto the next generation) makes us ignore the need for some
kind of action.
Americans have given birth to a civilization that is a monstrosity and its remedy requires some kind of
revolutionary challenge. We have proceeded from the virtual revolution, to the potential for a nonviolent activism to a non-violent revolution, to the steps to an actual revolutionary future. What do we
make of all this?
All we can do is to aggressively ‘shout in public’ about the crime against humanity in progress from the
US system, which is a basically criminal operation of global predators…
This system is vulnerable, however, and a determined social movement could bring it to the brink of
discontinuity.
archive: upgrading marxism…
June 20th, 2017 ·
We have been attempting to rapidly create a new canon that is postmarxist without completely
rejecting the earlier legacy. I think that much of the left is stuck in the past and chanting stale mantras. It
is a situation easily corrected, but only if… etc,… We don’t need ponderous theories at this point. Marx’s
work has backfired and the result has to be made into an epic poem or something as we move on. It is
inspiring as a generality but confounding in its specifics. Most of the core of marxism works fine as a set
of empirical observations about class, ideology, and theory used a legitimation. Marx should have
realized from his critique of Ricardo et al that theory and ideology might come to haunt marxist
theories.
With the eonic effect we have a system that is meta-ideological, more or less, because it shows how
history generates ideologies, religions, etc…A lightweight version of the eonic model can serve as rough
guide to something more efficient than ponderous economic fundamentalism…
archive: …the deep state reformable?
June 20th, 2017 ·
Review of The Deep State: An indispensable guide and expose of the harsh reality of the corrupted
American political system. The author surveys the history, dynamics, and increasing lunacy of a system
that has drifted into distortion and dysfunction. The portrait is a sobering indictment of a national
decline, and an international menace. I would point to one limit in the analysis: the failure to consider
that the 9/11 terror attack had deep sources in another version of the ‘deep state’, that pointed to in
such thinkers as Peter Dale Scott.
But all in all, this book from an insider x-rays the core malfunction of a republic/democracy that has
become an oligarchic plutocracy.
https://www.amazon.com/review/RKJN0G1U878XJ/ref=cm_cr_rdp_perm
http://darwiniana.com/?s=revolution

http://darwiniana.com/?s=our+revolution
http://darwiniana.com/?s=democratic+market+neo-communism
We are confronting a system that has fooled us completely, and even its correct indictment is
problematical. But as the overall picture sets in the fixer we confront the rogue nature of the American
sentimental masterpiece and the result is shocking in the extreme. The basic analysis of The Deep State,
the expose of the JFK and 9/11 conspiracies, the expose of drug mafias in the pursuit of covert action,
the history and legacy of the CIA, the surveillance crisis of the national security state, the military
industrial complex and its wars for profit, the neoliberal capture of democratic government, the place of
money in politics, the influence of Israel on American foreign policy, the crime against humanity in the
destruction of Iraq and the ambiguity of imperialistic predation in Afghanistan. All this but the cap to a
prelude of almost two centuries of expansionist and Monroe Doctrine capitalist aggression. It is very
difficult to fill out the total picture of statist depravity.

And the ominous question comes to the fore: is there any chance of reforming this system? It seems
there is not, and it seems that the endgame is coming in the form of a climate crisis to which the US
can’t even contribute solutions politically in the psychotic onset of the Trump era. This system now puts
a gag order on scientific communication and is set to destroy its EPA. sic!

We must not suffer this overall calamity to destroy a planet. And we must consider that the nature of
power in the US is coming to a climax of domination after which activist, radical, and reformist gestures
will confront a tyranny that is beyond modification. Is it there already? Some might think that reformist
gestures are all we can envision. But the proponents of this are either incompetent or pulling their
punches in a state of fear before the Leviathan in question. We cannot abandon them in the name of
some revolutionary aspiration but by the same token we cannot abandon the revolutionary option
however remote at first its realization. We confront a generation conditioned to Gandhian thinking and
in the wake of bolshevism we recoil from the question of violence in the process of change. We are
constantly sermonized as to the successes of non-violent tactics. The reality is that we have lost two
generations of tactical activist to this illusion/ The reality is that non-violent action is one tool in a kit of
potential methods. And even a revolutionary option should consider its uses. But we are not involved in
a path of Jain enlightenment and world indifference. We must change the world however we can
manage. The legacy of MLK here has confused people. For some strange reason he outdid even the
incompetent Gandhi. Perhaps because of the dynamic of his historical situation. Those who sound off on
non-violence need to explain how the abolition of slavery might have occurred via Gandhian peace
marches.
We must be clear and honest. Non-violence may be our only option. But that is very different from
saying we should as a matter of Jain ethical reasoning espouse non-violence. There is so such reasoning
in Christianity despite a number of echoes of themes of non-violence. The Reformation was one of the
most violent conflicts in world history, as was the Puritan revolution.
This is not a rationale for some kind of freak out violent conversion. On the contrary. The simple gesture
of revolutionary abstraction can by itself induce change. We can see the dangers of indiscriminate

violent action and might be wary of recent activities of groups like the Black Block. Tactics require great
thought, and first-class leadership.
Gandhi’s legacy is grossly misleading. His Jain background politicized a spiritual path resembling the
Buddhist type and moved to renounce the world, not change it. Its extreme non-violence was a path of
world renunciation. Gandhi’s red herring has had a limited success at best, certainly not in India, and is
simply the mirror image illusion of the Bolshevik opposite of extreme violence.
We cannot sacrifice the future of human freedom on the altar of a Jain religious tradition that many
Jains themselves would reject.
The larger question of war, revolution, and pacifist methods remains in a kind of flux.
We cannot expect to deal with a system so pathological as the one we confront now with peaceful
protest marches. The non-violent approaches must nonetheless continue.
The point is not revolution or violence, as such, but the real meaning of revolution: the trigger of regime
change and constitutional re-foundation, however arrived at.
We cannot just agitate for a wage increase for a few subsets of the working class in a system as
pathological as the one we see.
All those gains, as we can see, will likely be eliminated by the powerful mafia now in control. The coming
of Trump shows this to be so: we are likely going to lose the gains of the era of the New Deal and beside
that witness the destruction of the Union movement.
So, as to Gandhian sentimentality, we can’t evade the reality that history shows us: all the major forms
of democracy emerged in revolutionary regime change. A post-capitalist communist could hardly be
different.
The truth of the matter is that once we adopt a strong stance on this question we also create the
possibility of transcending violence by being clear that we won’t be intimidated by the current system
whose powers of domination can be exaggerated. The system is actually very vulnerable at many points.
For example, behind the facade of politic rhetoric many politicians are aware of the terminal character
of the system as it is. Thus, a leftist challenge actually has a huge number of hidden supporters, even in
the capitalist class.
We can adjourn to our twin manifestos to conclude this post: we have proposed the first fundamental of
a postcapitalist system, but we haven’t renounced markets altogether as such. This framework can
rescue the issues from the ill-conceived brand created by the Bolshevik era with a system that can
achieve a first step, yet able to evolve to a larger result.
It is possible the crisis could suddenly predispose a majority to revolutionary/constitutional change with
or without revolution. We are in any case confronting a revolution from the right that has shown its
hand in an instance such as that of Trump who quite stupidly shows the hand of the elite class intent on
slow but surely corrupting and then abolishing democracy.
We need to fulfill the prophecies of the end of capitalism and its successor templates with a first step
hybrid combination of revolutionary/evolutionary potentials. And we need to act soon because the
system is commencing a nosedive leading to plane crash.

archive: the arrival of the postdarwinist period
We have pursued a critique of Darwinism here for years with a consistent ostracism and boycott. Now
the tide is turning and a vindication moment is here. Mazur points to continued resistance but the cat is
out of the bag (and Wolfe’s recent book also helped here). Not that there was anything hard about
being a Darwin skeptic. And that’s Darwin skeptic, not evolution skeptic, a distinction long muddled to
keep the public confused. On both sides.
At this point we can begin to discuss postdarwinism with some confidence we are not in the view of
others indulging fringe views or religious angles. As to the latter we can even consider the taboo ‘design’
issue, albeit without any theological implications as such. You can talk ‘design’ all you want, but it is not
proof that ‘god did it’. Simple.
Secularists (and scientists in general) become hysterical on the ‘design’ argument (not the same as the
Intelligent Design argument, necessarily) and the Dawkins obsession with natural selection was in part a
reverse theological argument, using darwinian fundamentalism to promote atheism. Promoting atheism
with evolutionary Darwinism is as confusedly objectionable as the right’s abuse of ID for theistic
purposes.
It would do as well to relax and say a hearty ‘who cares’ and prescribe a dose of Rx: reading up on Kant.
We cannot arrive at proof of the existence of god using a design argument. In that context it is hardly
worth bothering with the crypto-theism of ID. It is not proof of anything, not even given Dembski’s
interesting but perhaps sophistical ‘design inference’.

The design inference doesn’t require advanced math or the Demoski criteria: we can detect design
everywhere and its logic and explanation is as mysterious as ever, for either religion or science. We are
referring to ‘design’ without the adjective ‘intelligent’ and we see that everywhere in biological systems.
Everywhere. How does its arise? How do the complex machines pointed to by Behe (and Denton, and
Fred Hoyle) arise? We don’t know. That’s pretty simple. The hysteria of Dawkins and the crypto-sneakattackiness of the ID-its is a stalemate. We need other secular grounds to challenge the religious right.
On evolution the ID-sits forswearing theology (supposedly) have tried to do science, as ID. It is never
quite science but it does have a willingness to explore biological issues that mainstream evolutionists
seem to have lost. We link everyday to Uncommon Descent and Evo-News because they aren’t afraid to
discuss biological topics. Darwinists are very tight-lipped because they are reluctant to discuss natural
selection at length. It is almost impossible to find an interesting link from biologists on evolution.
But that is changing now: we see the Atlantic for example discussing the realm of postdarwinism. So, I
think the tide is turning, no, it has turned.
The question of design is basically teleological and involves forms of machines we can’t construct yet. It
is not a theological issue.
So, I think the left has another reason to be on the march as to theory. The Darwin paradigm, once
scotched by none other than Marx, has foundered, is sinking. Its replacement is in fact…nothing: a
simple testimony to the fact of evolution. A full theory is still not forthcoming. The paltry halting steps of

the Royal Society conference don’t seem like a readiness for a real paradigm shift but they have let the
cat out of the bag and made skepticism within range for science insiders.
The left should adopt some version of my historical/evolutionary model, or simply consider the reality of
evolution as a fact, its theoretical explanation as full science a topic for the future. Why that wasn’t done
from the start is a mystery of hard paradigm thinking, but the work of Wallace essentially did this.
Meanwhile the words of Soren Lovtrup, the insider science source of a strong critique of Darwinism long
ago, reverberate again: how did the fraud of Darwinism take root and persist for so long? Because it was
a fraud, and a strange one for science.
And the reality remains that Marx took one look at Darwin and snorted ‘English ideology’. I think Engels
twisted his arm as he appears to have later embraced the ‘theory’, but it is remarkable that he was one
of the first critics suspicious of natural selection!
archive: R48G: a streamlined version of the eonic effect…a Gaian matrix
June 19th, 2017 ·
We have been hard on marxist theory because (unlike liberalism, at least before Fukuyama) it tries to
enforce a theory as a preliminary to action. But communism/socialism doesn’t really need an historical
theory: it can be a constitutional framework based on deductions of fairness, the flaws of capitalism,
etc…It is a construct of free agents acting historically according to principle in the attempt to craft ‘right
economy’. And we would probably see this as a realization of ‘real democracy’ beyond the limits of
‘classic liberal’ versions.
But we have also suggested an historical model of our own with the same potential for wrong theory.
However, as noted many times, the eonic model is not quite a theory, but a set of observations with
some preliminary generalizations. In a way the factor of incomplete evidence enforces a better logic!
We must find the full pattern.
But we do see a pattern in world history, a complex sequential/gird logic in a non-random pattern
whose dynamic is elusive yet outwardly clear from what it does:
we can simply note that world history shows a non-random pattern
this implies some kind of dynamic
this dynamic like punctuated equilibrium operates in intervals with a rapid initial transition
that dynamic is partly invisible (like a noumenal aspect)
but we can construct a default chronology as a progression of epochs, with evidence since the invention
of writing
this system operates in parallel and sequence
we don’t need a theory to operate and the system is so complex a theory is not yet possible
the data issues a warning to be wary of reductionist historiography

The parallel effect is dramatically evident in the axial era, the sequential in three intervals from ca.
3000BCE\\the onset of modernity is the third epoch (they are probably seven or more) and is barely
underway…

the system restarts at each epoch in a new zone or set of zones
the most recent epoch is the onset of modernity with a massive jumpstart effect in Europe, heretofore
outside core world history as of the Roman empire (just to scotch Eurocentric confusions)
a frontier effect can explain the placement of this modern transition…
the system is clearly ‘teleological’ but in a very difficult and abstract way: sequential grid logic is more
complex that simple directionality…
the system alternates system action and free action…we are now free agents in the wake of a transition,
and free to act at will, within obvious constraints
If we lose the early modern innovations we will go into decline…
we thus exit the most recent transition as free agents and in fact operate with the injections of the new
epoch, and we don’t have to understand this system to proceed
this system shows a clear trend of injected neo-political formations with a democratic focus, in parallel
to socialist and communist versions…The interplay of capitalism and communism is a characteristic
property of modernity, and should be a no-brainer, but…

this system is a kind of Gaian ‘evolutionary’ matrix and as we exit its last effect we enter the era of a
final globalization…we must move to a higher level of civilization that can construct its own planetary
civilization. It is very doubtful if unrestricted free markets can resolve this situation…Time to face
reality…
There is thus absolutely no reason this has to be finalized as a capitalist system of free markets, the
latter showing severe distortions…
We can see that this system stands beyond economic histories and touches all aspects of culture…

There is one catch to this analysis: we have not claimed that this is an exclusive dynamic for the whole of
history. Christianity emerges outside the eonic effect but clearly in its wake (the reason we also are so
confused about Judaism). This requires an additional set of concepts.
In general, this is an ‘open system’: space aliens could arrive and interfere. spiritual powers of some
kind, if they exist, could create religions, outside the matrix but using a set of prior materials. But they
cannot be the source of that the larger dynamic (here the Jews became confused because they the issue
was ‘god in history’, doesn’t work). Men in their confusion can construct entirely distorted deviations.
But the basic overall dynamic is almost cosmic in its elusive grandeur.

Here’s the interesting part: we don’t as yet have to agree with all this to operate. we can use this to
replace historical mythologies and theories but we can just as well critique it. But we can’t undo the
facts of the case. For example, Axial Age or not the clustering of innovation is a reality we can’t ignore.
The period of Archaic/Classical Greece shows massive innovation, whatever its place in a larger
suspected system…
We can’t resolve this to technological, economic or religious categories, but all of them have their place
in the system we detect…

We need to wake up and note the way that ‘free agency’ can result in screw ups. Compare Athenian
Greece, and Rome…Decline is likely to be our fate unless we can maintain balance etc…Capitalism looks
to be moving us into advanced civilization and then in twinkling into barbarism. The idea of communism,
wrested from marxist dogma, is an open field to resolve these secondary dilemmas…

This leaves us with the question, what the blazes is a Gaian system? I can’t say, as yet. I note that J. G.
Bennett thought he had an answer without seeing the eonic effect, and it was based on ancient
Samkhya. Clever, but dubious. We can explore that later (already have, in fact) but we are missing
something very drastic in our perceptions of cosmic life. Let’s hope the new era will lead us to a new
level of understanding…

We are at a moment of peril and should consider just how stupid we have been in handing history to
capitalist hyaenas. Idiot…Fukuyama gets a pretty big booby prize. Marx/Engels et al. quite obviously the
start of attempts to prevent disaster…
archive: R48G: end of growth economics
June 19th, 2017 ·
http://darwiniana.com/?s=R48G+revolution
The idea of revolution seems implausible, unrealizable and illegal but we should pursue this course in
any case as we watch the world system approach a possible collapse. We need also to study the failures
of ‘revolution’, the liabilities of the idea and to ‘break old habits’ by reinventing all concepts and
analyses. And that includes marxism, a definite resource to be sure, but not tried and true.
We have suggested a two-pronged approach that can be evolutionary/revolutionary, the first perhaps
leading to the second, but in the end, we need to challenge the core regime at its foundation and think
at the level of constitutional change. How do you think a program of reform is going to alter the elite
control of the global gorillas of capitalism? Any threat to their power will result in assassination,
consider the statistics in south America, the facts of the case in Colombia for the last year, hundreds of
activists wiped out. We need programs of self-defense against the murder of leftists long a dark side
activity of these creepy elites. These issues will likely vitiate good intentions and resurrect the less than
naive Leninist realists.

Whatever the case, we must not be suckered into charges of Stalinism because Leninist: Stalin derailed
the communist project and the whole experiment terminated with his rise to power.
So, it is not true that communism has been tried.

Let us at least offer a pledge of post-Leninist innovation. without sentimental compromises, but with a
realization of the need to create new paths to some form of socialism, our democratic market neocommunism being one attempted platform.
Our idea is that our focus should not exclude democratic realizations, an obvious point, but in fact often
filtered out. The problem is that neo-liberals are democrats too, in name only, and we might attack
democracy or liberalism to promote communism. But the two ideas must coexist and be part of the
same evolutionary/revolutionary process. We might take the example of the American revolution and
remorph it in stages until we have a new system. Is this realistic? Thinking here is a species of mental
disturbance as the demand for democracy produces more domination by capitalist elites and attempts
to remedy this are charged with being undemocratic. Part of the problem is the purely legal definitions
that dominate discussions. And these are matched by the somewhat ‘thin soup’ definitions of what
democracy, starting with Rousseau’s brilliant but odd starting point, the idea of the general will. The
latter could be charged with woolly thinking and is a warning we may not fully resolve a definition of
what democracy is or should be. The question resolved to two forms, electoral and direct democracy.
The latter appeared in ancient Athens and crashed after one generation, never to be tried again, while
the former is the grand experiment of modern times, still under examination, but obviously limited on
several fronts. It does however provide some kind of ‘instance of the democratic’. But we would do well
to consider new approaches to the question of democracy: here the early socialists were the pioneers.
The point is that democracy requires a careful class analysis of the outcomes of liberalisms, a differential
consideration of the bourgeoisie and the working class, the obvious dilemma of the French/1848
revolutions, and a project of economic populism that can produce real equality/equalization in the
leveling of classes into a relatively ‘at par’ population of not just legal but economic equals. This is fairly
old stuff! But the equivocation of liberalism and socialism produced a ‘crash of concepts’ and they
started to produce a polar field of contradiction rather than a synergy of counterpoint. At this point we
might consider a form of liberalism recast inside communism, which would be a form of communism
recast insider liberalism. Nobody will listen to communists anymore. But they will listen if the project is
able to remorph liberalism (never really democratic) as a form of communism.
The moment for this is arriving because we can see the system current is doomed: take the issue of
growth. Growth in near the end of the line. And yet the current system is a runaway growth engine on
the verge of destroying a planet. I think that a form of neo-communism is the only candidate left
standing here. A macro system must come into existence to regulate social givens and effect a new form
of distribution based on ecological sanity. A determined revolutionary consensus here, failsafed by a
sane set of concepts and a commitment to democratic outcomes but with a ruthless streak in transition
to stand up to the capitalist gorillas is almost certain to emerge in the ‘back to the wall’ situation
developing in our ‘Anthropocene’/quite obscene ‘late capitalism’.
archive: transitions between civilizations: meta-religions, floating fourth turning points, the future of
secularism

June 19th, 2017 ·
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=The+Crisis+of+Modernity_ver6.pdf
We have suggested that we have to upgrade ‘revolution’ to something more general and comprehensive
that includes the fundamentals of the whole of modernity. We can see how the Russian revolution
ended up collapsing the categories of social construction into the brittle ideology of the second
Internationale, ultimately the result of the contraction of marxism around nineteenth century
positivism. That was an attractive set of tenets for the time but it is not believable to many now, even
given the reality of religious reaction attempting to restore itself as socially dominant.
The idea of the ‘floating fourth turning point’ is a ‘curious notion’ attempting to generalize the idea of a
revolutionary social transformation and is both practical and preposterous, food for thought…
R48G: historical materialism and the eonic effect
June 12th, 2017
Our critiques of marxism from yesterday invoke a reiteration of our take on the eonic effect. If we
critique historical materialism it seems equally controversial to promote the so-called ‘eonic model’. But
there is a difference: historical materialism is not believable anymore despite the obsessive clinging of
marxists to its tenets. The issue of the eonic effect is completely different: it is not a theory about
history, if only because the data for that is incomplete, but a set of observations about the clustering of
fast and slow advances visible in world history. We can gladly challenge a critic to refute any theory
about this but the situation remains the same: the evidence is there for a non-random pattern that
suggests a dynamic, directionality, etc…
Only a stance of willful ignorance can really defeat this strategy. Unfortunately, the general current of
historical dogmatism is indeed obstinately and willfully blind to the evidence out in the open of
something stunningly strange about world history. It would be nice if we could use the term ‘punctuated
equilibrium’ here, but the term has already been subjected to sophistical bad theory.
But that very statement is a hint about what we are dealing with, no more than a hint.
We can simply do an end run here, first, as noted, by inviting refutation, with a chuckle, and next by
using the model here (not the same as a theory) as an outline of history in a series of epochs, whatever
that means, and dealing consistently in an empirical approach with that outline itself as a stand in for a
dynamical argument. It is a foolproof strategy in a way. Here the issue of economic systems can be put
into perspective by considering the element of free agency as fundamental. Our model enforces this
because the interaction of some kind of epochal transition process clearly shows the ‘punk eek’ effect of
a system in discontinuous action lapsing back into the action of such free agents. We can see that the
evidence of a dynamic is only secondarily about economic systems. And that could liberate a
postmarxist left to a better consideration of culture and politics. The attempt to fixate world history in
the scheme of economic fundamentalism backfired for the left and created if anything a more severe
fixation on capitalism.
As an example of what we mean consider the evidence of discontinuous action in the Greek archaic. No
matter how hard you try, conventional historians will prove willfully blind to the Axial Age. But we can
point empirically to the inexplicable massive clustering of rapid innovation in the ‘axial’ interval of

ancient Greece, noting in the process its spooky correlation in synchrony with events in ancient
Israel/Canaan, India, China, etc…You can refute the eonic model all you please but you can’t do away
with such evidence, whatever it means.
And we can see empirically that the world system in the wake of the massive advances of a new epoch
enters into decline and medievalization. We can then point to the sudden rise of modernity as a similar
transformation initiating a new era, precisely what everyone is actually doing without knowing why.
We need to see that capitalism is not driving either ancient or modern history. It may come to dominate
the situation but if so we must move to relieve its distortions. We are free agents able to fix this
situation and are not required to submit to the playing out of an economic situation in the name of
some theory of economists…
some discussions of marxism…
http://darwiniana.com/2017/06/11/blah-blah-blah-workers-coops-etc-slowfast-evolutionrevolution/
http://darwiniana.com/2017/06/11/two-posts-from-yesterday/
http://darwiniana.com/2017/06/11/will-marx-groupiesdummies-please-shut-up-and-reexamine-theirtheories-dmnc-instead-of-a-fixed-progression-of-stages/

http://darwiniana.com/2017/06/11/marx-the-bourgeois-fatal-consequences-of-his-theories-rethinkingthe-marxist-conception-of-revolution-dissident-voice/
http://darwiniana.com/2017/06/11/marxist-theory-an-obstacle-a-21st-century-marxism-therevolutionary-possibilities-of-the-new-economy/
http://darwiniana.com/2017/06/10/r48g-an-exit-from-theoretical-confusions-freeing-marxists-frommarx/
http://darwiniana.com/2017/06/10/marxism-is-holding-the-left-backmarxism-in-the-labour-partybritain-europe/
archive: ‘insurrection’ as a state of mind
June 3rd, 2017 ·
http://darwiniana.com/?s=revolution+r48g+insurrection
The contemplation of ‘revolution’ is too controversial for even most on the left, but we have often made
the point that ‘virtual’ revolution can be a stage of consideration almost more threatening to the powers
that be than ‘revolutions’ which they consider to be impossible: changing the mindset of social hypnosis
can be non-violent, ‘virtual’ i.e. a reflection/discussion, and a path to a new leftist consensus or
international. ‘mapping out’ of the systematic brainwashing of the given systems is quite subversive…
R48G: from virtual revolution to (virtual) open insurrection: ask yourself, is it your duty to stop the
current American crime against humanity at a time of climate crisis?
May 8th, 2017 ·

Our discussions of virtual revolution appear to be either a song and dance routine, or else the actual
revolution can be discussed as virtual in either a bluff or else a consideration of the dangers prior to
action, especially in the context of the overwhelming power of the current regime. The point: our
revolutionary consideration is maturing but is still a thumbtwiddler while we examine the situation we
find ourselves in. In any case we must whatever we think be ready with a new platform and a new
consensus, of a kind, as an open tent, with a critique of marxism, but a definite rewrite or upgrade of
that ‘has been ism’. We have no other choice than to pursue this upgrade since the classics here have
clogged the arteries of activists of all colors.

We can bluntly ask the question, how would activists on the left pursue regime change if needed at a
time when the planet is about to be trashed by a uniquely vulgar phony president whose legitimacy is
itself in question? There is more to this in that the issue also revolves around rescuing democracy from a
strange global cabal of authoritarian government on the right. There’s the catch: marxists fell out of sync
with democratic initiatives. We have attempted to recast the issues as both the transition to
postcapitalism and the completion of the democratic revolution in a mix that as it were brings
communism to liberalism and thus liberalism to communism. This approach can free the whole question
of revolutionary ideology from its degeneration into Stalinism syndrome by simply saying goodbye to
classic marxism/Leninism and starting over with the obvious insight that a constitutional approach to a
form of neo-communism can appeal to activists where now the demands for democracy in cliché mode
automatically downshift all discussions into triviality and issue activism.
Still in virtual mode: this is still an exercise in free speech, and entirely legal, an important issue for the
chattering teeth set that is wringing their hands over efforts to raise the minimum wage and get political
idiots of multiple stripes to march on weekends.

So, we must produce a comprehensive platform, propose it as revolutionary and yet proceed quite
possibly with a kind of Third Party approach that move at first toward an electoral/evolutionary
resolution, with a clear definition in that case of what we mean by the expropriation of the bourgeoisie,
how we can proceed legally to the legal control of capital, first in a national context, thence to an
international one, most hopefully. While we grant entirely the classic theme of the International we
must consider the real issue: bringing the American juggernaut to a postcapitalist potential. It would be
possible short of re-constitutional re-foundation to create a legal framework for the control of capital
short of full expropriation.
We have devised a useful transitional version or versions that is called Democratic Market Neocommunism, based on the idea that new forms of economic in a mix of markets and planning can
provide a bridge to a full postacapitalism.
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Democratic_Market_Neo_Communism_ver_2.pdf
This is perhaps too much for most and we confront the probably baseless versions like the Berniac ‘Our
Revolution’ which seems to mean very little at this point. We should consider however that this can be
one watered down compromise (or cop out) in relation to our larger framework that is NOT a project of

social democratic reformism, but either a reformist or revolutionary path to a strong socialism in some
form.
The reality is that we confront an ominous criminal rogue state and the only real option, no option at all
it seems, is a revolutionary transformation that can:

take over the capitalist national security state
reconstitutionalize a socialist foundation
expropriate large-scale capital formation intro-boundary, with strong constraints extra-boundary
reform politics to free democracy from capital domination
introduce an ecological legal structure to mediate economic issues in the context of climate catastrophe
abolish the hidden government and expose the criminalities of imperialism, capitalist militarism, and out
of control covert agencies.
this must include liberation from the Israeli conspiracy dominating current politics
this new system can function as an independent state socialism and/or a plug-in component of an
international….
this approach moves beyond the working class to the ‘universal class’ but the focal point of the latter
might well be the transitional working class
The question of evolution/revolution is thus an integrated consideration that is open-ended. We have so
far only pleaded to consider a virtual abstraction, but with a warning that its intent is serious social
change…
Impossible? a million people marching on Washington could induce collapse.
archive: science can’t explain evolution/speciation…an exotic perspective from Bennett (subject to its
own skepticism)
June 3rd, 2017 ·
An older post: Bennett on evolution // JG Bennett on speciation, individuality, eight term systems…a
warning biology is probably not even remotely close to a theory of evolution
November 23rd, 2016 ·
I don’t agree necessarily with Bennett and find him at the opposite pole to scientism, the fact remains
that he tried to produce a phenomenal version of the noumenon and then proposed a speculative
model that resolves the major confusions we see in reductionist Darwinism…I will propose my different
and better approach in another post…
JG Bennett on speciation, individuality, eight term systems…a warning biology is probably not even
remotely close to a theory of evolution

September 27th, 2016 · No Comments
http://darwiniana.com/?s=darwin+paradigm+shift
My study of the macro effect is a good introduction to the real problems with theories of evolution. But
it doesn’t go far enough. It is hard to go farther, because we don’t see what is behind the
phenomenological surface of what the eonic model exposes as outer evidence of a deep dynamic. But it
is clear what is missing, a mysterious form factor and its intermittent action over the course of history. I
have used Schopenhauer to try and help here and this might imply that there is a timeless (and
spaceless) component to the macro sequence.
I had a funny experience yesterday after writing the post above at the link: I suddenly realized I had
rediscovered J. G. Bennett’s core idea for an account of evolution, if we can apply the term to his
thinking. I went back to read the last arcane sections of Vol I of his The Dramatic Universe, which I
hadn’t read in many years, and found, presto, a version, far more sophisticated, of my basic suspicion
about the eonic effect.
In a nutshell (it would take a hundred-page account to really explain his theory) Bennett has a new view
of space time with three temporal dimensions, time, eternity, and hyparxis, the latter being the
interaction of time and eternity. The eternity dimension (his account is very complex and uses a
framework like that of general relativity) often expresses a timeless pattern in relation to the temporal
dimension. Bennett constructs an ingenious and useful ‘systematics’ of n-term systems and moves to
apply this to three domains in nature: the hyponomic, autonomic, and hypernomic. He has a fancy
version of ancient Samkhya with a version of ‘hyper dialectic’, which is like the law of three forces in
Ouspensky, except far superior. But it is a drastic conjecture. However, it resolves the problem with
evolution by showing how the life realm (autonomic) emerges as the ‘reconciliation’ or third aspect (not
unlike the marxist negation of the negation) of the active hypernomic and the passive hyponomic.
Bennett’s n-term systems convincingly rise along a cascade of complex entities from a ground state
‘hyle’ to corpuscles, particles, 0, 1, 2 term systems, ‘things’ or four term systems (from hydrogen, an
elementary ‘thing’ to pieces of wood), to e.g. viruses (five term) to cells (six term) to organisms (seven
term) to the concluding level of ‘individuality’ (eight term) systems. Man is a partial (or failed) organism
version of an individualizing organism. But beyond that Bennett most ingeniously constructs the level of
the biosphere as a complex entity that regulates the level of speciation: in this account the species is an
eight- term system, and speciation occurs in a very complex (and not quite clear) relationship to the
biosphere.
Here’s the kicker: we see that ‘evolutionary’ processes are keyed by a timeless pattern in the eternity
mediated by the ‘hyparchic regulator’. I wouldn’t have the foggiest at what that meant, until I realized I
had rediscovered a variant in the way the eonic effect shows a timeless aspect interacting in time with a
discrete series that seem to show action from the hyparchic future.
I must have botched Bennett’s complicated systematics, but the point is clear enough in a gist.
I have a rule, to leave the eonic model alone and not attempt to apply add-ons. But there would be no
harm in a separate book dealing with this (I had some intimations of this in the Conclusion to Enigma of
the Axial Age).

Such an explanation wouldn’t even enter the consciousness of those now in the realm of darwinian
scientism. It would be factored out of discussion at once as new age goop. But while there isn’t a
sufficient scientific basis for Bennett’s framework it is carefully thought out by someone who was an
master of modern physics, general relativity, Kaluza/Klein stuff, and much much more.

A species thus requires something far more than what biology has now. But is there any way to redo this
material along the lines of science? The closest science can come to this scheme of time is in the still
gestating spooky physics of nonlocality, etc…So science is proceeding apace. But the failure to
distinguish the hyponomic from the autonomic and the total absence of a conception of the hypernomic
is what has left biology in the sterile wilds of scientism.
The level of individuality as the real potential of man is worth the price of the book in discussions
scattered against the immense undergrowth of four volumes of reasoning of someone with an IQ of 200
(and a lot of blind spots). But the material is important and the scattered chestnuts remarkable, and in
this case unnerving: man is a degenerate octopotent being regressed to the septempotent level as
creature potentially an ‘individual’ (the octopotent level) who was failed to complete this stage. A
remarkable insight into the human struggle.
archive: the dialectic of revolution
May 9th, 2017 ·
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=The+Crisis+of+Modernity_ver6.pdf:
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Two+Manifestos+version+2.pdf
I hope it is more than someone getting older indulging in revolutionary exclamations,
but if nothing else that is a function appropriate in a personal sense…And it is merely useful to remind
those who will instinctively move in a more ‘practical’ vein that they could easily end up wasting their
time. in the Trump era, watch what you say in public, we are ‘nemo’ here, ditto for nemini…
I don’t think they will waste a drone on me, so as the headmaster quoth in Animal House, ‘Out with it’…
We have made a number of dialectical feints back and forth between evolutionary and revolutionary
perspectives but overall our task here seems to be advocating from the sidelines the discipline of truly
revolutionary activism. The sidelines are not really OK, but it is still something. It could be cowardly, but
maybe not.
As the Trump era approaches we are going to see intimidation in action and the result may be
ambiguous jargon on the issues of activist projects. In fact, we have seen that already with the Sanders
theme, ‘Our Revolution’, about which we have performed rain dances and other semantic
‘propaedeutic’.
We leave open the option of solidarity with these potentially coopted perspectives, potentially the only
really practical avenue.

We are stuck with a strange situation: a true neo-communist perspective must consider more than the
economics of the local working class. What about all those jobs that went to an international working
class?
We should proceed as before with at least the idea of virtual revolution as a gedanken experiment with
the possibility open at each point of activation of this potential.
(The women’s march to come is an interesting development indeed (one might have wished a more
comprehensive protest, but the platform is excellent). One might note in passing that a women’s march
was one of the key triggers of the Russian Revolution!)
The point here is that we can be theoretical and potentially practical at the same time. In the first case,
the perspective of revolution is a way to remind ourselves that real change is very difficult in the system
that we have, and that this system is in fact regressing to the right.
One of the key issues is that evolutionary politics can be stuck in a nationalistic focus on the economic
gains of one sector of the system, e.g. the working class. But the working class is an international entity
and the problems in any case are far larger and complex than the economic. We need at least in
principle a comprehensive platform of the kind the older marxism had. We can’t we use that? We can
certain use it as a backdrop but we have a more complicated situation now, and in any case the
American case, being that of a fully developed capitalist system, demands what in many ways would be
a first: a post-marxist set of core principles that reflect the legacy but which speak to the reality of
postcapitalism. The context here is more than economic, it is an ecological crisis, and the solution is
going to conflict with economic issues.
In any case the crisis we face we should be daring enough to challenge conventional activism with the
almost insuperable yet somehow more logical demands of a revolutionary platform. This barely exists
and strangely the marxist left has very little to say here. Perhaps like poker players they are biding their
time.
I fear that strategically it is proving counterproductive to have challenged the marxist canon. Actually,
we have embraced it, but with a demand that it refresh itself for a new era. Look at Leninism: it simply
doesn’t apply to our situation, although in a desperate moment some of its aspects might replicate
themselves. Overall, we must move on from a failed legacy. (The first step to moving on is to read about
ten bios of Lenin, if you have the time…he is a compelling figure).
But in general, it would be of great interest to think in a wholly new way, and in this case with respect to
the American system…

The point here is simply that capitalism is self-destructing, more than anything else due to climate crisis,
and we confront the need for a whole new system:
a new economic system
a new political system, a new form of democracy
a new foundation beyond private property

new approaches to growth/no growth sustainable economies
a nationalistic platform in an international context
exposes of the reality of the American system: the imperialistic context, the military-industrial complex,
wars manufactured for profit, the covert agencies and the deep state, the corruption of politics by
capital, the reckoning of criminal conspiracies and getting it straight on 9/11 and the false flag ops we
can only suspect are at the core of the corrupt and criminal system of politics current, and this includes,
stunningly, complicity in the international drug trade.
This is a fairly stunning set of required elements but we should at least construct the full list, create a
party and a platform that can deal with them, and an aspiration to a group in motion that is a party of
the main party, etc…
So there it is: a virtual solution to the above from a not yet senile old timer: a platform, two manifestos,
a proto-party: the Red Forty-eight Group, a first born succession if not successor of the classic marxist
Old Testament with its 1848 focus: the once and future revolution and/or a working class evolutionary
party as a focus of social democratic bluffing one’s way to a revolution.
The Red Forty-eight Group needs a huge set of study projects, among them the secular future (and
equivalent) of religion, the nature of economic theories, practical training systems and boot camps, a set
of communes and cooperatives, etc…
The Red Forty-eight Group is a template and a basically neo-communist conception. At the start of Last
and First Men, Nemo declared that every kid on his block was Captain Nemo, thus nemini…this new left
could Nemini in motion, and/or a question like the Who Am I? of the Advaitists. Nemini x factors…plus
three finger salutes, a cult, an army, a party, a commune, smorgasbord…
End of history or end of eonic sequence? man’s true freedom can’t emerge under domination by the
market…
May 9th, 2017 ·
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=The+Crisis+of+Modernity_ver4.pdf
This version of the eonic model stages a far better version of both an Hegelian freedom metaphysics and
the demonstration of emergent democracy:
the model actually produces what Hegel guessed about and Fukuyama actually eliminated: the so-called
discrete freedom sequence and the way that historical emergence prompts man toward increased
political freedom, which might well suggest ‘democracy’. But the catch here is that macro history can
prompt man to freedom but man must make himself and must take the steps toward freedom further to
the completion of the task. Big History simply induces a dialectical potential: man must make himself by
solving the problem of freedom. Clearly gyration between liberal democracy, capitalism and some form
of postcapitalism is the likely near-term outcome. The whole point, cogently noted by the early
socialists, was that the field of liberalism was flawed by the domination of capital and that ‘true
democracy’ must be redefined. And the obvious point missed by Fukuyama is seen in the contrast
between the birth of democracy in the English civil war and its erosion in the restoration and its cynical
‘liberal’ settlement.

In the eonic model we reach, not the ‘end of history’ but the probable end of the ‘eonic sequence’: the
point at which man must take control of his own history. That cannot be the same as subjecting man
irrevocably to forces of the market, something we can now begin to see is going to be a disastrous
outcome. Man’s true freedom can’t emerge under domination by the market…
archive: using Fukuyama’s argument against liberal democracy itself: history can’t end with
liberalism…
May 9th, 2017 ·
We discussed Fukuyama’s argument yesterday and here is the core of the fallacious argument. He has
missed the point of Hegel but even if we accepted his Hegelian metaphysics it would not necessarily
follow that liberal democracy represents any endpoint.
The whole idea originally was surely pace Kojeve at al, indeed Marx, that very simply liberal democracy
was too imperfect to be this ‘end of history’ and that a form of communism could achieve the correction
to produce real democracy. Here the Bolshevik example totally confused the issue, it must be admitted.
Our discussion of ‘Kant’s challenge’ and the idea of progress toward a perfect civil constitution is a
better formulation: we can see that beyond liberal democracy lie any number of systems that could
improve on the confusion created by so-called liberal democracy as a cover for capitalism.
Why use Hegel at all? It is a mystification of metaphysics where our eonic model shows clearly the
directionality of a freedom effect in world history.
Fukuyama jettisoned Hegel’s implausible metaphysics, as well as Marx’s idea of ‘dialectical materialism’,
as the proposed motor of historical synthesis. In their place, he suggested that the modern scientific
method coupled with technological advancement, alongside market capitalism as a form of mass
information-processing for the allocation of resources, could explain how humanity had successfully
managed to develop – haltingly, but definitely – on an upward course of civilizational progress. The
catch, however, was that we had now gone as far as it was possible to go. Liberal democratic capitalism
was the final stage of Historical synthesis: no less inherently contradictory form of society was possible.
So, while liberal democracy was by no means perfect, it was the best we were going to get. Big-H history
was over, and we were now living in post-History. That was what Fukuyama meant by his infamous
claim that History had ‘ended’. To be sure, many critics see Fukuyama’s theory as no more plausible
than Hegel’s metaphysics or Marx’s materialism. And his claim that Western liberal democratic
capitalism represented the necessary end point of the grand Historical working-out of human existence
– such that no society more desirable than the US of the 1990s was possible – strikes many as no more
likely than Hegel’s notorious claim that the end of History was the 19th-century Prussian state (which
just happened to pay his salary).
Source: Was Francis Fukuyama the first man to see Trump coming? | Aeon Essays
archive: …an evolutionary path to some version of democratic market neo-communism?
I am recycling some older posts…We can restage our ‘dialectic’ of evolutionary/revolutionary options: I
think that as we propose the revolutionary option it becomes clearer what we need to do. If we propose
a clear program it will begin to manifest along conventional political lines, and we can even aspire to
constitutional convention changes. The idea of a ‘virtual revolution’ can help those who disagree with

revolutionary tactics to at least consider what is needed and that this is a comprehensive spectrum on
economics, politics/reform, covert agencies, the deep state, 9/11, imperialism, the milit-complex, ….We
need to do all these things together…
The system we live in now is deteriorating rapidly and now confronts the catastrophe of climate
change…is a revolutionary path the only chance left?
from last month:
An evolutionary path to some version of democratic market neo-communism?
After all the labors of two centuries on the left a coherent platform still doesn’t exist
Democratic Market Neo-communism
http://darwiniana.com/?s=our+revolution
http://www.alternet.org/books/why-bernie-sanders-came-short-and-how-lesson-can-fuel-futureprogressive-victories
The strategy of Bernie Sanders has spawned an ambiguous jargon about ‘revolution’ and even socialism.
This may be a clever indirection that escapes me, and it might help to suffer the ambiguity in a fellow
traveler’s mode. But in the end. we might learn from Sanders that he could use the term socialism and
get a response from a huge sector of frustrated people who have seen through the charade of current
politics.
But why not take up a real socialism, a real project for a new politics and economy taken as both an
electoral option, but with a revolutionary potential in the background. The platform of Sanders evoked a
strong response: would that persist in a rendering of real socialism? If not we have betrayed the
terminology and taken away the option of those who are the real socialists. That changes the discussion
in an ugly way and becomes a cooptation of the real thing.

We may just as well misjudge the situation by demanding a coherent platform where a contingent of the
desperate are figuring an angle that is clever if not consistent.
It is interesting that while Marx is considered the revolutionary par excellence he and Engels, after 1848
entered a mode of conventional politics. And likewise we can adopt an evolutionary path, but that
requires an actual socialist or communist orientation. I fear we are being sidelined then by the Sanders
type of language and after an immense come on we are left without the ability to use the term
‘revolution’. I predicted than last spring in a cautiously interested take on Sanders.
I don’t think the damage done is all that great: all we have to do is point out the issue and at this point
anyone who can do anything needs support. But in the end a Sanders victory would not have produced
any socialism. Still, I think the time is coming when a Sanders type of campaign will replicate the mirror
image of Trump in the revulsion at what has come about: a committed socialist platform might be online
in a government that has control of Congress and Senate: what would be possible then?

A lot of confusion would arise at that point: we would end trying to recreate the New Deal in the midst
of a now corrupt system that is run from a deep state, is imperialistic, with the drug rackets and covert
agencies in the background. How would our Sanders deal with that, or with the spectre of Israel?
We of course lost such a moment with Obama in 2008, but of course he was no socialist.

We need a prefab model dealing with all such issues given a rendering in a complete package and we
confront the reality that our political system is not likely to escape the clutches of the vultures of
capitalism, the covert agencies, its legacy of imperialism and the persistent murder of many lefts.
As the saying goes, don’t let me stop you. But a real socialism in a Sanders-style movement is what
those who responded to his message were really hoping for. We don’t know what betrayal of
circumstance would have, might have, overtaken a Sanders moment.
archive: Is the ‘soul’ a spiritual technology of demiurgic powers in nature?
May 4th, 2017 ·
http://www.gurdjieff-con.net/index.php?s=soul+seed+plexus
One of the ironies of modernity and the religious legacies of antiquity is the way the hidden spiritual
technology of the Sufis is leaking out into the public domain, or at least trying to.
It is ironic that modern materialism can suddenly seem primitive next to the elusive plexus/soul seed
phenomenon which is very hard to get any information about.
I think this question impinges on the original emergence of homo sapiens and that this, pace J.G.Bennett
discussed here many times, connects to the suspicion as to the realm of ‘demiurgic powers’, that is,
beings super advanced but within ‘existence’ or higher nature (same as lower nature, but still
undiscovered by homo). The ‘soul’ technology of early man has spawned a descendant, but knowledge
of this has been virtually unknown in most historical civilizations.
Perhaps in the new era of history we entered with modernity this situation can improve as knowledge
becomes available.
There is an irony here: this is an issue of materialism (of the soul), but it is so elusive it appears (if it
appears) as a ‘spiritual’ phenomenon…
We have suggested the communist left, reborn, as a future sponsor of this mysterious technology, the
major religions having made a botch of the question.
If so, the left is in a lot of ‘school boy’ trouble. It is hardly competent for this as yet, next to the howls of
protest from traditional religionists, really visceral howls. but religionists have lost their connection to
the ‘working class’, to the ‘urban proletariat of the modern urban wasteland…They are thus the only
candidates, But a bit klutzy on spiritual issues, to say the least, nearly Neanderthal next to the stellar
(hoity) toities of new age movement. We can foresee leftists carted off to Zen monasteries and locked in
for years, marxists banished to the caves of Almora, communing commies holding ‘last suppers’ in
catacombs of the modern metropolis…

archive: xtianity foundering in its myths..
May 4th, 2017
I have been critical of the New Atheists but it is confusing and unhelpful to buy into the hypocrisy of
theists. I think the whole game is starting to nosedive and go into crash mode. So, the issue is what is
the future after Xtianity and Islam suddenly lose their hold on people. It is inevitable. The minute a
Biblical Criticism hound gets religion in his/her craw they make short work of lumbering religious
elephants. And that’s true especially of Xtianity whose theological history just doesn’t wash with the
modern mind which constantly runs off the track. I cannot thank Jesus for two millennia of mindfuck
over the Resurrection. We should note that a lot of spiritual bigwigs agreed here and moved via Islam to
try to provide something else. Now we have two confused religions.
I think we have a right to criticize Mohammed. Moslems moan and groan when new atheists mewl on
the subject. But I have lived with Sufis and their view of the subject makes Sam Harris sound pious.
But I do grant Mohammed the status of a prophet. Second-rate or not, the phenomenon is a mystery.
But I do not think that Mohammed was inspired by God or that his texts are sacrosanct entities of
revelation.
So, what was going on? I have heard Sufis claim Shakespeare as inspired by Sufis. I doubt it, but
Chaucer? The lore of his verse echoes a sufistic strain as old as the Troubadours. But the point is that
certain Sufis had/have the power to inspire poets. Once I know that I know the secret to Mohammed’s
Koran. Second rate or not it is a tour de force and a super clever stage effect from…Sufis? No, there
were Sufis before Sufis like the Egyptian Gnostics who have since floated down the Nile of human
culture doing all sorts of religious predestigation. I make no claim there. An even better explanation
might be the ‘demiurgic powers’ discussed by the Sufi J.G. Bennett. Whatever the case the whole Islamic
phenomenon is much more interesting now if we try to get to the bottom of a form of poetic levitation
from hidden Gnostics who used ‘god’ as the ideological prop to start a movement to take over the
planet, in the wake of the failure of Xtianity. The emergence of this religion just at the sunset of the
imminent Dark Ages is no idle coincidence. We can see the efforts emerging in the Axial Age to create
artificially constructed ‘civilizations’ with a glue of religion. It seemed a good idea at the time, whatever
the outcomes we shake our heads over now. The hold of this religion was so great it has left too many
mesmerized to this day by its haunting music, the Koran as a superpoetry. We need to wait on the
elucidation of mysteries to understand the truly stunning emergence and expansion of Islam. But let’s
face it, it is a dead movement now. Jihad has nothing to do with it anymore.
Although the Reformation was an Xtian phenomenon that can’t be replicated with Islam, the fact
remains that the idea can inspire some creative insight into the phenomenon of Islam, whose cultural
dynamics is so often misunderstood. The problem with the Reformation is that it initiating the
dissolution of Xtianity, not its reform.
Meanwhile, Moslems can see their future in that dissolution, but can adapt his construct to a new
modern future. It would be easier with Islam than Xtianity, because it freed itself fomr much baggage
after the example of Xtianity became known. Despite the almost magical manifestation of the Koran via
a receptive agent such as Mohammed the chance of poetry to create an endless future is not there, in

the end. And moslems denounce the end times, but modernity is a new age, and the end times are
those of Islam.
archive: the man, the soul, the will…
May 4th, 2017
Last and First Men brings the issues of communism, revolution, and religion into conjunction, and this in
the context of the idea of evolution. The model in WHEE and LFM is speaking to a new post-religious
(‘religion’) culture that must nonetheless graduate from religion, so to speak.
You can cashier Xtianity but you have to explain just how it worked to claim that you think it failed. And
that is hard. In a way it is too hard, we can’t normally understand the clever trickiness of gnostic
Mephistopheles issuing magical ‘cash’ for the juice of religions in expansion. That’s the catch, and what
gives us the sense too often of being in the phases of a complicated magical illusion.
The left will have to succeed without that or else be entangled in the old-fashioned way. I think that
man is graduating from religion, and the first final exam came with the emergence of Buddhism. But the
issues of religion are invariant and in modern culture the issue recurs under the rubric of ‘will’, and
man’s inability to really understand himself. Xtianity helped him for long to operate under the mystery
of will using the grace of churches and their blessings. But the test of graduation is coming and the spell
of Nietzsche is an ample symptom of the sharks beginning to move in on the waning of religion.
I think the left will default to many of the functions of religion in its way of helping the poor, but also the
‘poor in spirit’. The way must be reborn in a new form for an era of materialists, without sentimental
religiosity. But the issues are the same, one way or the other, and here the challenge posed in the
previous post is that of man, and certainly proletarian man, coming to understand the ‘exploitation of
will’ beyond the exploitation of his ‘work’. The ‘will’ in man is the key to his liberation, so the left must
graduate from positivism to understand man as a body, a soul, and a will. The three are one yet distinct.
This is, of course, the course that comes after he has graduated via, say, Buddhism. So modern man is
really advanced in a new age by a peter’s principle that gives graduation, but no exam. The status of the
will is the advanced course. But man in modern guise can barely do the make up on two thousand years
of meditation. He simply falls behind, and begin to disappear into the dark zones. Sinners stripped of
their will, unite you have nothing to lose…
archive/2015: stream and sequence: religions, axial ages, and reformations
May 4th, 2017
http://darwiniana.com/?s=stream+and+sequence
Our analysis of world history in WHEE doesn’t honor ‘sacred’ and ‘secular’ distinctions. It has another
more useful distinction of ‘stream’ and ‘sequence’:
the Axial Age produces two monotheistic ‘sequence’ transitional areas, archaic Israel, and the hard to
understand Zoroastrianism of Persia. We only see the Israelite succession in the West, but the Persian
blending with Israelitism at the conclusion of the ‘Israelite’ transition (of Israel/Judah) is one of the key
moments of the (mostly unwritten) Axial Age. This was a world historical first, a blending of Semitic and
Indo-European ‘monotheistic’ strains with an extra boost given to the underdog Semitic peoples crushed

by the Roman Empire. It would seem that the Persian strain resurfaced explosively in Islam, but in a new
set of disguises given the later history of the Middle East and the transient character of the Persian
Empire. Recall from WHEE the issue of the ‘frontier’ effect: Persia was a very advanced culture
flourishing after conquest at the core zone of the ancient Sumerian civilization and its succession. So
why wasn’t it the prime locus of the onset of a monotheistic age? Once we understand the frontier
effect we see that the macro system never returns to the same spot, i.e. core Sumer 2400 years later.
The macro system favors the underdog in a frontier area, almost the middle of nowhere for its time, but
the zone of multiple effects of diffusion from Egypt and Sumer. The Israelite (Israel/Judah) transition is a
tour de force barely appreciated by either Jews or Xtians. Instead of expanding into empire it becomes
an ironic experiment in the ‘incredible disappearing kingdom’ as its theme becomes ‘dealing with
empires’ as underdogs. That seems odd, but if you reflect the saga of Israel is its symbolic disappearance
from history after creating a ‘seed monotheism’ (not yet Judaism): the effect is stunning: creating a
religion torn away from its geopolitical roots enabling its universalization. And then just at the last
moment, during the Exile, the results blends with Zoroastrianism and begins its course toward the era of
the coming of Xtianity.
Note that ancient Israel staged a ‘reformation’ of the classic temple religion/culture of antiquity in the
middle east.

But we should note that the resulting religions of Xtianity and Islam are stream phenomena created to
move through the mideonic period to create new forms of oikoumene. The issue of theism and atheism
haunt us now but the original focus was the attempt by Xtianity and Islam to create new civilizations in
the wake of paganism. With respect to their age periods they were thus innovations of the protomodernist type.
But Christians and Moslems should note the way the ‘sequence’ effect returns with the modern
transition. The modern transition will prefigure the future of religion in a very powerful way. We cannot
be sure the ‘stream’ phenomena of the post-Axial Age will survive collision with the modern transition.
But just here the issue of ‘reformation’ buys time into this new epoch, and Moslems, Xtians and
Buddhists are learning the lesson of a new epoch.
This is why the Protestant Reformation is often so mysterious: it is no longer the Xtianity that came into
being in the era of Constantine. It is suddenly a new question mark with an affinity to the coming
capitalist revolution, and then becomes an adjunct to the movement of abolitionism. It has many sides,
and it has survived into recent times because it was amped up at the beginning.
Where it goes from here is not yet clear, but the issue should be of concern to moslems because the
term ‘modern’ is not sufficient to describe a viable future in the coming epoch visible at its start in the
early modern. One of the problems is the way the ‘modern’ has gone stale, and then to rancid in some
cases. It is hard to see how to innovate toward modernism in an age when the original American
experiment is now beset with covert agencies, false-flagging, drones, and executive assassination. The
founding fathers must be gaping through the clouds in puzzlement at the outcome of their experiment.

The future of the present epoch is still uncreated, so we can be careful to study the nature of real
progress in the context of decline from a ‘sequence’ point now entering its long endurance test in the
future stream.
The left out in left field…Is Chomsky giving cover for Israel on 9/11 //Solving 9-11: The Deception That
Changed the World: Christopher Lee Bollyn
May 3rd, 2017 ·
It is essential for the left to free itself from suppression of consideration of the 9/11 conspiracy.
Denouncing all this as ‘conspiracy theory’ is a disservice to everyone else on the left who end up being
ostracized by celebrity leftists who monopolize the ‘bullshit front’. One can certainly take up a critique
of the strong challenge/expose of Israel in this book but at this point the overall evidence taken
minimally points to a covert operation involving the US, the Israelis with a role on the part of the Saudi
covert agencies, we must suspect.
We must suspect in fact that attempts to give Israel cover have behind the scenes played a strong role
here.
Source: Solving 9-11: The Deception That Changed the World: Christopher Lee Bollyn: 9780985322588:
Amazon.com: Books
We have arrived at the moment foretold by the revolutionaries of the year 1848
May 3rd, 2017 ·
http://last-and-first-men.com/
We have arrived at the moment foretold by the revolutionaries of the year 1848.
The future of the world system at the end of globalization remains tremendously uncertain, but the
crisis of capitalism at a time of planetary danger summons at once its dialectical companion, the idea of
communism. We cannot indulge the shibboleths of the failure of communism, if capitalism is itself a
failure. It is useful therefore to consider the question of emergent communism in the wake of the
French Revolution in the context of the model of macroevolutionary history demonstrated in World
History and the Eonic Effect. The difficulties of historical materialism suggest the need for a larger
dimension of the historical, and a look at the place of economic systems in the record of civilization. It is
important to take the idea of communism (we must immediately recast the idea as a ‘new communism’)
critically, but can we do the same for the delusive dogmas of capitalism? And the issue of evolution in its
Darwinian ideology prone to social darwinist manipulations of class warfare becomes the object of
critical enquiry. The danger of the current paradigm is the promotion of the idea of capitalism as an
evolutionary game of the survival of the fittest. But the reality is the danger of social and species
degeneration under the regime of unlimited market civilization. A future evolution of man is not the
drama of the last man proposed by Nietzsche, but a social context of cooperation that can allow the
development of man in a coherent and caring environment beyond the destructive character of
markets: a framework of postcapitalist communism is the foundation for a new and future man,
evolving as a species, and not as a series of warring evolutionary degenerates in competition.
Kant’s challenge and the silence of the Kantians

January 23rd, 2015 ·
http://history-and-evolution.com/whee4th/chap7_2.htm
The issue of Kant’s famous challenge has been an eye-opener on the question of academic mindsets.
I think that Kant asked a simple question thus proposing a challenge about world history. The solution in
WHEE is a no-brainer, after some preparatory study.
The solution to his challenge is clearly discussed, analyzed, and partially solved in WHEE, but Kant
scholars refuse to even mention the issue and recoil against an outsider like myself. That WHEE might
have contributed something to a classic question is beyond mention. Part of the problem is that Kant
scholars can’t deal with a critic of Darwin. How is that possible? Kant seeded the teleomechanists, and
you must either grant that Kant ‘would have had’ a problem with Darwin or refine your eloquence via
doublespeak. ‘Would have had’ is grounds for slipping away from straight speech, no doubt. Kant was
also a critic of the design argument (although he seems to have acknowledged some form of ‘demiurgic’
power in history (??).
I think the same is true of Hegel. I have unsubbed from Kant and Hegel lists for trying to be open on this
question.
The fact has to be faced that academic philosophers have obfuscated the issue of Kant and evolution.
In any case the resolution of Kant’s Challenge isn’t all that hard, and WHEE simply looks for a ‘nonrandom pattern’. The latter is the easiest and safest way to approach the highly confusing question of an
‘historical dynamic’. From there we can see that there is such a dynamic, in the range of observation,
and that it is visible, for example, in the data of the Axial Age.
At this point the Iron Curtain of silence falls and there is no further discussion from a non-academic
subhuman like myself. It is baffling to deal with this state of mind. It is far worse than stupid.
archive/2015: towards a neo-communist exit from the 2nd Internationale legacies
May 3rd, 2017 ·
Red Forty-eight Group: towards a neo-communist exit from the 2nd Internationale legacies
January 12th, 2015 ·
There have been many Internationales, but all of them are mostly cloned descendants of the 2nd, with a
few alterations.
But we need something radically new at this point. The material in Last and First Men shows a series of
‘exit’ strategies in this situation. That is ‘exit’ from Stalinist hangover, not from core communism. The
core of marxism, which needs a radical update, is not the real problem. I think that the theories of
marxism are wasting a lot of time. Drop all of it. You can keep the labor theory of value, as meaning
workers are getting ripped off, but all the theories here are confusing people.
It is time to drop theory and stick to simpler outlines and descriptions. The outline in LFM is one good
version of the chronicle approach.

A new leftist postmarxism can easily avail itself of the legacy by simply studying the history of modern
revolutions, the revolutions of 1848, the history of economic theories up through marginalism, exposes
of mathematical fraud, …, ideology, class analysis without the dogmas of ‘historical materialism’, the
latter to be translated out of the ‘materialism’ question. Marx’s views/theories here overrated and
shouldn’t be a standard of conformity.
Marxists are forced into futile studies of Capital whose incoherent theory cripples clear thinking. Drop
theory, please.
It is almost impossible to produce a genuine mathematical theory of economics (at the level of
Newtonian physics), so why bother? It is better to detail the histories of economies and maintain the
standard of value judgment that allows evaluation of what is going on. The attempt to produce marxism
as a value-free science, amidst the thundering tarnations of Marx, hey, value analysis, were ill-conceived
as nineteenth century positivism. We have exposed the marxist Darwinism many times. Time for the left
to drop Darwin’s theory.
The issues of religion, atheism/theism, idealism, versus materialism, and much else are confused by
marxism. God, no god, who cares at this point: a Kantian viewpoint shows the metaphysical futility here.
A communist left requires sophisticated histories of world religion and a means for an inclusive metareligious, not anti-religious, perspective, with a solid definition of the secular and its relationship to
legacy religions.
There are many more issues here, but I fear the old marxist left, addicted to dialectical bullshit, and with
a cultic submission to Marx dogma is going to pass away before a new and aggressively updated
postmarxism that is faithful to the core legacy but able to enter a new and uncertain future where the
nineteenth century marxist fundamentalism seems but tired and stale.
archive/2015: secularism: definition distorted by new atheists
May 3rd, 2017 ·
Secularism: definition distorted by new atheists
January 12th, 2015 ·
http://darwiniana.com/2015/01/11/133273/: Secularism not inherently atheistic
It is important to not let the new atheists/secular humanists get away with defining ‘secularism’ as
entailing atheism. I am neither a theist nor an atheist and I find this distortion of the usage to be
pernicious. It arose, to be sure, fairly early because the battle against theocracy during the Reformation
set the contrast of religion and modernity, no matter that modernity began with the Reformation. It
wasn’t until latter that critics of religion began to equate modernity with atheism. This is clear from the
eighteenth-century shift, and the collision of revolution and religion in the French Revolution. And this
was directly connected to the emergent atheism of figures like Marx. But the equation of secularism
with atheism is a pernicious and very limiting confusion that condemns religious groups to attack
secularism, as if people in modern times didn’t have freedom of belief.
The meaning of ‘secularism’ must be founded on the breadth and diversity of the ‘modern transition’
and we see a long list of counterpoints.

The closed world of marxist cult
January 9th, 2015 ·
http://darwiniana.com/?s=last+and+first+men
I am often surprised at the failure of many leftists to see the limits of marxism: that is because they
cannot easily mix with outsiders, and have a closed view generated by conformity. That creates a
situation of naivete: the general public won’t even listen to many of the old jargonized pitches of classic
marxism.
The intent in Last and First Men is to change the ‘habits’ of thought that cluster around the ‘dead mass’
of nineteenth century to Bolshevik clichés.
At a desperate moment, radicals are so turned off they start to reinvent the subject in chaotic fashion.
LFM shows a way to do that systematically while still doing justice to the canon.
I think more generally that ‘historical materialism’ is a dead duck in a culture now dominated by as many
Buddhists as marxists. It is irresponsible at this point to turn off systematically so many in the general
public.
The issue of neo-communism can make ample use of the old marxism and yet completely change all the
labels, rewrite theory/history and translate the core ideas of class and ideology to a new framework.
As things stand now the old marxist left is blocking any real activist group in the way it dogmatizes stale
jargon.
I cannot even subscribe to the main marxist listservs to exchange commentary. Hard to believe
A larger perspective on modernity
May 3rd, 2017 · The need for a larger perspective….of modernity
The neo-communist left has to have a far larger universe than that created by historical materialism: it
needs a global anthropology that can talk to a generalized modernity/secularism. But what is that? The
nineteenth century created a reduced subset to all that in the forms of positivism, scientism, secular
humanism, marxism…
Marxism needs to be rescued from this situation: the situation is not hard to solve: we use the ‘macro
model’ (or you can skip that) to look at what we call the ‘modern transition’ from 1500 to 1800
(approx/) at which point the new era of modernity begins. The early modern clearly shows at once what
happened: marxism jumped on a yippee surfboard in the Feuerbachian reaction to Hegel and
downshifted into a very limited perspective. The overall idea was brilliant, however, and can easily be
recast to include 1. a larger whole than Hegel and his critics 2. the ‘dialectic’ of the modern transitional
with counterpoints in the Reformation/Rise of Science, revolutions from Munzer to the French
Revolution. 3 the rise of liberalism, ideas of freedom, philosophies of freedom, 4. German Classical
Philosophy….
In general, the marxist perspective can’t even handle the Enlightenment very well. The so-called
‘dialectic of the Enlightenment’ started chasing a good idea for a critique and ended up in the hopeless
muddle of the postmodern critique of modernity.

In the larger view, the issue of communism is 1. a response to the need for a post-transitional
‘revolution’ against capitalism, 2. the need to reconstruct modernity in this new context, requiring
versions of the Reformation, Scientific Revolution, rise of liberalism/communism (socialism),
industrialization and its technologies and globalization, 3. some reckoning with the complex chords
generated: e.g. the Romantic Reaction, the export of Buddhism and figures like Schopenhauer, etc…
You can see that the current tactic of trying to use marxism to challenge all other aspects of modernity is
ill-conceived and the route to sterility and scientism made worse.
Last and First Men creates an historical context for not only the larger perspective of modernity, but a
still larger context of world history. This approach requires looking at a whole complex(dialectic) of
counterpoints, contraries and pairs of opposites.

In specific terms, the new left here needs to study the reality of global religion, from Xtianity/Islam to
Buddhism, and Confucianism/Taoism, etc... It needs to have a larger philosophy that can work with
materialism and idealism in a larger context than simple collision. Etc…

This problem of selecting a small subset of modernity to define secularism haunts the science world
whose cadre of poorly educated scientism troopers has created, like marxism, an extremely narrow
subset of modernity that beggars the whole transition to a new era.
It would be nice to ditch the old marxism and create a larger version that is tuned to the greater whole
of modernity, and thence antiquity.
The eonic model in the background can replace the failed historical materialism
May 1st, 2017 ·
R48G: we are out of time to revise marxism but must do so in any case: the eonic model in the
background can replace the failed historical materialism.
April 11th, 2017 ·
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Two+Manifestos+version+2.pdf

R48G: we are out of time to revise marxism but must do so in any case: the eonic model in the
background can replace the failed historical materialism.
We have proposed a series of ways we can use the eonic model without getting involved in theory or
speculation. At some point, we might try a theory, but in the end, we are given everything we need to
proceed in practical terms without having to fully explain the eonic effect. And if we consider the
confusion the Israelites generated with the Old Testament account of the Axial Age we would do well to
proceed with caution as to the generalization of the eonic model. We have to face the fact that we will
be condemned to make a mess of this data if it becomes the object of unrestrained speculation. But
there are a host of simple and practical uses of this kind of model and it can be a way to create a

superset of the marxist/socialist legacy. We can do this easily because marxism and socialism are output
of this system, late effects near the divide point, and thus have a special status. But they may also be
instantly flawed results. We can take marxism as an historical object and move to incorporate it in a
larger and more flexible framework of the eonic model which suggests that a postcapitalist outcome, or
else a critique and regulation of such, is desperately needed and clearly indicated by the pattern we
have discovered.
We are out of time to replace marxism but unless we do we will inherit another flawed version of
postcapitalism that is vitiated by inadequate theories. This is very easy to correct but does the left have
the will to do this?

Let us proceed as if marxism is obsolete but relatively easy to upgrade with variants of the eonic model,
that is, no model at all, but a chronology with structure detectable empirically and with indications as
‘eonic emergents’ (e.g. the innovations of modernity) given as such with or without explanations. In the
end, we need to stay free of too much theory and the legacy of both historical materialism and
neoclassical economics are both liabilities. Our manifestos suggest a form of praxis with a time line
model of the eonic effect in the background as a possible tool and most of all a warning that it is very
hard to get history straight. Neither Marx nor the economists succeeded there. But the legacy of Marx
points to something desperately needed: a challenge to unrestrained capitalism whose effect has
suddenly shown itself to be a terminal catastrophe in the onset of climate change…
Up from historical materialism
March 9th, 2017 ·
It is not productive to start thrashing ‘historical materialism’ unless we are so hard-pressed we can’t
avoid it. We would do better to produce a better version. Our historical framework of the ‘eonic effect’
can do that with ease but the result no longer has the prime focus of economic determination or stages
of production. But the phases of the eonic effect show any number of economic formation and we have
but to study them in their empirical reality to fulfill the task of the analysis by historical materialism.
There, however, the ‘stage’ of capitalism ceases to be a modern stage of production and becomes a
gestating tendency present since the Neolithic and interacting very often externally with a core
economic system. Its crystallization in modern times is thus both a new stage, perhaps, or else a decisive
rendition of the whole historical becoming of so-called capitalism, armed with the financial mystique of
‘capital’. But we might wager that ‘capitalism’ of that type was in reality invented by the Sumerians.
What we are dealing with is the nature of the state, economies, and political equality as objects of
evolving societies where the declaration of communism is a way to reclaim the effects of capitalism for a
new social whole. The end state, communism, makes complete sense as the logical outcome of
restoration of the entities of primitive accumulation to the Commons, an almost axiomatic derivation of
the idea. In any case, the question of slavery is very close in world history to that of capitalism and we
have argued that, as far as we can assess the facts of the early Sumer/Egypt period onward the
phenomenon of slavery was a distortion and a social disease, not an inevitable phase of economic
society. In the early period of civilization this institution was marginal but slowly but surely became an
endemic social misformation, becoming by the time of the Romans a calamity of civilization in the

Occident. The slow transformation of society was partially remedied in the coming of Christianity before
the dread relapse in the modern period as the slave trade intensified and produced social anomaly. It
was for this that Marx tended to equate capitalism with the modern period but the larger reality is more
complex.
A new historical model is needed to account for the social transformation of the Christian world, for
example. Our eonic model can handle these distinctions with ease and give a warning that spiritual
powers must exist in a larger sphere of nature, although it is hard to detect their action. The crisis of
Rome strongly suggests such a spiritual intervention. Whatever the case as the unknowable, the fact
remains that Christianity, despite ending up the purveyor of social caste systems, was a revolutionary
force at the start for equality and this was more than a question of economics…
In all of this the real core meaning or intent of the concept of historical materialism ‘sort of’ works and
we would be wary of trying to revise a settled canon, unless we must. I fear we must. It need not be
divisive. Marx’s brilliant thesis, while its theorems suffer failed proofs, more or less got it right. But we
must at this point be prepared as free agents in history to propose and carry out the axioms of the
commons, communism, as a freely generated social transformation because that is the right thing to do.
An ethical assertion in the context of fallacies of economic stages…
Actually, all that is needed is to snap our of concept hypnosis and deal with practical situations.
R48G: virtual revolution? Trump’s criminal climate policy is grounds for a new politics, and asks for a
sacrifice of the present for the future
https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=Toward+a+New+Communist+Manifesto_jlandon_kin
dle_10_11_16_PDF_ver2.pdf
Confronting the reality of what is underway and the potential calamity in the making we tend ‘lost
consciousness’ about the reality as the other aspect of that reality (our ability since we will not live to
see the full disaster to shift the disaster onto the next generation) makes us ignore the need for some
kind of action.
Americans have given birth to a civilization that is a monstrosity and its remedy requires some kind of
revolutionary challenge. We have proceeded from the virtual revolution, to the potential for a nonviolent activism to a non-violent revolution, to the steps to an actual revolutionary future. What do we
make of all this?
All we can do is to aggressively ‘shout in public’ about the crime against humanity in progress from the
US system, which is a basically criminal operation of global predators…
This system is vulnerable, however, and a determined social movement could bring it to the brink of
discontinuity.
Toward a futuristic/revolutionary radical reformation
April 29th, 2017
Jesus Christ Commie…toward a futuristic/revolutionary radical reformation and an ‘atheist’ theology
March 3rd, 2017 ·

I am not a spiritual prophet but I sometimes wonder if non-prophets couldn’t do a better job renewing
the subject than those who might make such claims and/or those who adhere to a core doctrine.
A radical reinvention of Christianity in a new reformation could lead the religion into a new future for a
new era, but only if it can reckon its theological history in a truthful fashion beyond biblical distortions.
It would seem the first step is to play a trick on modern secularism by considering an ‘atheist
Christianity’. Let’s put the term ‘atheist’ in quotation marks and consider that the ‘pop theism’ that
came into existence over time is not the original of the Hebrew prophets. In any case a renewed
Christianity doesn’t need god superstitions and can consider a far more intelligent brand, one that is not
based on faith or doctrinal dogmatism.
A sufistic or Advaita concept of ‘god’ could completely transform the ancient superstition that turned
into a runaway theological idolatry of a crypto-pagan one/god pantheon.

And a future Christianity should reinvent itself around the left as a revolutionary social movement that
can fulfill the earlier dialectic of the reformation, Calvinist capitalism versus Munzerian protocommunism…
A leftist Christianity could provide a vehicle for a transition beyond the stupidity (and Israel propaganda)
of the current declining mess of pottage. There are many ways to reinvent the subject and many aspects
of a revamped religion that can move through modernity in a way that might actually prove helpful…
A good starting point is the assertion that without the ‘resurrection’ there is no religion. Nonsense. we
can pull the plug on the whole game by exposing the belief system based on the resurrection.

The ‘end of history’ confusion and its ideology
April 28th, 2017 ·
An older post: the ‘end of history’ confusion and its ideology
February 28th, 2017
this was: http://darwiniana.com/2016/05/11/beyond-the-end-of-history-meme/
text: Kant and the philosophy of history/Amazon
I strongly recommend anyone stuck in the ‘end of history’ morass to get beyond historical materialism
and Hegel and adopt my far superior method based on Kant’s original essay on history, or Kant’s
Challenge. This can bypass the end of history confusion by looking at the question from another angle.
The online netbook is perhaps too simple, but it contains the basic issue in systems analysis form. Hegel
‘Spirit’ in history is too mystical. The basic issue is stated more directly using the ‘macro model’. We see
‘freedom emergence’ in history in that context.
Historical materialism has mis-stated the issue here also. It is a hopeless muddle that has confused every
generation of marxists and made them a closed cult defending the muddle ad infinitum. Time to drop it
and try a new perspective.

Last and First Men also states the issues clearly: last-and-first-men.com/Amazon
It is almost impossible to decipher the ‘end of history’ meme. The model in WHEE is more useful and
never really deals with the ‘end of history’.
Instead it answers the questions asked by Kant in his short essay. The model of the eonic effect gives an
elegant and highly suggestive solution to the questions asked by Kant. The solution given in the eonic or
macro model is so simple and elegant that it simply sails by the complexity of Hegel to Kojeve to
Fukuyama. None of that really clarifies Kant’s basic challenge. It might suggest one of the meanings
sometimes given, as the entry to a new epoch. I don’t know. Or it might instead be taken as a discourse
related to another: the timeless aspect of a teleological system. The macro system ‘touches’ the
directionality of world history in terms of the intermittent action of its basic driver, the ‘end’ in a pun on
‘ends’ as ‘goals’. But that is a bit speculative. The whole muddle of the ‘end of history’ is too opaque to
determine much of anything.
The eonic model answers directly to each of the main issues of Kant’s essay, ignoring the rest (it is not a
commentary on that essay). Part of Hegel’s problem was that, as Kant warned, the issue of his challenge
was premature. The world would have to wait for more data. And that is correct: we live now in the first
generation to have enough data to see the solution to what Kant wondered about.
The basic solution to the question of a progress to a civil constitution is implicit in the model in its
‘discrete freedom sequence’. But the simple point is that the stunning emergence of democratic
revolutions in the early modern is confusing us a little. I have criticized marxists but they alone analyzed
this and came up with the charge of bourgeois revolution. And everyone forgets that the first
‘democratic’ (power to the people) revolutions in the early modern was Munzer’s Peasant Revolt with
its ‘communist theme’: communism came BEFORE what we call democracy. In fact, democracy, pace
Locke, rapidly downshifted in the worst case of the ‘democratic’ revolution, the decidedly bourgeois
revolution of the Americans, who compromised on slavery! We don’t often realize this outcome was
close to a fraud, even as it created a large-scale mockup of a democratic something. But a closer look
shows not only Munzer (and the ambiguous bourgeois Luther) but the English Civil War with its nearCambrian profusion of potential in the many ‘queer’ profound experimental movements, Levelers,
Diggers, … Let us recall the ambiguity of Locke as a counter-revolutionary.
The analysis of such as Marx and Engels here is appropriate, and they saw that ‘democracy’ in this
outcome was problematical, as it had been in Athens.
What is the solution in terms of the ‘eonic model’? There is none: the macro system spawns on one level
a kind of ideal abstraction and the first glimpse of this is communist!! The whole nexus devolves into
realization as a crude form of democratic yet elitist Frankenstein that ended up in the Civil War, and
which was always vulnerable to usurpation by the capitalist class…..etc..
The action of the ‘end of history’ is really an abstraction we look back on from our present. We shouldn’t
use the term in this model. The eonic model is very clear: after the phase of system action generating
the modern transition the system defaults back to free agency, which means we are on our own. A first
costly experiment to fix ‘bourgeois democracy’ as ‘real communist democracy’ was a train wreck, and is
Strike One, bolshevism, in the new era in realization. In antiquity, after the axial age the whole system

simply declined from its height, and never recovered. Will that happen again? Looking at the fiasco of
current american ‘democracy’ is not grounds for optimism.
We need to ready for a base hit and not Strike Two at a moment of crisis when the capitalist usurpation
as ‘bourgeois democracy’ from ‘bourgeois revolution’ has now produced a calamity of a system of
markets that cannot respond to climate change. The ideas of capitalism as the ‘end of history’ in this
sense is a semantic calamity, and a social apocalypse in the making. But the problem is ours to solve. It is
a practical question of a revolution, a new economic system, a postliberal system of freedom and rights,
and a possibly transitional system of hard authority to lay the foundations of a system received from the
‘expropriation of the bourgeoisie’. We need to get cracking with a practical set of blueprints. It is not
longer ‘revolution first’. ‘Revolution first’ has already failed. We need a sense of a global/national
federation of socialist republics, this time with something better than the fiasco called out as Strike One.
But willy nilly events will prove Marx right in a way: we must respond to the situation that arises, which
could be chaos globally at four degrees of temperature rise. The bourgeoisie failing action will soon be
castled in air-conditioned bunkers ruling over mass genocide.
Use my model,it is much simpler and the verdict is simpler: the moment to construct a new
postcapitalist system is at hand. Nothing in Hegel, Kojeve, or Fukuyama says anything against this. There
is no end of history. Look at classical antiquity in the Occident. It went into decline that slowly but surely
ended in a medieval period. Then the macro system jumpstarted a new beginning, right on schedule in
the fifteenth century (often confused with the Renaissance, which was something else). That action is
long since over, and we are on our own. The american system is pretty much as Marx predicted. With
the invention of the CIA the system has mutated into an enigma of crime, empire, covert ops, and
political lunatics. Such a fast decay over a mere two centuries is another puzzle.
Red forty-eight group…: the revolutionary demand…a system at the onset of nosedive and plane
crash…the deep state reformable?
February 3rd, 2017 ·
Review of The Deep State: An indispensable guide and expose of the harsh reality of the corrupted
American political system. The author surveys the history, dynamics, and increasing lunacy of a system
that has drifted into distortion and dysfunction. The portrait is a sobering indictment of a national
decline, and an international menace. I would point to one limit in the analysis: the failure to consider
that the 9/11 terror attack had deep sources in another version of the ‘deep state’, that pointed to in
such thinkers as Peter Dale Scott. But all in all, this book from an insider x-rays the core malfunction of a
republic/democracy that has become an oligarchic plutocracy.
https://www.amazon.com/review/RKJN0G1U878XJ/ref=cm_cr_rdp_perm
http://darwiniana.com/?s=revolution
http://darwiniana.com/?s=our+revolution
http://darwiniana.com/?s=democratic+market+neo-communism
We are confronting a system that has fooled us completely, and even its correct indictment is
problematical. But as the overall picture sets in the fixer we confront the rogue nature of the American
sentimental masterpiece and the result is shocking in the extreme. The basic analysis of The Deep State,

the expose of the JFK and 9/11 conspiracies, the expose of drug mafias in the pursuit of covert action,
the history and legacy of the CIA, the surveillance crisis of the national security state, the military
industrial complex and its wars for profit, the neoliberal capture of democratic government, the place of
money in politics, the influence of Israel on American foreign policy, the crime against humanity in the
destruction of Iraq and the ambiguity of imperialistic predation in Afghanistan. All this but the cap to a
prelude of almost two centuries of expansionist and Monroe Doctrine capitalist aggression. It is very
difficult to fill out the total picture of statist depravity.
And the ominous question comes to the fore: is there any chance of reforming this system? It seems
there is not, and it seems that the endgame is coming in the form of a climate crisis to which the US
can’t even contribute solutions politically in the psychotic onset of the Trump era. This system now puts
a gag order on scientific communication and is set to destroy its EPA. sic!

We must not suffer this overall calamity to destroy a planet. And we must consider that the nature of
power in the US is coming to a climax of domination after which activist, radical, and reformist gestures
will confront a tyranny that is beyond modification. Is it there already? Some might think that reformist
gestures are all we can envision. But the proponents of this are either incompetent or pulling their
punches in a state of fear before the Leviathan in question. We cannot abandon them in the name of
some revolutionary aspiration but by the same token we cannot abandon the revolutionary option
however remote at first its realization. We confront a generation conditioned to Gandhian thinking and
in the wake of bolshevism we recoil from the question of violence in the process of change. We are
constantly sermonized as to the successes of non-violent tactics. The reality is that we have lost two
generations of tactical activist to this illusion/ The reality is that non-violent action is one tool in a kit of
potential methods. And even a revolutionary option should consider its uses. But we are not involved in
a path of Jain enlightenment and world indifference. We must change the world however we can
manage. The legacy of MLK here has confused people. For some strange reason, he outdid even the
incompetent Gandhi. Perhaps because of the dynamic of his historical situation. Those who sound off on
non-violence need to explain how the abolition of slavery might have occurred via Gandhian peace
marches.
We must be clear and honest. Non-violence may be our only option. But that is very different from
saying we should as a matter of Jain ethical reasoning espouse non-violence. There is so such reasoning
in Christianity despite a number of echoes of themes of non-violence. The Reformation was one of the
most violent conflicts in world history, as was the Puritan revolution.
This is not a rationale for some kind of freak out violent conversion. On the contrary. The simple gesture
of revolutionary abstraction can by itself induce change. We can see the dangers of indiscriminate
violent action and might be wary of recent activities of groups like the Black Block. Tactics require great
thought, and first-class leadership.
Gandhi’s legacy is grossly misleading. His Jain background politicized a spiritual path resembling the
Buddhist type and moved to renounce the world, not change it. Its extreme non-violence was a path of
world renunciation. Gandhi’s red herring has had a limited success at best, certainly not in India, and is
simply the mirror image illusion of the Bolshevik opposite of extreme violence.

We cannot sacrifice the future of human freedom on the altar of a Jain religious tradition that many
Jains themselves would reject.
The larger question of war, revolution, and pacifist methods remains in a kind of flux.
We cannot expect to deal with a system so pathological as the one we confront now with peaceful
protest marches. The non-violent approaches must nonetheless continue.
The point is not revolution or violence, as such, but the real meaning of revolution: the trigger of regime
change and constitutional re-foundation, however arrived at.
We cannot just agitate for a wage increase for a few subsets of the working class in a system as
pathological as the one we see.
All those gains, as we can see, will likely be eliminated by the powerful mafia now in control. The coming
of Trump shows this to be so: we are likely going to lose the gains of the era of the New Deal and beside
that witness the destruction of the Union movement.
So, as to Gandhian sentimentality, we can’t evade the reality that history shows us: all the major forms
of democracy emerged in revolutionary regime change. A post-capitalist communist could hardly be
different.
The truth of the matter is that once we adopt a strong stance on this question we also create the
possibility of transcending violence by being clear that we won’t be intimidated by the current system
whose powers of domination can be exaggerated. The system is actually very vulnerable at many points.
For example, behind the facade of politic rhetoric many politicians are aware of the terminal character
of the system as it is. Thus, a leftist challenge actually has a huge number of hidden supporters, even in
the capitalist class.
We can adjourn to our twin manifestos to conclude this post: we have proposed the first fundamental of
a postcapitalist system, but we haven’t renounced markets altogether as such. This framework can
rescue the issues from the ill-conceived brand created by the Bolshevik era with a system that can
achieve a first step, yet able to evolve to a larger result.
It is possible the crisis could suddenly predispose a majority to revolutionary/constitutional change with
or without revolution. We are in any case confronting a revolution from the right that has shown its
hand in an instance such as that of Trump who quite stupidly shows the hand of the elite class intent on
slow but surely corrupting and then abolishing democracy.
We need to fulfill the prophecies of the end of capitalism and its successor templates with a first step
hybrid combination of revolutionary/evolutionary potentials. And we need to act soon because the
system is commencing a nosedive leading to plane crash.
The American revolution wasn’t a Gandhian movement
We need non-violent movements, but we must also reinvent revolution: that is, the ‘system reset’ that
recomputes state motion from a new starting point.
The United States has its own rich history – past and present – with effective uses of nonviolent
resistance.

Source: How Civil Resistance Can Topple a Dictator | Portside
The secular equivalent of religion
April 25th, 2017

https://www.dropbox.com/home/Public?preview=The+Crisis+of+Modernity_ver6.pdf
The degeneration of the American system is often compared to the decline of the Roman Empire.
The analog is apt, but incorrect: the obvious comparison is to the brevity of Athenian democracy
in the uncanny dissipation in less than two centuries.
The parallel comparison to the decline of the Roman Republic is also relevant, but that process
took five/six centuries. Both analogs are useful and revolve the unstated epochal logic clarified
by our eonic model which shows the clear correlation of the onset of the American system at the
end of the modern transition. That gave the American system a wallop but the result was limited
from the start and required the major correction of the horrendous Civil War.
The swift degeneration of the American system is an ominous warning of what the system left to
itself will become: worse and worse until the metaphor of the declinists turns correct.
The clear need for a new course correction emerges powerfully in the crisis of capitalism, the
failures of globalization, and the calamity of climate change.
It is no accident that religion and empire correlated in the case of ancient Rome. In our case we
can use the many potential resources of modernity beyond scientism/materialism (e.g. the course
of the Reformation, Spinoza, Kant, Hegel, Schopenhauer, Feuerbach) to create the secular
equivalent of religion and what we have called the ‘floating fourth turning point’: a social
transformation to bring restored coherence to a decaying modernity. The legacy religions are too
archaic while the fundamentalist marxism was too reductionist to do the job. This is a relatively
simple thing to do if we can evade religious obsessions (which doesn’t mean being antireligion
as such) and the Iron Cage mentality of scientism.
The fate of the American system is sealed at this point. It needs a thorough recompute, even as a
lot of radical challenge went nowhere as the system got worse with Trump…

